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Statement of Focus

The Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning
focuses on contributing to a better understanding of cognitive learning by
children and youth and to the improvement of related educational practices.
The strategy for research and development is comprehensive. It includes
basic research to generate new knowledge about the conditions and processes
of learnfhg and about the processes of instruction, and the subsequent devel-
opment of research-based instructional materials, many of which are designed
for use by teachers and others for use by students. These materials are tested
and refined in school settings. Throughout these operations behavibral scien-
tists, curriculum experts, academic scholars, and school people interact, in-
suring that the results of Center activities are based soundly on knowledge of
subject matter and cognitive learning and that they are applied to the improve-
ment of educational practice.

This Practical Paper and Technical Report are from the Prototypic Instruc-
tional Systems in Elementary Science Project in Program 2. General objectives
of the Program are to establish rationale and strategy for developing instruc-
tional systems, to identify sequences of concepts and cognitive skills, to
develop assessment procedures for those concepts and skills, to identify or
develop instructional materials associated with the concepts and cognitive
skills, and to generate new knowledge about instructional procedures.
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Abstract

This Practical Paper, published in conjunction with
Technical Report 173, presents the lesson plans and tests
used in the research study, together with descriptions of
models and films developed for the teaching program.
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I
Introduction

The following lesson plans and tests,
together with the descriptive models and
films, are discussed at length in the accom-
panying paper, Technical Report No. 173.
They were revised many times based on the
results of their use in pilot projects with
individual pupils, small groups, and entire
populations of elementary schools. The
teaching materials included in this practical

paper are slight modifications of those used
in the study.

The lessons, tests, and visual aids that
follow are published as a practical paper for
the convenience of the teacher who may wish
to use these materials; it is urged, however,
that the research basis for these materials be
thoroughly examined before utilizing the les-
sons in the classroom.
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II

Lessons

The lessons in this unit are designed to
provide opportunities for young children to
learn more about how problems resolved by
theory development are attacked. The first
lesson aims at the development of classifica-
tional concepts where the learner forms opera-
tional definitions of matter and energy. In the
following lessons the learner is assisted in
evolving a model for matter that enables him
to explain natural phenomena.

Thrc,ughout the lessons the rules for theory
formation are followed. The learner is reminded
that theoretical models must be useful in ex-
plaining specific natural phenomena if they are
to be retained and that there are no general
models of matter separate from a natural phe-
nomenon involving matter. As the learner pro-
ceeds he finds that a model that is useful in
explaining a change in the phase of matter from
liquid to gas is not necessarily adequate to
help explain chemical changes. To the learner,
the adequacy of the model must always be
judged from the frame of reference of the phe-
nomenon to be explained.

In the lessons the student experiences a
natural phenomenon, judr es some models, and
suggests or judges modifications of a model.
Opinions concerned with concept teaching in
science are somewhat confused; hence, you
are alerted at this point. There are some teach-
ers who believe that the students should dis-

cover the theory and there are others who say
that discovery of a theory is impossible since
theories are inventions of the human mind.
The procedure followed here is based on the
opinion that theories evolve as more facts are
accumulated and as more ideas are invented
by people; theories in science are invented by
people and not discovered in nature. If you
wish to believe that the processes involved
in making inferences are discovery you may
say that some discovery takes place here.

The lessons that describe the teaching
procedure include extensive use of mechanical
models and films for suggesting ideas to the
learners. The learner judges the reasonable-
ness of adding each inferred idea to the i,,odel
to be used in explaining the phenomena. Some
ideas he accepts, some he rejects, and some
he modifies. The factors used in modifying
an existing concept to meet the requirements
of a new situation are introduced singly so
the learner is protected from confusion that
is consequent to "too many factors" at one
time.

Pupil activity, in addition to manipulating
apparatus, witnessing demonstrations, and
viewing films, involves the building of models
on an overhead projector. The overhead pro-
jector activity appears to help the pupils to
build mental models involving the idea of
particles.
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Lesson 1
Matter and Energy

Prerequisite Concepts

1. All objects and phenomena are classi-
fied as matter or energy.

2. Anything that has weight and o:cupies
space is classified as matter.

3. Anything that causes changes in matter
is classified as energy.

Teacher Orientation

Since (a) the scientific study of natural
objects and phenomena begins with assumptions
and definitions and progresses in a semiorderly
manner to concepts related to the natural world
and (b) learning proceeds, generally, in a se-
quential manner from simple to complex con-
cepts, the teaching procedure begins with the
development of two working or operational
definitions. These definitions are based on
the fundamental assumptions in science; how-
ever, the assumptions are not discussed with
the class. The teacher should recognize the
basic assumptions to be the reality of time,
matter, and space. Only when these assump-
tions are accepted can useful definition making
proceed.

Classification utilizing the procedure of
forming operational definitions includes the
description of an object or phenomenon in terms
of mutually inclusive and mutually exclusive
factors. Most definitions begin with gross
observations and evolve from more detailed
data.

Observations made by a mature individual
are restricted, since they are based upon pur-
pose. However, the observations of small
children appear to be erratic; if they have a
purpose it is not communicated. In the teach-

ing process the strategy employed to cause
the desired observations to be made must,
therefore, vary with the maturity of the learner.
The procedure employed here is that of direct-
ing the attention of the child to changes.

It is recognized that this lesson involves
use of the concept of conservation of matter;
however, if the lesson is conducted as directed,
the lack of formal experience with this concept
does not appear to be a problem. The concept
of conservation of matter essentially is "Matter
can be neither created nor destroyed." This
concept is credible throughout the universe if
you accept the universe as a "closed system."

In this lesson the children are to be assist-
ed in generating operational definitions of mat-
ter and energy that are based upon gross obser-
vations. Some of the activities suggested may
be used as demonstrations in grades 2 and 3
and as laboratory activities in grades 4, 5, and
6, The number of pieces of apparatus needed
depends upon how the activity is utilized in
teaching.

Materials

Spring balance or beam balance and
weights

Beaker-500 ml

Iceabout 300 gm

Stirring rod

Heat sourcePropane burner

Ring stand or tripod

Inflated football or basketball
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Transparencies: 1, "WATER HEAT MATTER
ENERGY"

2, "Matter can be weighed
on our scale. Energy can-
not be weighed on our
scale."

Procedure

The fact that ice melts or that ice changes
to water is commonly accepted by children in
nearly all of the elementary grades. Most
children in these grades, however, cannot
explain melting in terms of energy. Ice is
selected for use in this lesson because it is
readily available and is easily handled. The
teacher will introduce the lesson with a demon-
stration that leads to discussion and some
possible cooperative planning of an experi-
ment.

Demonstration. Add a quantity of ice to
a beaker and place this on a support within
the view of pupils. Tell the pupils the materi-
al in the beaker is ordinary ice.

Teacher: "How much ice do we have in
the beaker?" (Answer: 4 chunks, half-full,
1 pound, 4 pieces each 1 1/2 inches square,
etc.)

Teacher: "How can we find out how much
ice we have so that we could tell someone
else? (How is ice sold in markets?)" (Answer:
Weigh it or measure it. A reasonable answer
is to weigh it.)

Figure 1.1. Melting ice
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The teacher places the beaker and ice on
a balance. If the desire is to follow more of
the suggestions of the class members or in
case they express the quantity in other ways,
have additional quantities of ice available.
After the ice is weighed the number is recorded.

Teacher: "How can the ice be changed?"
Or if the ice is melting the question will be
"What is happening to the ice?" (Answer:
Make the ice melt. The ice is melting. Heat
the ice.)

Teacher: "If heat is added to the ice what
will happen?" (Answer: The ice will melt.
The ice will change to water.)

Teacher: "If the ice melts will the water
weigh more than the ice, less than the ice, or
the same as the ice?" (Answer: All will be
picked by some.) "How can we find out?"
(Answer: Weigh a beaker of ice, melt the ice
by heating, and weigh the beaker and contents
again.) Teacher and pupils together will carry
out the experiment.

Place about 300 grams of ice in a 500 ml
beaker and weigh it with a beam or spring bal-
ance (kitchen scale will work). Be sure the
exterior of the beaker remains dry. The heating
of the beaker and contents must be carried on
carefully so water does not splash out or boil
away. Gentle stirring is of some help. When
nearly all of the ice is melted, remove the heat
and weigh the beaker and contents again. Re-
cord the weight.

Teacher: "Compare the weight before melt-
ing with the weight after melting." (Answer:
They are the same.) "What did we add to the
ice?" (Answer: Heat.) "Does it appear that
we can weigh heat?" (Answer: No.)

You may wish to extend this idea to light.
Place a flashlight on the balance when the bulb
is not lighted. Reweigh it when the bulb is
lighted. Weigh an electric bell not ringing and
ringing. Heat, light, and sound are called forms
of energy. Does it appear that we can weigh
energy?]

Teacher: "What can we weigh?" (Answer:
Water and ice.) "How do water and ice differ
from heat?" (Answer: Water and ice can be
touched and weighed; heat cannot.)

Use Transparency No. 1. Show "water
heat," then uncover "matterenergy."

Use Transparency No. 2. Emphasize mat-
ter can be weighed on our balance and energy
cannot be weighed on our balance.

Teacher: "What other things are matter."
(Answer: Chair, desk, chalk, people, etc.)
"Is air matter or energy?" (Answer: Varies.)
"How can we tell?" (Answer: See if we can
weigh it.)



Activity. Weigh an inflated football. Al-
low the air to escape and weigh it again. Have
some members of the class witness the escape
of the air.

Figure 1.2. Weighing air in a football

GPO 828.145.2

Teacher: "Is air matter or energy?" (An-
swer: Matter.) "Why do you say this?" (An-
swer: It can be weighed.)

Use Transparency No. 2, "Matter can be
weighed on our scale. Energy cannot be weighed
on our scale."

Teacher: "We are going to spend most of
our time working on matter. We must, however,
also be able to tell matter from energy. You
have seen energy do something to ice. What
was that?" (Answer: Melt it.) "You saw what
happened to the bell when it was connected to
the battery. Tell us." (Answer: It rang.)
"What happened to the light bulb when the
switch was turned on?" (Answer: Gave off
light.) "We saw that the matter was changed
every time. Ice was changed tc, water, no sound
to giving off sound, no light to giving off light.
Energy can change matter. Matter we can weigh.
Energy we cannot weigh."

7



Process Concepts

Lesson 2
Making Inferences

1. Evidence in science may be gathered
by indirect means.

2. In science theoretical models are de-
veloped that help in explaining obser-
vations made in nature.

Teacher Orientation

The nature or structure of matter has been
the subject of interest, study, and speculation
for many centuries . There have been the ideas
that "matter is continuous" and tha- "matter is
made up of particles." The appearance of a
vessel of water or piece of iron causes one to
think of matter as being continuous. If the
disappearance of water by evaporation is con-
templated very carefully, the particle idea
becomes preferred. To some ancient scien-
tists like Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) the smallest
particle of matter was determined by the method
employed in cutting the matter. He believed
that matter could be cut into smaller and small-
er pieces. To other scientists there was a
smallest particle of matter; a particle thc' was
not cutable was called an atom. (Demo-
critus, 460-370 B.C. & Dalton, 1766-1844).

It is not always possible to make direct
observations of natural phenomena by smelling,
seeing, tasting, hearing, or feeling. Some-
times it is necessary to employ man-made
devices an,! sometimes it is necessary to make
inferences.

Inferer-;es- -aade in science are usually
of two types: inferences from part to whole
and inferences of fact translation. In both
types there is complete dependence upon facts,
that is, on observations. If you see a large
antenna on a house, you infer that the occu-

pants also have a T.V. set. If you see a dog-
house in a yard, you infer that there is a dog.
If you see one part of an animal, you may infer
that the other parts are present. These infer-
ences of whole from part are the result of past
experience. The facts you observe/are com-
pared with the whole experiences you have
had in the past. Your thoughts go something
like this when you observe the Nay tail of an
animal while walking in the woods. What do
I know from the past that has a tail like that?
Dog, cat, fox, skunk, raccoon, monkey, cow,
horse, etc. You then compare what you see
with what you know. It is probably not a
monkey if the observation was made in the
upper temperate zone. It cannot be a horse
or a cow if it is small. If it has a plume-like
tail, it is probably not a cat. If the fur forms
rings of dark and light colors, it could be a
raccoon but not a skunk and probably not a
dog. If the tail is a solid color, it is probably
not a raccoon. It could be a dog or a fox. If
the animal waved the tail back and forth in a
leisurely manner, it could be a clog. No matter
what your inference is concerning the rest of
the animal, there is a probability that you are
wrong. Your probability of predicting precisely
depends upon how many facts you have from
the present and how many related facts you
can recall from the past. The inferences that
involve the translation of fact from one situa-
tion to another are similar to the part-to-whole
inferences.

Have you heard a sound caused by the
wind during the night and thought it was some-
one walking into your house? When you did
this you translated one fact to another. in
the box activity in this lesson, the pupils are
asked to transfer facts they have collected
from a variety of sources to a new situation
and to develnp a composite by placing the
facts together. The pupils will build a model

3.



of an unknown by observing facts indirectly and
then making inferences.

The model to be developed here is not a
replica of something. The model here is an
idea of what something may be like, A model
of a railroad train is a replica and a model of
an atom is an idea. Models may be in the
mechanical, mathematical, or verbal form.

Model formation is very important to all
parts of our society and not just to science.
Bioengineers are able to form models of the
spread of disease and thus plan the distribu-
tion of vaccines or other therapeutic activity.
The models bioengineers develop are based
upon related facts gathered over a period in
history and from them inferences are made.

Whenever inferences are to be made the
most useful question is, "What do I know
from my experience that acts like what I see,
hear, taste, feel, or smell?"

Materials

Overhead projector

One large sealed box that contains an
object. (The object should be one with
properties that may be inferred from in-
direct observationhard cylindrical,
spherical, vibrates, has a flat side,
etc.)

Small sealed boxes that contain one or
more objects with properties similar to
those of the object in the big box. (It
is advisable to have as many boxes as
pupils in the class.)

Transparency No. 3 "Many things can be
learned about objects without really
seeing them."

Procedure

Demonst.ration. Hold the large sealed
box so all pupils can see it; be careful not
to shake or tip it to give clues.

Teacher: "What does the box contain?"
(Answer: Air, matter, energy, nothing, etc.)
"How can we get a hint of what is in the box?"
(Answer: Shake it.) "Why would I want to
shake the box?" (Answer: To see what kind
of a noise it makes.) "What kind of noise
are you looking for?" (Answer: If it thumps
in the box, the something could he hard. if
it gives a ringing sound, it could be glass

10

Figure 2.1. The black box

or metal. If there are two sounds, there may
be two objects. If it goes "wosh wosh," it
may be a soft object.) "Do these noises
really tell you what is in the box?" (Answer:
No, but we can guess what there is in the
box from the noise.) You are doing what
scientists, engineers, and people who study
natural objects in the universe do. You make
observations and then you try to remember
when you noted that before. You guess about
what you now see by recalling your past.

Step two is concerned with forming a
model of the object in the box. The model
is to be an idea and not a replica.

Teacher: "Let us see how many things
we can learn about this object without open-
ing the box. We have shaken the box and
found that the object was a solid. What do
we do next?" (Answer: Tip the box so the
bottom is at a slant.) "What is the purpose
of this?" (Answer: If the object is round, it
will roll to the low side.) "Does this tell
us it is round like a ball or round like a piece
of chalk?" (Answer: You have to tip the box
several ways to find this out.)

. The teacher, with the help of the pupils,
will Perform each experiment as it is requested.
The pupil should always know why the teacher
is making a request and what kinds of data he
will collect. The information gained will be
the facts. The inferences made by the pupils
become the facts related to the unknown. The
data are tabulated for all to observe.

Teacher: "Now let us see if we can draw
a picture or describe what the object seems
to be like. We want to know what is your
idea about the object?"

Each child will contribute to this activity
or each child may write or draw Its own descrip-
tion. Remember that the mode' is just an idea.
The box is never to be opened so the nature of



the contents is never known.
Laboratory Activity. Each child will use

a separate sealed box and will try to describe
the contents. The teacher should help the
pupils to start the investigation and then move
around the room so each child can operate
independently.

Following the activity the class discus-
sion will consist of having individual pupils
describe the contents of the box and the nature
of the evidence they used.

This activity may be followed by another

in which each child is allowed to make up an
" unknown box" and bring it to school where
the children may exchange them and describe
the contents.

Close the lesson with Transparency No. 3,
"Many things can be learned about objects with-
out really seeing them."

Teacher: "This lesson was to help you un-
derstand how we are going to study matter. We
want to build a model for matter and we cannot
get inside it to learn exactly what it is like. I
think you will be able to build a model anyway."

11



Lessons 3-4
Matter and Particles

Concept 1: All matter is made up of particles.

Background Information

This information is presented to the teach-
er with no intent that it is to be passed on to
the students. The desire is to provide the
teacher with the opportunity to gain a more
complete understanding of the development of
the concepts included.

Historically, matter has been looked upon
in two ways; it is continuous or it is discon-
tinuous. Those who looked upon matter as con-
tinuous thought there were no discrete particles
of matter and the size of the smallest particle
of matter was determined by the skills of the
person or machine doing the cutting. Aristotle
believed that matter was continuous and he
said that the size of the smallest particle was
"determined by the keenness of the blade.,"
When you look at a piece of glass, iron, or
rock or test these materials in a variety of
ways, it looks as if they are continuous. The
continuous model for matter is not a very use-
ful one.

To those who look upon matter as being
discontinuous, matter is made up of particles.
The particles of each material have a precise
size, You may think of matter first as made
of many particles, like a box of buckshot. The
idea of particles is very useful. The particle
theory of matter has been the one that has been
most popular for the last 150 years.

In 1803 John Dalton, an English school
teacher, consolidated the historical informa-
tion related to the structure of matter while
working on the problem of gases dissolving
in liquids and thereby formulated what has
become the atomic theory. This theory was
useful to him in explaining what he had ob-
served. In the theory, Dalton assumed that

all matter is made up of little particles called
atoms, that these particles cannot be subdi-
vided or changed into one another, and that
atoms can be neither created nor destroyed.
He further assumed that atoms of a particular
element are identical in shape, size, mass,
and all other properties and different from other
elements in these properties. He also pro-
posed that a chemical change involves the
joining together or separating of atoms.

Daltc'n's theory has remained very useful
to scientists through the years, even though
it has been periodically modified. Today we
believe that atoms can be divided into even
smaller particles: namely, protons, neutrons,
and electrons. We also believe that atoms
can be changed to other atoms and matter can
be changed into energy in nuclear reactions.
However, for the purposes of these lessons
one can think of atoms as the fundamental
particles of matter.

When teaching these lessons it will be
better not to mention the terms "atom" or
"molecule," but instead to talk about "par-
ticles of matter" or "little pieces of matter."
The particles will be discussed and given
their proper names later on in the unit.

Studies of the structure of matter have
led to the formulation of ideas related to the
shapes of molecules of many materials. For
example, water molecules are made up of
hydrogen and oxygen and it seems the atoms
have a definite geometric relationship. Fig-
ure 3.1 represents a molecule of water, two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen
arranged in a particular way. To deal with
a particle of water as complicated as this at
this stage of instruction leads to confusion;
hence, a "particle" of matter will simply be
represented by a single particle in the models
we build.

The solutions formed in these lessons are



Figure 3.1. A model for a water molecule

Figure 3.2. A model for KMnO4
dissolved in water
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considered to be homogeneous mixtures of two
or more components. Therefore when they are
explained via the particle theory of matter,
they are considered to be two or more kinds
of particles mixed together. Figure 3.2 is
one way of representing a solution of water
and potassium permanganate. Figure 3.3 is
a means of representing sugar dissolving in
water.

The main concern in these lessons is to
develop the idea that matter is made up of
many small particles. In addition, you are
developing the idea that a scientific model
is an idea or a construct to help explain ob-
served phenomena. Thus, it is not a model
of what matter looks like, but rather a bridge
between the real world of people and the con-
cept of the particulate nature of matter. A
model is a good model only as long as it is
useful in explaining something.

oooeo :ed" :"441::::dab( 0,000:.
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Figure 3.3. A model for sugar
dissolving in water



Lesson 3
A First Model for Matter

Teacher Orientation

Inference is an important but complex
process in science. In the experiment with
the sealed box the attempts were: (a) to col-
lect facts, (b) to find like facts from experi-
ences in our background which could serve
to relate the observed facts as an important
frame of reference, and (c) to construct a
model of the unknown (object in the box)
studied in the experiment. In the process of
Question: What are the properties of the contents

Experiment
Activity Result

1. Shake box (fact). Thumping sound (fact).

Question: What is the shape of the object?

2. Tip box so bottom
surface is tilted
from right to left.

Sounds as if the object
rolls to the lower level.

Question: Is the object spherical or cylindrical?

3. With the box
tipped from right
to left, also tip
the box from back
to front.

Sounds as if the object
slides to the front of
the box.

model building, the one who makes the infer-
ences as a result of correlating observed facts
in an experiment with facts from past experi-
ences assigns what he believes to be logical
properties to the model he builds. The model
is developed in the mind of the builder but
he never sees if his model is correct. All
he knows is that the model he constructs helps
him to explain what he wants to explain.

Imagine that the following tests were per-
formed on the box you had.

of the box?

Past Experience

When a solid object
is in a box and the
box is shaken, thump-
ing noise is produced.

When objects roll
down a slanted sur-
face, they are round
like a cylinder or
round like a ball.

A cylindrical object
in a V-shaped track,
such as the corner of
a box, will slide when
the track is slanted.
A spherical object
will roll.

Inference

Because the facts of
the experiment are the
same as the facts of
past experience, we
say the object in the
box is solid.

Because the facts of
the experiment are the
same as facts related
to spherical objects
and facts related to
cylindrical objects,
we say the object is
either round like a
ball or round like a
cylinder.

Because the facts of
the experiment are the
same as the facts from
experience related to
cylindrical objects,
we say the object is
cylindrical in shape.
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If all you wanted to explain is the thump-
ing noise, you could have stopped your infer-
ences with Step 1. If you wanted to explain
Question 2 only, you could go through Steps 1
and 2. If you wanted Question 3 explained,
you would go through Steps 1, 2, and 3.

The nature and extent of the experiment-
ing and inferring depend upon the question that
is to be answered. Because the function of
science here is to explain natural phenomena,
the investigator must be careful to ask ques-
tions that can be answered. It is obvious that
asking questions is the most important part of
investigating any part of nature. The quality
of the answer to a question is never better
than the quality of the question.

The process of forming ideas or models
involves inferring and inventing and each model
includes many inferences and probably a vari-
ety of inventions. In this project the models
of matter to be formed will help us to explain
several things. The model will have to start
out to be very simple and gradually evolve as
more demands must be met. Remember that
the model to be developed here is to be an
idea, not a replica. Theoretical models are
not replicas; however, they are representa-
tives. As the theoretical model the Particle
Nature of Matter" is developed, you must be
sure that two requirements are satisfied: (a)
Does the model agree with the facts observed?
and (b) Is the model useful in explaining what
you want to explain? In the practice of sci-
ence only the facts are discovered. Very few
if any authorities would classify the collection
of facts as science. Science results in the
way the collected facts are treated.

Materials

Overhead projector

Trans parencies

4, Can we determine some of the char-
acteristics of an object we cannot see?"

5, "What has happened to the sugar?"

6, Diagram of a beaker

7, "Matter is made up of particles."

Teacher demonstrations:

3 1000-ml beakers

1 50-m1 beaker
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30 gm sugar

1 stirring rod

750 ml water

200 gm sand (dry)

150 gm small glass beads

food coloring

transparent colored disks

solid blue cellophane

transparent material the same size as
the blue cellophane

Student kit (one per student)
1 50-ml plastic beaker
1 teaspoon of salt
1 medicine dropper
1 paper towel

Procedure

Project Transparency No. 4, "Can we
determine some of the characteristics of an
object we cannot see?" Review the sealed
box experiment with emphasis upon the fol-
lowing ideas: (a) We compared some sounds
we got by moving the box with other sounds
we knew. (b) We made a model of the object
in the box. (c) We never really knew what
was in the box.

Teacher: "Today we are going to try the
idea of building a model of some water and
sugar to see if we can develop an idea that
will (a) fit the facts and (b) help us explain
what we observe. Are we working on matter
or energy here?" (Answer: Matter.)

Teacher: "What was the first thing we
did with the sealed box?" (Answer: Shook
it, tipped it, moved it around, etc.) "What
were we trying to do?" (Answer: Find out
as much as we could about what was in the
box.) "We made some observations; we col-
lected some facts."

Demonstration. To about 750 ml of water
add about 30 gm sugar and stir the mixture
until the sugar is dissolved. Each pupil should
be sure to observe what the sugar looked like
and what the water looked like before and after
mixing. The question, "Can you see the sugar
in the beaker?" should be asked often.

Project Transparency No. 5, "What has
happened to the sugar?" (Answer: Dissolved



in the water.) (Pupils use and attach some
meaning to the term "dissolve"; however, the
intent seems to be to name rather than to ex-
plain.) It is well to discuss the term if it is
given.

Teacher: "How can you find out if the
sugar is still in the beaker?" (Answer: Taste
it, evaporate the water, etc.) Note: Tasting is
a very poor method for detecting the presence
of chemicals, hence it should not generally be
used.

Pupil Activity. (The pupils may carry out
the following activity if desired.) Add one half
teaspoon of sugar to about 30 ml of water in
the beaker. Stir until the sugar is dissolved.

Figure 3.4. Dissolving sugar in water

Teacher: "What has happened to the sugar?"
(Answer: Dissolved.) "Where would we find
the sugar?" (Answer: In the beaker with the
water.) "Would it be near the top, bottom,
middle, or some other place." (Answers will)
vary.) "How can we find out where the sugat
is in the beaker?" (Note: The desire is to
assist the pupils in finding that the sugar is
distributed throughout the water and is not
concentrated in one place.) (Answer: Take a
small amount of liquid from different parts of
the beaker; if the samples taste sweet, we
know that sugar is present.)

(Note: The teacher will demonstrate how
a sample of the mixture may be taken from
different locations in the beaker. Later, if
desired, the individual pupils may perform
the activity. Depress the bulb of the dropper
and insert the glass part so the open end is
at the location from which you wish to draw
a sample. Release the bulb. When the bulb
is fully expanded, remove the dropper and
place a drop of the solution on your finger.
Taste the m: :tore. If this is to be a class
activity have different parts of the class take
samples from different parts of the beaker. If
this is a demonstration, the testing can be per-

formed by moving around the class with the
samples so different pupils may participate.)

The results are tabulated on the chalk-
board or on a transparency.

Teacher: "What do we learn from the re-
sults ?" (Answer: The sugar is all over in
the water.) "Could we see the sugar?" (An-
swer: No.) "Water?" (Answer: Yes.) "We
have used only one observation tasting.
Let us try out something else to see if we can
see the other material."

Demonstration. To about 500 ml of water
add about five drops of food coloring. Stir
the mixture.

Figure 3.5. Food coloring being added to water

Teacher: "Can you see the food color?"
(Answer: Yes.) "Where is it located?" (An-
swer: All over the beaker.) "What could
water be like and what could sugar and food
coloring be like for this to happen? We are
now going to try out our sealed box. idea of
study." (Answers: None may be given be-
cause this is new procedure.)

Teacher: "You may not remember exam-
ples so we can try to refresh your memory.
Have you ever seen sand and stones together?"

Demonstration. Place 200 gm of sand in
a beaker and to this add 150 gm of glass beads.
Stir the sand and beads. Teacher: "If we be-
lieve that this is like our sugar and water,
which would be the water and which the sugar?"
(Answer: Water is like sand, sugar is like
beads.) "Can you see the beads?" (Answer:
Some next to the side.) "How can we find out
if the beads are all through the sand?" (An-
swer: Take samples of the sand out to see if
there are beads in it.) (Note: The teacher,
assisted by the pupils, will remove different
samples of the mixture to see if there are beads
present.) "How is this like the sugar and wa-
ter?" (Answer: The beads are mixed in with
the sand. Each part of the beaker includes
sand and beads just like the beaker of sugar
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Figure 3.6. A model for sugar water

and water.) "If we use these materials how
can we make this into a model for sugar and
water?" (Answer: The sand is the water,
the beads are the sugar, and the beads are
distributed throughout the sand.) "What kind
of a model for water have you formed?"

Teacher: "In this model you have decided
what water could be like. Is it sensible to be-
lieve that the water in the beaker is made up
of little particles? Is it sensible to believe
that the sugar and the food coloring consist of
particles? Before we answer let us remember

Figure 3.7. Model for sugar and water
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what these ideas must help us to do. Repeat
The ideas must help us explain what we see
and the ideas must fit what we see."

Place Transparency No. 6, the diagram
of a beaker, on the projector. Add colored
disks to the transparency so they appear to be
in the beaker.

Teacher: "If these dots are water where
would they be placed?" (Answer: All over
inside the beaker.) "If these smaller dots are
the sugar where would they be placed?" (An-
swer: In between the water particles but all
over the beaker.) Is this a good model?" (An-
swer: It does help us to explain what we see.)
"In this model we said that water is made up
of particles and that sugar is made up of par-
ticles. Let us try another idea for the water
and sugar."

Demonstration. Place a piece of solid blue
cellophane on the projector. Have availablE
another piece of transparent material the same
size and shape as the blue and also some of
the colored dots to use as sugar. Teacher: "If
we let the blue be the water, what would we
use for sugar?" (Answer: Something in the
blue.) (Try by placing another color over the
blue.) "Does this help us explain anything?"
(Answer: No.) (Try placing the dots on the
blue.) "Does this help us explain anything?"
(Answer: It could.) "What is wrong with this
model?" (Answer: The water looks solid and
we make believe that the sugar is on the water.
We know that the sugar is in the water.) "Which
of the models we have formed so far is the best ?" (An-
swer: The one with the two kinds of dots mixed
together.) "In the model we selected, we agreed
that we would say that matter is made up of par-
ticles."

Project Transparency No. 7, "Matter is
made up of particles." It is a good model be-
cause it helps us to explain the sugar and
water.



Lesson 4
Testing the Model

Teacher Orientation

Models that are useful in only one situa-
tion are not as valuable as those that are use-
fu' in more than one. The desire is to develop
a model that is simple and with wide applica-
bility.

The student is here asked to apply the
model he used to explain a natural phenomenon.

Materials

Overhead projector

Transparency No. 6, Diagram of a beaker

Transparent colored disks (red and white)

Crystal of potassium permanganate

2 petri dishes

1 forceps

1 stirring rod

Procedure

Project Transparency No. 6, the diagram
of a beaker. Teacher: "If we wished to show
that there is water in the beaker, what could
we do?" (Answer: Draw a line alone at any
level. Place a color over the bottom part of
the drawing. Place some dots in the beaker.)
"Why is any one of these methods satisfac-
tory?" (Answer: All we want to do is show
that there is something in the beaker. We do
not have to explain anything.) "What kind of
a model did we talk about yesterday?" (An-
swer: Matter is made up of particles.)- "Why

did we use this model?" (Answer: We wanted
to explain sugar in water. The sugar was all
over the water.) "Is water really made up of
particles?" (Answer: It could be. It seems
as if it is. No one really knows.) "What other
idea could we have about what water is like?"
(Answer: It is not made up of particles.)

Figure 4.1. Model for a beaker of sugar water

Teacher: "Today we are going to try to
explain another thing."

Demonstration. Place one petri dish con-
taining water on the overhead projector. Place
an empty petri dish near the first so that both
are projected.

Teacher: "What do we observe at present?"
(Answer: One dish contains water and the other
does not.) "How could we show this by using
the idea of a model?" (Answer: Place anything
that could represent water in a circle.)

Add the crystal of potassium permanganate
to the water in the petri dish and stir. Teach-
er: "What do you notice?" (Answer: The color
of the water changes.) "Are you sure you
changed the -.olor of the water? When we added
beads to sand, did we change the color of the
sand? The sand and glass bead mixture did
look different from the sand or glass beads
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alone." (Answer: We could have added materi-
als of another color. We couldn't really see
the water anyway so it is possible that we are
seeing the other stuff.) "Let us review the
things we have seen." (Answer: Water in the
dish. When other material is added we notice
a color change.) "What do we want to explain?"
(Answer: The color being all over in the water.)
"What materials do we have?" (Answer: Water
and the colored material.)

Figure 4.2. Dissolving KMnO4 in water

Either draw a circle on the overhead pro-
jector or use the empty dish to develop a
model. This is the cooperative task of the
teacher and pupils.

Teacher: "If we wish to explain how this
color is distributed in the water, what kind of
model for matter could we use?" (Answer: Put
in a red disk.) "If a red disk is put in do we
have water and the other material or do we
just show what it looks like?" (Answer: Just
shows what it looks like.) "We want both the
water and the color." (Answer: Place some
white dots and red dots mixed together.) This
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is performed by one of the pupils and the class
will judge the adequacy of the model in terms
of the requirements: (a) Water and colored
material are both present. Two kinds of matter
are present. (b) The color and water are equally
distributed throughout the sample.

Figure 4.3. A model for KMnO4
dissolved in water

Teacher: "What model for matter is use-
ful here?" (Answer: The idea that matter is
made up of particles.) "How many kinds of
matter did we have?" (Answer: Two.) "How
many kinds of particles did we show in the
model?" (Answer: Two.) "Were tne particles
of each kind of matter in one place or spread
out?" (Answer: Spread out.) Is this model
useful? If it is, someone must explain the
colored water using the model." (Answer:
The particles of colored material represented
by the colored dots are spread out between
the parti Iles of water represented by the
clear dots. It looks red because of the col-
ored dots.)



Lesson 5
Particles and Spaces

Concept 2: Particles of matter have spaces
between them.

Background Information

A statement of high obvious credibility
is "Before a phenomenon can be explained that
phenomenon must be established." This means
that before you explain something, that some-
thing to be explained must be known. Such a
generalization is of great importance in teach-
ing the concepts in the particle theory of mat-
ter. The concepts have no value to the learner
unless he has knowledge of what they are used
to explain. In this procedure you should fol-
low the learning principle "Begin with the con-
crete and go to the abstract"; begin with the
observations and progress to the theories.

In this lesson the inadequacy of the con-
cept "matter is made up of particles" becomes
evident; the concept does not help us explain
what we see. The choices now available be-
come: "Discard the idea that matter is made
up of particles and form a new theory" or
"Modify the theory we now have so that it fits
the past experiences and this new experience."
In science this is a continuous option so the
scientists have decided on a way to deal with
the decision-making process. Their rule is to
modify an existing theory rather than crcate
a new one whenever possible.

When we approach the problem in this
lesson, the options should be open to the
learners because the desire is to teach the
process concept as well as the product con-
cept. It is important to have knowledge of the
ideas of how nature seems to operate and also
of how man has come to understand nature.

When salt and water or alcohol and water
are mixed together, the volume after mixing is
not equal to the sum of the two volumes before

mixing. This observation was not made in the
lessons thus far, because it would have led to
confusion. Now that observation will be made
and there will be an attempt to explain the ob-
servation. The explanation to be developed
is that the particles of matter have spaces be-
tween them.

It is not difficult, at first, to think of
liquids or gases as being made up of particles
with spaces between them but it is difficult to
accept this idea about solids. The pupils will
encounter this kind of misgiving and only gradu-
ally come to accept the ideas as they appear to
help in some explanations.

As you progress in teaching this scheme
you will come to teach that the "spaces" be-
come the means for explaining the differences
between the solid, liquid, and gas phases of
matter. In gases the particles account for only
about .04% of the space occupied by the gas.
In liquids the free space between particles is
much less; about 33% of a volume is occupied
by the particles and 67% is free space. In
solids the space occupied by the particles is
greater depending upon how the particles are
packed. Alcohol molecules:

1;1 1-,1

H-C-C-OH
H H

are larger than water molecules: H-O-H,
and thus probably have larger spaces between
them. No matter what phase matter is in
solid, liquid, or gasthe space between the
particles is greater than the space occupied
by the particles themselves.

Teacher Orientation

The desire in Lesson 5 is to develop the
concept "matter is made up of particles that
have spaces between them" by utilizing the
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existit,g concept "matter is made up of par-
ticles" and another analogous mechanical
model. The procedure in the use of the analo-
gous model is to involve the pupils to a maxi-
mum and will again include the making of infer-
ences. The reasonableness to the pupils of
the inferences made will depend upon the na-
ture of the pupils' past experiences.

The lesson is to begin with two volumes
of liquids that are to be mixed together. The
situation to be explained is: The total volume
after the two liquids are mixed does, not equal
the sum of the two separate volumes. It is
obvious that the model for matter developed
thus far does not provide the explanation. A
three-dimensional analogous model consisting
of a large tube, BB shot, and marbles is used
as the source of the pupil inferences (BE shot
represents one liquid; marbles, the other li-
quid). As the tube with the BB shot and marbles
is tipped back and forth the total volume occu-
pied by the two materials appears to decrease;
a situation analogous to the mixing of alcohol
and water.

During the teaching, the pupils should
observe that the particles are not of the same
size and that one kind of particle occupies
space between the other particles. It is wise
to keep reminding yourself that this particle
idea is a theoretical model and is not a replica.
We do not know that matter is like this. We
do know that this idea of matter is very useful.

Materials

Overhead projector

Transparency No. 8, "Particles of matter
have spaces between them"

1 10-mm x 48-inch glass tube

2 corks to fit 10-mm tube

100 ml alcohol

100 ml water

Food coloring

Wax pencil

2 32-mm x 200-mm test tubes

Corks to fit 32-mm test tube

88 shot enough to half fill the test tube
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Marbles enough to half fill the test tube

Procedure

Demonstration. Place a cork in one end
of the glass tube 40" long. Nil the tube half
full of water. Carefully add colored alcohol
to the tube until it is about 1 1/2" below the
top. Stopper the tube. (The desire is not to
mix the alcohol and water during the filling
procedure.)

Figure 5.1. Water and alcohol in glass tube

Have a pupil mark the top level of the
liquid in the tube with a wax pencil. Turn
the tube over so the air bubble at the bottom
end moves to the top. Again invert the tube.
When the bubble is again at the original end,
have a pupil mark the level of the liquid.
"What happened to the level of the liquid?"
(Answer: It seems that some liquid disap-
peared.) Repeat the inverting process and
note the level of the liquid each time. "How
do we know the two liquids are mixed together?"
(Answer: The color is all over the tube.)

Teacher: "What happened?" (Answer:
Some of the liquid seemed to disappear be-
cause the level of the liqUid went down.) "How
can we explain this?" (The students will try
many kinds of answers such as: the water
dissolved the alcohol; the alcc,iol evaporated.)
If the pupils use such terms as evaporate,
dissolve, etc., they should explain what they
mean. The important factor is that the liquids
are still in the tube.

Demonstration. Add BB shot to the large
test tube until it is about half filled. Add
marbles to the test tube until it is nearly filled.
Stopper the tube and mark the level of the con-
tents with the wax pencil. This is to serve
as the analogous model: the shot is the water



and the marbles the alcohol.
to make the observation that
gous model here.

Teacher: "Which could

The pupils are
we have an analo-

be the water?"

Figure 5.2. A model for water and alcohol

GPO 628.%45.3

(Answer: Shot.) "Which could be the alcohol?"
(Answer: Marbles.) "Now let us mix them as
we did before."

The teacher will turn the tube over and over,
and each time the pupils will mark the level of
the marbles.

Teacher: "How do the results with our
model compare with the other results?" (An-
swer: Look the same.) "How can we use this
model to explain what we want to?" (Answer:
One kind of particle goes into the spaces be-
tween the other particles.) "How must we
change our model for matter so it is useful
here?" (Answer: We must say that matter is
made up of particles that have spaces between
them.)

Project Transparency No. 8, "Particles
of matter have spaces between them." Discuss
this in terms of the demonstration and the model.
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Lesson 6
Particle Size

Concept 3: Particles of matter are very small.

Background Information

According to the particle theory, all kinds
of matter are made up of certain kinds of par-
ticles called atoms or molecules, and each
kind of particle has a specific size. Since
you have looked at solids, liquids, and gases
with the idea that they are all particulate in
nature, you must have come to the conclusion
that, "if the particles do exist, they must be
very small." In order to explain some obser-
vations made by scientists studying the make-
up of matter it has been necessary to give each
particle a rather precise size. Because the
sizes of atoms are very small a new unit of
measure has been employed: it is the Angstrom.
An Angstrom (A) is .00000001 cm, or 10-8 cm,
or one one-hundred millionth of a centimeter,
or one ten millionth of a millimeter. A water
molecule is given the length of about 2 A, a
sugar molecule is about 10 X, and a molecule
of oil of wintergreen is about 6 A long.

So far you have talked about particles
with spaces between them, so the logical next
,belief, since we have not seen one of the par-
ticles, is to say they are very small. The
"very small" description is not precise since
there is no frame of reference. Do you classify
as "very small" those things you are unable to
see with the naked eye, with a hand lens, with
an optical microscope, or with an electron micro-
scope?

There are photographs taken with electron
microscopes that have been called pictures of
molecules. These are somewhat less than pre-
cise labels for the photographs because the pro-
cedure employed is indirect. Hence, the evi-
dence is inferred rather than direct. Care must
be exercised in using and interpreting such de-

signs on photographic plates.

Teacher Orientation

The frame of reference for smallness of
particles in this case will be the optical micro-
scope or the hand lens. The pupil begins by
observing crystals (aggregates of particles) and
late° by noting that the crystals seem to disap-
pear as they dissolve. Another experience that
is useful in teaching this concept is the sensing
of odors that are not visible.

Pupils experience difficulty in accepting
the idea that some matter touches part of the
nose when they have the sensation of smell.
In order to use this phenomenon in the teach-
ing process the pupil must come to accept the
idea that matter does enter the nose. Only
then can he accept the inference that since
he is unable to see the particles, the particles
are very small.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Microprojector or microscope

Transparencies:

9, Floor plan of classroom

10, "Particles of matter are very small"

11, "Particles of matter have spaces be-
tween them and are very small" (The
first three concepts)

Demonstration or laboratory activity
Salt crystals
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Watch glasses
Hand lens

Oil of wintergreen

Cotton

Mortar and pestle

Blue and red transparent disks of the same
size, about 1/2 inch in diameter

Small red and blue disks, about 1/4 inch
in diameter.

Procedure

Demonstration or laboratory activity. Pro-
ject an image of some salt crystals on a screen
or have pupils examine a few salt crystals on
a watch glass with a hand lens.

Figure 6.1. Salt crystals

Teacher: "What is the shape of the crys-
tals?" (Answer: Roughly square.) "How large
do they appear to be when you look at them
thruugh the glass?" (Answer: Varies.) "Place
salt crystals in the mortar and crush them with
the pestle" Place the pieces on the watch glass
and examine them again. What did you notice?"
(Answer: The pieces are much smaller.) "While
you are looking at the crystals place a few drops
of water on the crystals. What happens?"
(Answer: The salt dissolves.) "Can you see
it with the lens?" (Answer: No.) "Can you
see it with a microscope?" (Answer: No.)
"Is the salt still present?" (Answer: Yes .) "What
would a model of salt in water look like?" (An-
swer: Salt particles mixed with water particles.)

Construct a model of salt in water on the
overhead projector using the colored dots. The
pupils may be given a choice, large dots or
small dots. Their choice should be the small
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dots because the pieces of salt and water
are small. They may select dots of two dif-
ferent sizes to indicate that the particles are
not the same size.

Figure 6.2. A model for salt water

Teacher: "Why are you unable to see
them with the microscope?" (Answer: The
particles are too small to be seen with any
microscope.)

Project Transparency No. 10, "Particles
of matter are very small." You may wish to
refer to the size as being so small that it would
take about 50,000,000 water particles to form
a line less than 1/2 inch long (1 crn)a. Water
molecules are given the length of 2 A.

Uncover the bottom half of the transpar-
ency that represents three models for matter.

Teacher: "Which would be the better
model if you wanted to explain what happened
to the salt in water?" (Answer: Smallest par-
ticles.) "Why are each of the other models
rejected?" (Answer: The particles are large
in A, and C shows nothing.)

Demonstration. Project a floor plan of
the classroom, Transparency No. 9. Locate
a few pupil positions on the floor map. Soak
a quantity of cotton with oil of wintergreen or
perfume and expose this near the center of the
room. Each pupil will raise his hand as he
detects the odor. When a pupil reports that
he detects the odor his position on the map is
marked as 1, 2, 3, etc. After a number of
pupils have reported noting the odor, the teach-
er asks: "What must have occurred in order for
you to have noted the odor?" (Answer: Some
of the small particles of the material must have
reached the nose.) "Could you see the par-
ticles?" (Answer: No.) "Why not?" (An-
swer: The particles are probably very small.)
"The fact that we cannot see them can be ex-
plained by saying that the particles are very
small."

Project Transparencies No. 10, "Particles



of matter are very small," and No. 11, "Par-
ticles of matter have spaces between them and
are very small."

Our model for matter now includes:

Matter is made up of particles.
The particles have spaces between them.

The particles are very small.
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Lessons 7-8
Motion of Particles

Concept 4: Particles of matter are in motion.

Background Information

A lump of sugar seems to disappear in a
glass of water, and after the apparent disap-
pearance the water tastes sweet. A drop of
ink or food coloring in a glass of water soon
loses its identity as a drop and becomes dis-
tributed throughout. If a bar of gold is placed
next to a bar of lead for a period of time and
the lead is later analyzed, gold particles will
be found in the lead. When a bottle of perfume
is opened in a room, the odor is soon detected
throughout the room.

These phenomena are known to occur with-
out any mixing being carried on by man or ma-
chine; it just seems to happen. The person who
believes that effects have causes, however,
rejects the supernatural and the unexplained.
In these studies of matter we will reject the
supernatural and try to explain the phenomena.
The choice we have is the same as beforedis-
card the old theory and form a new one, or mod-
ify the old theory to make it useful in the new
situation.

The model "matter is made up of small par-
ticles with spaces between them" is to become
"matter is made up of small moving particles
with spaces between them."

The addition of the quality of motion to the
particles is logical since it fits everyday ex-
perienceit is based on facts. If the location
or position of an object is changed, the object
has moved. There is no possible explanation
for the change of position of a body other than
motion.

Later this idea of motion of particles must
be qualified since matter exists in three phases:
solid, liquid, and gas. It does not make sense
to say that a particle of water, when it is a part

of a solid, is different from a particle of water
when it is part of a vapor or liquid. A particle
of water is a particle of water, regardless of
the phase it is in. It is possible, however,
to explain the differences between solids, li-
quids, and gases by means of the motion of
the particles. The motion of the particles in
a solid is generally described as vibrating
within a limited space;. in a liquid the motion
is random but in a straight line with one par-
ticle moving past another; and in a gas the
motion is similar to that in a liquid but the
distance traveled by each particle is greater.
Speeds of more than 1000 miles per hour have
been used in describing the motion of some
gas molecules.

The factor of motion in a straight line
leads logically to the question "Do the par-
ticles strike each other, and if so what happens?"

As you view the short films it will appear
that the particles do strike each other and then
bounce away. This is really not considered to
be a part of the model. A more precise descrip-
tion is that the particles approach each other
(but never actually touch) and bounce away.
Each particle is given the property of perfect
elasticity; hence, the kinetic energy of each
particle is conserved and the collision of par-
ticles does not result in a loss of kinetic energy
by the particle.

The solution of a solid in a liquid is de-
scribed by using the impact of particles of the
solvent as well as the motion of the particles
of the solute. It may be said that the molecules
of solvent strike the solid knocking particles
into the liquid. This process continues until
the number of particles of solute knocked off
equals the number of particles that join the
solid. When this occurs, the solution is said
to he saturated.

As the process of dissolving is observed,
it is noted that the diffusion always moves away
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from the saturated region around the crystal.
The general direction of diffusion of all sub-
stances is from the region of greater concen-
tration to the region of lesser concentration.
Apparent diffusion stops when the concentra-
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tio-i of the solute and solvent within a closed
system is uniform.

Motion of the particles is necessary to
explain diffusion in solids, liquids, and gases;
change of phase; and chemical change.



Lesson 7
Motion of Particles I

Teacher Orientation

The need for teaching theoretical concepts
is based upon the desire to explain natural
phenomena; therefore it is only reasonable that
the strategy should begin with the phenomenon
to be explained. The second factor to be con-
sidered is recognition by the learner that his
present knowledge is not adequate.

The diffusion of a solid in a liquid is a
phenomenon that cannot be explained with the
idea that matter is made up of small particles
with spaces between them. In order to have a
useful explanation, the particle must have the
property of motion.

Introduction of the factor of motion is not
as simple as it appears. Pupils of this age
tend to omit the idea that the change in posi-
tion of in object implies motion. The use of
the otrE.Nrheari projector in modeling the move-
ment of particles from one place to another
is helpful. Involving the individual pupils
in r.-:olifyind the existing model serves to
stimulate pupil interest.

Materials

Colored transparent disks for use on the
overhead projectortwo colors

nve-head projector

Transparency No. 12, "Particles of matter
arc in motion"

Demonstration
1 petri dish
1 cryStal of potassium permanganate
1 forceps
water

Film
13.1n04 diffusing in H2O

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Procedure

Demonstration. Place a petri dish of cold
water on the stage of the overhead projector.
When the water has stopped churning about,
place one small crystal of potassium perman-
ganate in the water near the center of the disk.
The pupils are to make observations cf the
phenomenon.

Figure 7.1. Potassium permanganate
dissolving in water

Teacher: "What do you see happening?"
(Answer: A pink area is forming around the
crystal.) "What is causing the pink color?"
(Answer: Some parts of the crystal are going
into the waterdissolving.) "Does this mean
that parts of the crystal have moved away from
the crystal into the water?" (Answer: Yes.)
"When we used these materials before, what
did we do to get the pink color to spread out
in the liquid?" (Answer: We stirred the li-
quid.) "Would this color have spread out
without mixing?" (Answer: It looks as if this
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would happen.) "What could our model for
matter look like if it is to help us to explain
this?"

The overhead projector should be used
here unless you wish to have the individual
pupils work with materials such as small felt
or magnetic boards. The overhead projector
is suggested.

Teacher: "We should now try to construct
a model for the crystal in the water before we
saw the pink color in the water."

Construct a model on the overhead pro-
jector or stage. Pupils should participate in
the activity. The clustered red dots are the
1::,.Inc)4 prior to going into solution.

Teacher: "Now we must use the model to
show what happens to cause the water to be-
come pink."

The pupils will now modify this model
showing that the red particles become distrib-
uted in the water. Be sure to show that the
particles on the edge escape first; that is, the
entire solid does not break L.d at once.

'reacher: "What did you do to the red dots
to show that they could cause the red color?"
(Answer: Moved them from the crystal to be-
tween tlie water particles.)

Figure 7.2. A model for a crystal in water
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Be sure that the following acts are con-
sidered in forming the model:

1. The dots representing water are spread
out evenly in the circle representing
the Petri dish.

2. fhe particles representing KMnO4 are
mixed with the water.

3. The crystal does not dissolve all at
once.

Teacher: "What did we add to our model
for matter 'matter is made up of particles with
spaces between them' ?" (Answer: The par-
ticles are in motion.) "Why was this neces-
sary?" (Answer: Motion of the particles is
necessary if we are to explain the diffusion
of the solid in the liquid.)

Project the film loop showing the diffusion
of 1:Mn04. The teacher narration should include
the factors of motion and change of position of
particles.

Project Transparency No. 12, "Particles of
matter are in motion."

Figure 7.3. A model for a crystal
dissolving in water



Lesson 8
Motion of Particles II

Teacher Orientation

The value of theories, in addition to that
of making explanation possible, is that of
making prediction possible. It is important
to point out that one of the tests of credibility
of a theory is its use in making predictions.

The procedure used in this lesson is to
make a prediction and then to see how credible
the prediction is. The test to be used depends
upon identifying whether or not motion has
occurred. Here the reaction between HCI
(hydrogen chloride) and NI13 (ammonia) will
be used. When these gases react a white
visible cloud, N11401 (ammonium chloride),
forms.

Care should be exercised in handling the
chemicals since they are corrosive and may
burn the skin. If either chemical comes in
contact with the skin, immediately flush the
area with water. It is not wise to breathe the
vapor of either chemical for long periods of
time.

Materials

Transparencies:

12, "Particles of matter are in motion"

13, "CHEMICAL A CHEMICAL B"

Class tube, 10 mm x 25 cm

Dropping bottle of hydrochloric acid
(Chemical A)

Dropping bottle of ammonium hydroxide
(Chemical 13)

Swab sticks

Transparent dots (red, blue, and white)

Procedure

Teacher: "Yesterday we formed a new
model for matter. What was the new one?"
(Answer: Matter is made up of moving par-
ticles that have spaces between them.) "If
you accept this idea let us try to use it in
guessing what might happen."

Demonstration. This activity is going to
involve the use of two chemicals. Open Bottle
A. Teacher: "Is there anything visible at the
opening'?" (Answer: No.) Open Bottle B. "Is
there anything visible at the opening here?"
(Answer: No.) Hold the open mouth of Bottle
A near the open mouth of Bottle B. "What hap-
pens?" (Answer: A white cloud forms.) "There
seems to be somethili-: at the open mouths of
both bottles. This white cloud is the result of
chemical A and chemical B coming together.
This was performed only so you could make
your guesses."

Figure 8.1. Formation of white cloud by inter-
Cotton action of chemicals A and B
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Place the r;11!-:!-1 the on Transparency No
13, "Chemical A Chemical B," on the pro-
jector.

Teacher: "If some of chemical A is placed
in one end of the tube and some of chemical B
is placed in the other end of the tube and the
two ends are closed, what do you think will
happen?" (Answer: Some of chemical A will
go toward B and some of B will go toward A.)
"How could we tell if this happens?" (An-
swer: Where the two chemicals meet a white
cloud should form.)

Make two swabs by wrapping cotton onto
the sticks. Add four or five drops of A to one
swab and four or five drops of B to the second
swab. Hold the swabs near to each other so
pupils can see the cloud.

Insert swabs A and B into the respective
ends of the glass tube. Observe what happens.
(The cloud will appear after several minutes
in the form of a ring. This will not be in the
center; it will be a bit toward the !ICI end.)

Teacher: "Was our guess a good one?"
(Answer: Yes.) -What idea did we use in

Figure 8.2. Formation of white cloud
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making the guess?" (Answer: The particles
move.)

Draw two lines on the transparency to
form the tube between A and B. This will be
used to form a model. The pupils are to assist
the teacher in constructing a model. The
model will look like "1" at first, "2" next,
and "3" at the end. It is well to go through
these steps. (See Figure 8.3.)

You may wish to explain why the cloud
formed at a location nearer to the HC1 end
than at the center. This is done using the
idea of rate of motion of the particles; 'ICI
is heavier than N113 and has the same amount
of energy as NI13 (at same temperature), and
thus it will move more slowly than NH3.

The slow movement of the molecules
through the tube is explained as follows: The
particles of the gases strike other particles
that make up air, thus the total drift of the
gases is slowed down.

A

A

A

0 o
00o

0 °0
0 000

2

o o 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0
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Figure 8.3. A model for the formation of
ammonium chloride, NH4C1
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Lesson 9
Heat and Particle Motion

Concept 5: Particles of matter move faster
when the matter is heated.

Background Information

Our model for matter thus far has, in
effect, ignored any relationship between mat-
ter and energy. The odor of wintergreen was
caused to move from one location to another
that is, the particles were caused to move by
something. Now there is to be a slight intro-
duction to energy and its relation to matter.

Temperature may be stated in a quantita-
tive way. The temperature of a quantity of
matter is a measure of the rate of motion of
the molecules. The greater the rate of molec-
ular motion, the higher the temperature. Hence,
at a temperature of 25° F, the same particles
are moving faster than they would move at 20' F.
This can lead to the development of the idea
that if the temperature can be reduced enough
the motion of the particles will cease. The
temperature at which molecular motion theoreti-
cally ceases is called absolute zero. This
temperature is defined as 273' below zero
Celsius.

There are some observations that support
this extension of the idea of temperature and
motion. If an iron rod is heated on one end,
it soon becomes hot on the other. This can
be explained by using the idea that as the
rod is heated in one place the particles in-
crease speed. As they move faster, their
collisions cause the particles next to them
to move faster. This continues until all the
particles are moving faster and the iron rod
becomes hot throughout. Other ideas inherent
in this explanation include energy transmission
from particle to particle and the property of
particle elasticity. The energy of the moving
particle is called kinetic energy. It may fur-

ther be stated that the heat content of a sam-
ple of matter increases as the total kinetic
energy of the molecules increases, and that
the temperature of a given sample of matter
is also directly proportional to the average
kinetic energy of the molecules. Thus a gal-
lon of water at a temperature of 50° F will
have a greater heat content than a cup of wa-
ter at 50° F, yet both will have the same aver-
age kinetic energy of the molecules.

In this lesson the phenomenon observed
can be explained by using the particle model
we have at present only when it is modified
to include the idea that the rate of motion of
the particles is increased by adding heat.

Teacher Orientation

The phenomenon to be explained here is
an inference that is made from the comparison
of two observations. The pupils will observe
the rate of spread of the red color in two dishes
of water, one containing hot water and the
other cold. They will use the past knowledge
that the red color obtained when KMnO4 was
dissolved was explained in terms of particles
of KMnO4 mixed with particles of H2O. The
inference will be that since the KMnO4 spreads
out more rapidly in warm H2O than in cold, the
particles were moving fasterthe particles
moved farther in the same time, so the rate
of motion must have been greater.

A question that follows is "How do we
explain why one moved faster than the other?"
One simple way is to add to our model. We
can easily say that as heat is added the rate
of motion of the particles increases. This
makes the theory now satisfy our need. We
more specifically say that the rate of motion
of the particles is proportional to the temper-
ature. The higher the temperature the greater
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the rate of motion. Now we can explain changes
in temperature in terms of the motion of particles.
We can also infer relative temperature from ob-
serving some phenomena in nature. The theory
as modified is goodit helps us to explain and
it helps us in making predictions.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Trans parencies:

12, "Particles of matter are in motion"

14, "HOT COLD"

15, "Particles of matter move faster
when the matter is heated"

Film

The diffusion of KMn04 in water

Demonstration

Potassium permanganate, KMn04 (2
crystals)

2 petri dishes

1 forceps

2 600-ml beakers

1 propane burner

1 tripod

1 wire gauze

Water

Ice

Procedure

Project Transparency No. 12, "Particles
of matter are in motion."

Teacher: "What does this statement mean
to you?"

(Answer: Matter is made up of particles.
The particles of matter are small. The particles
of matter have spaces between them. The par-
ticles of matter are moving.)
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Examples: The dissolving of sugar in
water, the reduction of the total volume when
water is mixed with alcohol, the spread of the
smell of wintergreen, the spread of the red
when we put that chemical in water.

"Today we are going to make some more
observations and we will again use the chem-
ical that makes the water appear red. What
happened when we placed the chemical in the
water before?" (Answer: A red spot formed
and the spot got bigger as time passed.) "To-
day in our experiment we will use one dish of
hot water and one dish of cold water. We want
to compare the rate of formation of the red
areas in cold and warm water. What observa-
tions should we make?" (Answer: To see if
one area is larger at any specific time. If
one is bigger, it is forming faster.)

Demonstration. Place Transparency No.
14, "HOT COLD" on the overhead projector.
Place a petri dish on each space on the trans-
parency. Add very hot water to the dish marked
hot and ice water to the dish marked cold. (Wa-
ter may be heated in a beaker. If this is done,
take great care not to drop the beaker so that
hot water will strike the pupils. You may wish
to handle the hot beaker with a towel.) When
the water is no longer sloshing around in the
dishes add one crystal of KMnO4 to each dish.
(It is wise to add the crystal to the cold water
first if the crystals cannot be added to both at
the same time. Pick up the crystals with a
forceps.)

Figure 9.1. Dissolving KMnO4 in hot
and cold water

Teacher: "What do you observe?" (An-



swer: The red color is spreading.) "Is it the
same in both dishes?" (Answer: The red color
is spreading faster in the hot water than in the
cold.) "What is present wherever the water
appears to be red?" (Answer: Some red par-
ticles.) In which case are the red particles
moving faster?" (Answer: In the warm one.)
"Why can you say this?" (Answer: Where
the dot is larger the particles move farther in
the same time.) "What have we added to our

model for matter?" The model is: (a) Mat-
ter is made up of particles, (b) The particles
have spaces between them, (c) The particles
are small, (d) The particles are moving.
(Answer: The particles move faster when
heated.)

For a summary, project the film of the
solution and the diffusion of KMnO4 in water.
Project Transparency No. 15, "Particles of
matter move faster when the matter is heated."
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Lesson 10
Expausiun and Contraction

Concept 6: Particles of matter usually move
farther apart when the matter is heated.

Background Information

To say that solids, liquids, and gases
expand when heated and contract when cooled
is to describe what happens. Contraction and
expansion are natural phenomena that are to
be explained through the use of a model for
matter. Expansion and contraction, when using
the logic and the model for matter we he.ve de-
veloped thus far, may be explained in two ways:
(a) the particles get bigger, or (b) the spaces
between the particles get bigger.

The use of the idea that the particles get
bigger" would only rely on the same phenomena
we are trying to explain. If the particles get
bigger, how do we explain their increase in
size? The idea that the spaces get larger is
a more reasonable inference since this is a
part of our experience. Automobiles parked far
apart take up more area than when parked close

The method of logical inference used here
is valuahle but when used alone is not very
productive. Science depends upon logic but
logic alone is not science. The scientist must
have some facts that enter into his application
of logic. Why does he accept the idea that as
energy is added to matter and the matter ex-
pands, it is more logical to say that the par-
ticles move farther apart? There is evidence
to indicate that the particles move faster and
farther apart. The demonstration in which
mercury is changed to a vapor that causes a
pith ball to move is of some help; the pith ball
acts as if it is struck by particles.

You may now be thinking about water as
a typical material and recall that when water
freezes it expands. In fact, water contracts

as it is cooled until it reaches 39.2° F (4° C)
and then expands until it freezes at 32° F (0° C).
When the ice is cooled, it contracts; icc acts
as a typical solid. The change in the density
of water as it changes to ice is explained by
using a concept of an ice crystal. In the forma-
tion of crystals the water particles become ar-
ranged in such a way that they take up more
space; this makes the ice less dense.

Teacher Orientation

The development of a more comprehensive
model for matter continues to be the theme in
this lesson, and the procedure is to modify
the present model if possible. The model
matter is made up of small particles that move
at different rates at different temperatures and
that have spaces between themis no adequate
in explaining the expanoon and contraction of
solids, liquids, and gases. The needed modifi-
cation is: the size of the spaces between par-
ticles increases as the rate of motion of the
particles increases. The requirement that the
particles do not change size must be included;
this becomes more important later. It is also
more reasonable to use the "increase in space
between particles" idea rather than "increase
in size of particle" idea because of its sim-
plicity.

In the development of knowledge in sci-
ence there is a rule that when there are two
or more ideas that will help in explaining
natural phenomena equally well, the simplest
of those available will be selected.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen
Transparencies:
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16, "Particles of matter usually move far-
ther apart when the matter is heated"

17, Review of first six concepts

18, Sketch of flask and tube

19, Sketch of thermometer

Demonstration:

Ball and ring apparatus

Propane burner

600-ml beaker

Water

Demon,,,tration:

Mercury and pith ball apparatus

Different colored dots

Thermometer

Demonstration:

Small and large embroidery hoops

Marbles enough to fill smaller hoop

Demonstration: Expansion of air

1 24-in. x 8-mm glass tube

1 1 -hole rubber stopper to fit

Wax pencil

1 500- to 600-m1 flask

1-ring stand and clamp

Procedure

Common phenomena, yet not otten con-
sciously observed by children, are the expan-
sion and contraction of solids, liquids, and
gases when they undergo a change in temper-
ature. Because of this, the lesson will begin
with one of these phenomena at a time.

Demonstration. With the ball and ring at
room temperature note that the ball passes
through the ring. the ball. Note that
the heated ball does not pass through the ring.

Teacher: The first task we have is to
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Figure 10.1. The ball and ring apparatus

describe what happened." (Answer: When
the ball and ring were cool, the ball passed
through the ring. When the ball was heated,
the ball did not pass through the ring:) "You
could then guess that something happened to
the ball when it was heated." (Answer: The
ball got bigger.) "How is this change in the
ball explained using our model for matter?
The model so far is:" (Show Transparency No.
17, "Review of first six concepts"; use first
five cnncepts.)

Pupils may now try to use the idea of
small particles moving at different rates at
different temperatures but none helps to ex-
plain an increase in size. Pupils may also
suggest that the particles get bigger when
heated. This response is really no better
than saying the ball got bigger; however, it
must be considered as an alternative. Pupils
may also propose the idea that the particles
move farther apart. This is the idea that is
wanted. However, the acceptance must fol-
low the riles of science. Is there any evi-
dence to support either one of these ideas?

Teacher: 'Which of these two ideas is
better since both help us with explanations?"
(Answer: The discussions will vary and the
teacher will have to judge the rationality of
the arguments.) "Is there anything that you
know about that would support one idea over
the other?" (Answer: Pupils will probably
have no contribution here.)

Demonstration. (If the apparatus used
here is not available, the procedure is to
use the idea of particles of one size moving
farther apart since it is more simple than the
expanding particle.)

Describe the apparatus as an airless glass
vessel containing a pith ball and mercury. Note
that the pith ball does not move and that if it
did move the only matter present to strike it
would be the mercury. Carefully apply heat to
the bulb containing the mercury and note what
happens. Soon the pith ball is bouncing up in
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Figure 10.2. Mercury and pith ball
apparatus

the tube but there is nothing visible touching
it. Have the pupils note the mercury condensed
on the upper walls of the tube.

Teacher: "What seems to have happened?"
(Answer: The hot mercury particles hit the ball
and pushed it up.) "If the particles of mercury
struck the ball what must have happened?"
(Answer: The particles of mercury moved faster
and farther apart when heated.) "This bit of
evidence supports which of our two ideas for
use in explaining expansion?" (Answer: Par-
ticles move apart when heated.)

The next task is to see if an build a
model to help us exp: expa of the
brass ball in the ball and ring apparatus.

Figure 10.3. A model for the ball and ring
apparatus

Demonstration. Place the smaller of two
embroidery hoops on the overhead projector.

Fill the hoop with marbles.
Teacher: "What are we representing with

the marbles?" (Answer: The particles of mat-
ter that made up the ball.) Place the larger
hoop over the smaller one and then remove the
smaller. Spread the marbles around in the
larger hoop to show the spaces being increased
in size.

Teacher: "Which hoop shows the ball at
room temperature?" (Answer: Smaller.) The
larger hoop was the ball after heating. Did
the particles increase in size?" (Answer: No.)
"Did we add particles by heatinn." (Answer:
No.) "What did we do to our model to help us
explain expansion?" (Answer: Moved the par-
ticles farther apart to show what happened when
it was heated.) Project Transparency No. 16,
"Particles of matter usually move farther apart
when the matter is heated."

We have now changed our model again by
adding another idea. It is that the earti.cles
can move farther apart when heat is added.
Project Transparency No. 17, "Review of the
first six concepts." Read the six concepts.

One way to judge the value of theoretical
models in science is to see if they help in a
large number of places. Next we are to see
if this model will work with a liquid.

Demonstration. Have a pupil read the
temperature indicated on a thermometer im-
mersed in cool water. Apply heat to the water
and note what happens to the level of the li-
quid in the thermometer.

Figure 10.4. Expansion of liquid in a
thermometer

Teacher: "What caused the level of the
liquid to go up?" (Answer: The liquid ex-
panded when heated.) "Why is this a reason-
able answer?" (Answer: Because no one
added any more liquid to the thermometer.
All we did was add heat, just like with the
ball and ring.)

Place Transparency No. 19, a sketch of
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a thermometer, on the projector. Place 3 pile
of small dots on the stage.

Teacher: "We want to construct a model
of the matter in the thermometer when it was
cool and later when it was heated." (The pu-
pils will cooperate in constructing a model.
Be sure to keep the number of particles in
each the same.)

Figure 10.5. A model for a thermometer

Our next task is to see if we can use the
ideas we have so far to tell what might happen
if we do certain things.

Demonstration. .Assemble the flask, tube,
and beaker as in the sketch.

Teacher: This flask and tube are full of
air. We want to guess what will happen if the
air is heated. The way we will attack this
problem is to construct a model of what we
have here." (Project the transparency of the
flask, No. 18.) Have the pupils place dots
of different colors and shapes in the flask and
tube to show what the model for the cool air
would be. Now let us guess what would hap-
pen if heat is added to the air by heating the
flask. "What would happen to the gas?" (An-
swer: It would get bigger.) "What would hap-
pen to the particles?" (Answer: They would
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move farther apart.) The flask is already
full, so where would the air go?" (Answer:

Figure 10.b. A model for explaining the
heating of a flask of air

Some may go out the tube.) "What would hap-
pen if after the flask is heated it would be
cooled again? Would the flask and tube still
be full of air?" (The speculations would vary.)

Heat the flask with a burner or with the
hands. Note the results. (Bubbles should
escape from the tube.) Compare this obser-
vation with the model. Cool the flask with
ice and note the results. (Water rises in the
tube.)

Teacher: Can we explain the last result
by using our new model?" (Answer: The mo-
tion of the particles is slowed and the spaces
between them is reduced, so the water takes
up some of the space.)

Project Transparency No. 17, "A review
of the first six concepts."

The model for matter we have so far in-
cludes six parts. These additions have been
necessary in order to explain what we have
seen.



Lesson 11
Solid Structure

Concept 7: In the solid state, the particles
of matter are packed together in a pattern and
move within a small space.

Background Information

Reference has been made during several
of the lessons thus far to the three phases or
states of matter, and to some extent, the ex-
planation of differences between them has in-
volved motion of the particles. In a liquid
the motion is random and the particles move
past each other. In a gas the motion of the
particles is random and the distance apart is
great. These theoretical descriptions provide
only a limited explanation of the difference
between solids, liquids, and gases: the
change from solid to liquid to gas with the
addition of energy. This does not help us to
explain some other phenomena such as:

1. Solids are nearly incompressible,

2. Solids have a relatively constant
volume.

3. Solids have definite shapes.

4. Solids exist as crystals. (Amorphous
solids like rubber and plastics have a
crystalline structure, but it is diffi-
cult to observe.)

5. Solids diffuse very slowly.

From certain of these properties anti ex-
periences in nature some structural charac-
teristics of solids may be inferred: the par-
ticles mast be relatively close together, the

particles are arranged in an orderly manner, and
the particles are held to each other. Exper-
iences in life help us to infer that it is diffi-
cult to move between two objects that are
close together, that patterns may result from
the orderly arrangement of matter, and that
two things fastened together are separated
only with difficulty. Objects called solids
do not change shape even after the passage
of extensive periods of time.

The existence of cleavage surfaces in
crystals can be easily explained only if the
particles of matter are described as being
arranged in a consistent and regular geometric
manner. As you cleave crystals you will find
that each one has definite cleavage planes
which occur at specific angles. This reflects
the orderly internal arrangement of the particles
reflecting the crystal structure. Calcite and
alum can be cleaved easily with the stroke of
a hammer. Mica can be cleaved by pulling
the planes apart with the fingers. Other crystals
can be cleaved by methods that require different
amounts of skill.

In addition to cleavage there is another
crystal phenomenon that should be known, the
formation or growth of crystals. If a small
salt crystal is examined it will be found to
be generally cubic and there will be pieces
broken off from the corners. When this crystal
is suspended in a saturated solution of salt
water the crystal will appear to grow. The
first growth will be noticed as the broken-off
pieces are replaced. As days pass the water
evaporates and the crystal grows; it will in-
crease in size and regularity, retaining the
general cubic shape. Growth of crystals of
copper sulfate, alum, and salt is often demon-
strated by pupils in the elementary grades.
(See Alan Holden, Crystals and Crystal
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Growing.)

Teacher Otientation

The present level of the concept of matter
involves small, moving particles separated by
spaces that may vary in size. Is this concep-
tual level adequate to explain the regularities
noted in crystalline solids? There is a factor
missingit is "In a solid the particles are
packed together in a pattern and they move
only in a small space." With this modifica-
tion the formation of crystals of salt, sugar,
iron, brass, etc., can be explained. In this
lesson the phenomena to be used to illustrate
the inadequacy of the present concept will he
crystal cleavage. You may also plan to grow
some crystals or have the pupils grow some.
Those of sugar are e.asily grown and you can
produce rock candy. If you plan to show the
pupils a crystal you have grown, it is well
to start this about 2 months ahead of time.

The formation of crystals, the structure
of crystals, and the cleavage of crystals are
easily explained by using styrofoam models.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Super 8 mfr. cartridge projector

Trans parencies:

20, Identification key (three crystal
shapes)

21, "In the solid state, the particles
of mater are packed together in a
pattern and move within a small
space"

Film: The Solid State

Pupil activity

Small vials containing crystals of cop-
per sulfate, potassium aluminum sulfate,
and sodium chloride

Hand lenses

Crystal identification sheet

Demonstration: Crystal of galena
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Demonstration:

Mica

Mum or calcite crystal

Single-edged razor blade

Hammer or piece of wood

Demonstration:

64 styrofoam balls, each about 2" in
diameter

24 pipe cleaners or pieces of wire (used
to hold balls together)

Procedure

Today we are going to examine some pieces
of common matter with a magnifying glass. You
have probably seen these materials without a
magnifying glass. Today we want to see if we
can find out how the three samples are alike and
how you can tell one sample from another.

Pupil activity. Each pupil is to have (a)
crystals of copper sulfate (CuSO4) , potassium
aluminum sulfate (Al2(SO4)3K2SO4), and sodium
chloride (NaC1); (b) hand lens; and (c) crystal
identification sheet.

Figure 11.1. Viewing crystals

The pupils will examine each type of
crystal for the purpose of classifying it ac-
cording to shape, color, and size. (Each
crystal of a kind of matter has a definite shape
and color.)

Project Transparency NO. 20, the identi-
fication key (three crystal shapes).

Teacher: ''How are the three samples



alike?" (Answer: They all have corners and
have definite shapes.) "How can you tell one
sample from another?" (Answer: Each has a
little different shaee.)

Demonstration. Secure a in,
fraement of ;plena and place it on the staae
of an overhead projector so that the angular
corners show. Teacher: "Describe the shape
of the aalena fragment. What do you see?"
Remove the crystal from the stage of the over-
head projector and place it on a table. Cause
the crystal to cleave by striking it gently with
a hammer. Place both the crystal and the
cleaved pieces on the overhead projector stage.
Repent the previous ciuestion.

!reacher: "How do the corners formed when
the crystal was broken compare with the corners
that existe.1 before it was broken?" (Answer:
They are the sanie.)

I ice.re I I .2. Crystals cif galena

'teacher: "V:hat properties do we have in
our mode! for matter so far?" (Answer: (a) Made
up of particles, (ii) spaces between the particles,
(c) particles are in notion, (d) rate of mei:ion of
the particles is related to temperature, and (e)
the distances the particles are pait depend on
tent peratere.)

Teacher: "How have we used each of these
ideas?" (Answer: (a) One was used to explain
sugar dissolved in water, (b) two was used to
explain the decrease in total voleme when al-
cohol and water were mixed, (c) three was used
to explain diffusion, (d) four was used to ex-
plain the more rapid diffusion when the sub-
stance was heated, and (e) five helped us to
explain expansion and contraction.)

Teacher: "Can we use only these ideas
to explain the shape of crystals and the fact
that when crystals cleave they form angles?"
(Answer: The particles could be formed into
layers like sheets.)

If this idea of layers is good we should
be able to use it to predict something about
crystals. We should be able to form layers

of a crystal.
Demonstration. Hold a piece of mica edge-

wise on the overhead projector. Peel a layer of
mica off so pupils can see the paperlike form.
Place a large crystal of Mem or calcite on the
overhead projector so pupils can see the shape
of the crystal. Hold a single-edged razor
blade with the sharp edge parallel with the
edge of the crystal. Strike the blunt side of
the blade with a piece of wood or hammer.
Note the shape of the piece that cleaves off.

Figure 11.3. Cleavage of calcite

Teacher: "How would you judge the re-
sults? Is this what should be expected if
the particles are arranged in layers?" (An-
swer: Yes.) This mental model of a crystal
is difficult to imagine so let us build a model
that is not so difficult to accent.

Demonstration. Hse about 64 styrofoam
balls, each about 2 inches in diameter and
pipe cleaners or small pieces of wire to build
the model. It should look like Figure 11.4.
The top layer of balls should be attached to
the layer below by only one piece of pipe
cleaner. This will make it possible for you
to remove the layer by giving it a push.

Fig :re 11.4. A model for a crystal

After the model is completed, show how
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one layer will slide off from the others and
form an independent layer of the substance.
Also, show that the form that remains has the
same shape.

Teacher: "How have we changed our model
of matter to explain the formation of cr/stals?"
(Answer: The particles are arranged in a reg-
ular pattern.) They are solid materials and
most solids are crystals. Hence, we can say
that solids are composed of particles, that
they are arranged in a pattern, and ..h,tthe
particles are closely packed together. Pro-
ject Transparency No. 21, "In the solid state,
the particles of matter are packed together in
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a pattern and move within a small space."
Project the film, The Solid State. The

teacher will narrate. The following points
are important:

I. The particles in a solid are packed
closely together.

2. The particles in a solid are in a pat-
tern; they are orderly.

3. The motion of particles in the solid
state is vibratory (i.e., they move back
and forth in place in the solid pattern).



Lesson 12
Liquid Structure

Concept 8: In the liquid state, the particles
of matter are loosely clustered together and
move about.

Background Information

The difference between a solid and a li-
quid is easily described in terms of measur-
able quantities; solids have a definite shape
but liquids do not. Shape is described in terms
of length measurements. To go beyond these
easy-to-make observations, it is necessary to
use a theory that involves particles. In the
previous lesson the model consisted of par-
ticles arranged in a definite pattern. It is
obvious that since a liquid does not have a
fixed shape, the model of a liquid, if it con-
sists of particles, must not include the factor
of a fixed pattern. Further, since a liquid has
a fixed volume, it must involve the factor of
particles close together.

According to the particle theory of matter
the motion of the partic.les is related to temper-
ature; the higher the temperature the greater
the speed of the particles. The use of this
idea permits us to explain the change from a
solid to a liquid and also the difference be-
tween a solid and a liquid.

When a solid is heated the particles of
the substance move faster and faster; this is
described as adding energy. When the energy
level of the particles is great enough to par-
tially overcome the forces of attraction be-
tween the particles, the substance turns from
a solid to a liquid. The forces of attraction
cause the particles to be arranged in a definite
form. When the particles move past each other
the solid has become a liquid.

This model is consistent with facts the c
can be observed: (a) liquids have a definite
volume, (b) liquids are essentially not corn-

pressible, and (c) liquids have no definite
shape.

Explaining the properties of liquids using
the idea of particles must also include the
ideas that (a) the particles are very close
togethernearly as close together as in solids
and (b) the particles are moving in a random
manner and move past each other. (There is
no fixed structure.)

Teacher Orientation

When using the "particle idea of matter,"
the gross difference between solids and li-
quids is that of arrangement of the particles;
therefore, crystals were used as the phenomenon
to be explained when considering solids. Unfor-
tunately there is no comparable phenomenon that
involves liquids.

The inferences made or the factors of the
model must satisfy three observable facts: (a)
a cubic inch of a solid has nearly the same
weight as a cubic inch of the same substance
as a liquid, (b) liquids are nearly incompress-
ible, (c) liquids have no specific shape, and
(d) liquids have a definite volume. (The con-
cept of volume is not easily developed with
young children. If this term is the source of
difficulty you may wish to substitute "takes
up same amount of space..")

The model to be developed must, there-
fore, have the ideas: (a) particles are close
together, (b) particles move past each other
with ease, (c) particles have no fixed pattern.

Materials

Styrofoam model of a solid

Overhead projector and screen
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Super i n.m cartridge projector

Transparencies:

21, "In the solid state, the particles
of matter are packe.I together in ,1
pattern and move within a small
space"

22, Beaker, flask, and cylinder; over-
lays 1 and 2

23, "In the liquid state, the particles
of matter are loosely clustered to-
gether and move about"

.1'he liquid State

Demonstration:

2 600-m1 beakers

Erlenme;er flask, 600-1000 ml

Florence flask, 600-1000 ml

Graduated cylinder, 600-1000 ml

Ice

Water

Heat so.rce (propane burner)

50 dots

Petri dish

Glass i,eads

Procedure

Display the styrofoam model for a solid
developed in the previous lesson and project
Transparency ::o. 21, "In the solid state, the
particles of matter are packed together in a
pattern and move within a small space."

Teacher: "So far we have a model for mat-
ter that includes particles that move, and the
rate of motion increases with temperature. What
would happen to this model if we added more
energy to the particles?" (Answer: The particles
would move faster and may be farther apart.)

Demonstration. Show pupils a beaker of
liquii water and a beaker of ice cubes. Trans-
fer the ice cubes to the graduated cylinder.
Transfer the liquid water from the beaker to
the Erlenmeyer flask and back again.
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Teacher: "What did you observe?" (An-
swer: The ice was in chunks in the beaker
and in chunks in the cylinder. You could pick
up pieces of ice from either container. The
water was in the shape of the beaker when in
the beaker and the shape of the flask when in
the flask.) Project Transparency No. 22, the
beaker, flask, and cylinder. Point out how a
liquid can have different shapes but still have
the same volume.

Figure 12.1. Comparing solids and liquids

Place the ice in the beaker and apply heat.
Note the results. (The ice changes to water.)

Teacher: "Let us see if we can construct
a model first of the solid and then try to change
it to a liquid." (Pupils will assist the teacher
in forming a dot model on the overhead.) "Now

Figure 12.2. Model for a solid

we will imagine that we heat the substance.
How will the model he changed?" (Answer:
The regular arrangement of the particles will
disappear.) Project Transparency 22, overlay
1, then overlay 2. It will look like Figure
12.3. Note that the pieces will not have such
a regular order and will move more.

Demonstration. Place some glNess beads
in a petri dish on the overhead projector. Form
a cluster of beads. This is a solid. Shake the



dish so the beads move around in a random
order. This is a little better model.

Figure 1 2.3. Model for a liquid

Project the film, The Liquid State. Teach-
er will narrate. It is important to point out that:

1. The arrangement of particles in a liquid
is random. Figure 1 2.4. Model for a liquid

2. Adding energy causes the particles to
increase in speed. Follow the red dot in the film. It helps

with 1, 2, 3, and 4.
3. The particles are close together. Project Transparency No. 23, In the li-

quid state, the particles of matter are loosely
4. The motion is random. clustered together and move about."
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Lesson 13
Gas Structure

Concept 9: In the gas state, the particles of
matter are far apart and move freely.

Background Information

Gases have the general properties of mat-
terthey have weight and occupy space. You
may have inflated pneumatic tires or footballs
and still not have thought of the space inside
the tire or ball as being filled with air. Would
you consider an inflated tire to weigh more
than one not inflated? The fact is, the inflated
tire does weigh more.

Most gases are colorless, therefore they
are not very visible. The visible gases often
cause some people to be afraid, and properly
so, since many are poisonous. There would
be more People protected if at least a few more
gages were visible. Carbon monoxide is a
colorless, odorless gas that is very toxic to
people. Even the illuminating gas used for
cooking is not visible..

Gases have some specific properties that
come to be understandable after you are able

Solid Liquid

to use the particle idea of matter in explaining
natural phenomena.

Gases do not have a constant volume;
that is, a given mass of gas may occupy al-
most any volume. If the pressure exerted is
great, the volume occupied will be small. If
the pressure exerted is very small, the volume
occupied will be very great. A gas may be
changed to a liquid if it is compressed enough.
Air, which is a mixture of gases, is changed
to a liquid by cooling and compressing. The
volume occupied by a mass of gas when it is
liquified is extremely small when compared to
the volume occupied by that gas under the pres-
sure of just the atmosphere. This fact makes
it possible to consider the particles of a gas
as separated by a great deal of space. Also
accepted is the belief tN-4t the particles of a
gas move in a random fashion and at high
speeds.

Gases also expand when heated and con-
tract when cooled. These facts are not sur-
prising since gases are matter. We discovered
the same thing previously when we tried to
explain the action of the air thermometer. These

Particles vibrate Particles move past
each other

Particles move Particles move
slowly rapidly

Particles are very Particles are
close together close together

Gas

Particles move past
each other

Particles move very
rapidly

Particles are very
far apart

Particles remain in Particle motion Particle motion
one region is random is random
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facts, however, help Us in forming a model for
a gas.

In forming a model for a gas we do not have
to make any changes in our theory. All that is
necessary is to put the parts together.

Particlesfar anartrnoving fast. The
particles are farther apart and move faster in
a gas than in a liquid. Our model will be
merely for a ohase of matter.

Teacher Orientation

It is easy to arrive at a model for a gas
if one merely extends the difference between
a liquid and a solid. All of the extensions
of the liquid idea are logical since they are
based upon our common experiences. We know
a gas has no shape. We know that it is easy
to move through a gas. We know that a gas
can be compressed and that it will expand
when the outside force is removed. We also
know that there can be several gases present
at one time (perfume odor in air, cooking odors
in air).

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Transparencies:

21, In the solid state the particles of
matter are packed together in a pat-
tern and move within a small space"

23, "In the liquid state, the particles of
matter are loosely clustered together
and move about"

24, In the gas state, the particles of
matter are far apart and move freely"

Film: The Gaseous State

25 1/2" or 1/4" transparent clots, two dif-
ferent colors or shapes

Demonstration:

Oil of wintergreen

Beaker, 600 ml

Ice
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Propane burner

Supporttripod or ring stand

Procedure

Using the dots, form a model for a solid
on the stage of the overhead projector.

Teacher: "How can we change this so it
could be a model for a liquid?" (Answer:
Move them about. Do not have them in such
good order.) The pupils and teacher together
will change the model. "Why did we accept
this model for a liquid?" (Answer: Because
liquids do not have a shape and liquids flow.)
"What are the qualities of a good model?"
(Answer: The model helps us to explain what
we see.)

Project Transparencies 21, "In the solid
state the particles of matter are packed to-
gether in a pattern and move within a small
space," and 24, "In the gas state, the par-
ticles of matter are far apart and move freely,"
and review the concepts.

Demonstration. Place a quantity of ice
in a beaker. Have the pupils list the proper-
ties of ice: it is solid, it has shape.

Figure 13.1. A change of phase

Heat the beaker. Pupils will list the
changes they observe. Note the properties
of water vapor (steam). It has no shape. Ob-
jects can move through it easily. It seems
to weigh very little.

List the properties of a gas as indicated
by the observations. It has no shape. It has
no volume. Objects seem to move through it
easily.

Demonstration. Open a jar of oil of win-



tergreen and have pupils indicate when they
detect the odor.

Figure 13.2. Diffusion of a gas

The observations to be made here are:
(a) we cannot see the gas, (b) the gas mixed
easily with other parts of air, (c) the gas was
spread out all over the room, and (d) the gas

seemed to get all over by itself.
Develop a model of a gas on the projector

using the colored dots. First show the change
from solid to liquid to gas using water. The
pupils will assist the teacher.

Develop a model showing the oil of win-
tergreen in the other gases.

Teacher: Are the particles arranged in
a pattern?" (Answer: No.)

Project the film The Gaseous State.

Describe particles in gases.
1. Particles do not exist in a pattern.

2. They move past each other but in a
random manner.

3. They are far apart.

4. As energy is added the particles move
more rapidly.

Project Transparency No. 24, In the gas
state, the particles of matter are far apart and
move freely."

Figure 13.3. Three phases of matter

o A° 0 0

°A
00 00000

o 0 0
A 0 °Z0

0

Figure 13.4. A model for the odor of wintergreen in air.
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Lesson 14
Boiling and Condensation

Concept 10: The state of matter can be changed
from solid to liquid and from liquid to solid.

Background Information

Changes in the phase of matter are com-
monly known. In fact, in Lesson 13 you demon-
strated changes of phase; you melted ice and
boiled water. In the lessons thus far the pupils
have learned that in solids the particles are
ordered, in liquids the particles have no order,
and in gases the particles have no order and
are far apart. The changes in properties have
been brought about by adding energy. The idea
of relative order or disorder of particles is
used to explain differences between states of
matter. If we are to use this idea we must
recognize that the particles attract each other
when they are close together. The attraction
between particles has been used to explain the
form of solids. The attraction between par-
ticles in the liquid Phase has not been used,
so far, to explain surface tension. If you place
a drop of water on wax paper it forms into a
drop that seems to be surrounded by a mem-
brane. This surface is explained as the result
of particles attracting each other.

When the substance in a liquid phase re-
ceives more energy, the particles increase in
kinetic energy and move farther apart. The
force of attraction between two particles de-
creases as the distance apart increases. It
is now possible to briefly explain the change
in the phase of matter using the ideas of
kinetic energy and the attraction of particles.

As heat is added to a solid, the vibration
rate and distance between the particles in-
creases. As the distance apart increases,
the attractive force between particles decreases.
As more energy is added there comes a time
when the motion of the particles no longer in-

volves a pattern; that is, the particles break
out of the pattern and they no longer are at-
tracted very strongly to each other. When
this occurs the phase is called liquid.

As energy is added to the particles in the
liquid phase they move farther apart until they
are so far apart that the attraction between the
particles is very, very small. When this occurs,
the liquid has changed to a gas. It has no
specific volume unless the pressure is desig-
nated, and it has no specific shape other than
the entire container.

When energy is subtracted from a gas, the
gas will condense and become a liquid. Fur-
ther removal of energy will cause the particles
to slow down even more and a solid will form.

Teacher Orientation

Essentially, the concept is not new to the
pupils since it has been included in past les-
sons. The organization of the concept through
the ordering of existing knowledge will be the
essential strategy employed. The change in
phase rather than the properties of a phase of
matter becomes the phenomenon of nature to
be explained.

The explanation begins with the properties
of solids and liquids, and is extended to how
the transition occurs.

Although the concept of energy has not
been developed extensively, it can be success-
fully used at the level "energy is what changes
things." If the speerl of a piece of matter is
increased, energy has been added. If the
speed of a piece of matter is reduced, energy
has been subtracted. If a body is lifted, moved
against gravity, energy is added. If a body
moves with gravity, energy is released.

Kinetic energy is a class of energy that is
associated with motion. Any object that is
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moving possesses a given amount of kinetic
energy.

A second factor to consider is that a force
is needed to cause any particle of matter to
change its rate of motion. This is true whether
the rate is increased or decreased.

You may now be concerned with the rela-
tionship between force and energy. Without
this relationship the ideas of rate of motion
and kinetic energy make no sense. Energy is
defined as the capacity to do work. That means
that to change the rate of motion, work must
be done. To the scientist the idea is correct
because work is defined as force times dis-
tance: F x d = work. Now you have a direct
tie between the motion of particles and energy.

You may now say that the difference be-
tween a solid and a liquid is the average kinet-
ic energy of the particles. You may also say
that wherl the phase of matter is changed from
solid to liquid the average kinetic energy of
the particles is increased. At a more elemental
level you may say:

1. The particles move more slowly in a
solid than in a liquid.

2. The particles are closer together in a
solid than in a liquid.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Transparencies:

21, In the solid state, the particles of
matter are packed together in a pat-
tern and move within a small space"

23, In the liquid state, the particles of
matter are loosely clustered together
and move about"

25, The state of matter can be changed
from solid to liquid and from liquid
to solid"

Films: Melting (animated)

Transparent dots, about 4 dozen

Demonstration:

Beaker, 600 ml
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Tripod. or ring stand

Propane burner

Ice

Procedure

With the cooperation of the pupils, con-
struct a dot model for a solid on one half of
the stage of the projector. It would look like
this:

Figure 14.1. A dot model for a solid

Teacher: "Would the particles he stand-
ing still or would they be moving?" (Answer:
They vibrate back and forth but usually do not
move from their position.) "Why is this a
good model?" (Answer: Because it helps us
to explain the facts: solids have a definite
shape and a definite volume.) Project Trans-
parency No. 21, In the solid state the par-
ticles of matter are packed together in a pat-
tern and move within a small space."

With the cooperation of the pupils con-
struct a dot model of a liquid on the second
half of the stage of the projector. It would
look like this:

0 00
0 On 000 0 fo
0 000

Figure 14.2. A dot model for a liquid

Teacher: "Would the particles he stand-
ing still or would they he moving?" (Answer:

GPO 828.145.5



They move past each other and bounce around
a great deal.) "Why is this a good model?"
(Answer: Because it will help us to explain
the following fact;: (a) liquids have a definite
volume, (b) liquids have no definite shape,
(c) ligeirls can be poured, etc.) Project Trans-
parency No. 23, "In the liquid state, the par-
ticles of matter are loosely clustered together
and move about."

Demonstration. Place a number of ice
c ::.es in a beaker. Have the pupils state which
of the models on the overhead is best for this
phase of matter. Centl'.' heat the beaker so that
the ice will melt. Note the water at the bottom
of the beaker. Have the pupils state which of
the models on the overhead is best for this phase
of matter.

Figure 14.3. A model for two phases
of matter

Teacher: "Where did the water come from?"
(Answer: The ice melted. Water that was in
the solid state became water in the liquid state.)
"Are the water particles in the solid different
from the water particles in the liquid?" (An-
swer: They are the same particles but they

move more in the liquid.) "With the aid of our
two models, can you explain what happened
when the solid was heated?" (Answer: The
speed of the particles was increased by add-
ing heat. The particles were vibrating as a
solid. As heat was added the vibrations in-
creased until the particles moved out of posi-
tion. When the particles moved past each
other, the matelial became a liquid. Particles,
when a part of a lige id, have more energy than
when they are part of a solid.

Show the film, Melting. The narration
should call attention to:

1. the vibration of the particles when in
a solid state,

2. the increased rate of vibration until
the liquid forms, at which time the
motion becomes random.

The change in state i s explained in terms
of a change in the motion of the particles. The
film has a good summary statement. This should
be emphasized and even repeated.

Project Transparency No. 25, "The state
of matter can be changed from solid to liquid
and from liquid to solid." Pupils may be con-
cerned with the temperatures at which sub-
stances melt. The answer is that each kind of
solid requires a different amount of energy to
cause the particles to move out of the vibrating
state into the random motion state. Some kinds
of particles attract each other with greater force
than others.

Teacher: "How can the change from a li-
quid to a solid be explained?" (Answer: Re-
move energy so the particles move slower until
the force of attraction between the particles is
greater than the force that is the result of their
motion.)
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Lesson 15
Melting and Freezing

Concept 11: The state of matter can be changed
from liquid to gas and from gas to liquid.

Background Information

The change from a liquid to a vapor or gas
has been witnessed by nearly every individual.
Also witnessed has been the boiling of water.
The cloud that forms at the spout of a teakettle
is often called steam, however, this is truly
condensed water vapor. The real water vapor
is not visible.

Not so common is the fact that both of
these changes are explained in the same manner.
In both cases, enough energy must be added to
the water particles so that they can "break away"
from the molecules around them. When water
evaporates from your body, you feel cool be-
cause the heat energy needed for evaporation of
the water comes from your body. In the explana-
tior: that involves the particle theory of matter,
there must be a source of energy if matter is to
undergo a change of phase.

The change from a solid to a gas is called
sublimation. Examples of this change are found
in "freezing dry," a term used in describing such
phenomena as clothing hung outside during very
cold weather that freezes but also dries. The
water in the form of ice changes to a gas without
becoming a liquid. Dry ice is solid CO2, and
it changes from a solid directly to a gas. In
both uses mentioned, energy must be added to
the particles. To change the phase of matter
from vapor or gas to liquid, energy must be re-
moved. The particles must be slowed down
enough so that they can influence each other and
form a liquid.

Teacher Orientation

This is an extension of Lesson 14 and hence

should employ a similar teaching strategy.
The extension of theory involves assigning
the property of increased randomness to the
particles when energy is added and vice versa.

Make use of the film Boiling and the film
Bromine. The latter exposes the pupils to a
phenomenon without extensive theory building,
while the Boiling film provides a theoretical
explanation. The teacher should narrate the
two films, paying special attention to change
of phase in Bromine and to the particle motion
and energy in Boiling.

Materials

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency:

26, The state of matter can be changed
from liquid to gas and from gas to
liquid"

Films: Boiling

Bromine

Demonstration:

Tea kettle or beaker

Tripod or ring stand

Propane burner

Metal pan supported on ring stands

Ice

Water
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Procedure

Demonstration. Assemble the apparatus
as in the sketch. The tea kettle or glass con-
tainer holds water that is boiling. The shallow
pan that includes ice cubes is used to cool the
vapor and make it appear to rain. The changes
from liquid to vapor and vapor to liquid are
visible.

Figure 15.1. Changes of phase in water

Pupils will note the changes: (a) In the
containerheat is added to water changing it
to steam. (b) On the bottom of the panheat
is absorbed by the ice cooling the steam,
changing it back to water.

List these changes on the overhead or
chalkboard.

Teacher: "Can we use the idea of matter
we have so far in explaining these changes?"
(Answer: When heat is added to the particles
of water they move faster and escape from the
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surface of the liquid. Whea they do this they
are called a gas. When heat is removed from
the particles [cooled] they move more slowly
and come closer together and form a liquid.)

Teacher: "Do we have to 1/4'nange our model
for matter to explain the change from liquid to
gas and gas to liquid?" (Answer: No. We have
everything we need.)

Project the film, Bromine. Note the changes
and forms of matter as well as the conditions:

warmgas

coo I --liqu id

coldsolid

Have pupils explain the observation.
As a summary, project the film, Boiling.
Write summary statements on the overhead

projector or chalkboard.

1. Heat is added to particles, so particles
move faster.

2. When the particles move fast enough,
they escape from the surface and be-
come a gas.

3. When the rate of motion of the particles
is decreased, the matter is changed
from a gas to a liquid.

Project Transparency No. 26, "The state
of matter can be changed from liquid to gas and
from gas to liquid,"as the final generalization.



Lessons 16.17
Pressure

Concept 12: The push against a surface by a
gas depends upon the number and rate of motion
of the particles of the gas.

Background Information

The interrelationship between matter and
energy is used to explain changes in the phase
of matter and rates of diffusion and also many
of the mechanical effects of one form of matter
on another. One of these mechanical effects
is gas pressure. When the attendant at the
service station inflates the tires on an auto-
mobile, he uses a gauge to be sure the pressure
is correct. He is measuring the force that the
air is exerting on the tire; he is not measuring
the amount of air in the tire. You may ask,
"Why does he add air to increase the pressure?"
This question will be answered in these lessons.

If you accept the concept that matter is
composed of particles, you can answer the ques-
tion now. When the particles that make up air
strike a surface, they exert a force. When more
particles strike the same surface, the total
force exerted on the surface is increased. This
is described as an increase in pressure.

In this explanation we have used the terms
surface, force, and pressure. In science it is
important to develop definitions in terms of
measurable quantities. The amount of surface
is described as area. The units used in describ-
ing an amount of area are square inches, square
feet, square centimeters, etc. Length is the
unit from which the area unit is derived. When
two lengths are multiplied, the product is area;
inches x inches = square inches, etc. The de-
finition of force is based on a result that can be
measured. A force is exerted when the rate of
motion of a particle of matter is changed. Forces
are measured in pounds, dynes, tons, etc.
These units are now used in giving us the defini-

tion of pressure.
If a box of water 1 foot long, 1 foot wide,

and 1 foot deep is resting on a surface, the
total force on the 1 square foot bottom is 62-.4
pounds. (This is the weight of a cubic foot of
water.) We can also say that the pressure on
the square foot is 62.4 pounds. Notice that
in this case the pressure is 62.4 pounds per
square foot. It is easy to determine the pres-
sure per square inch by dividing, since there
are 144 square inches in a square foot. The
pressure per square inch is

Force
Area

62.4 pounds
144 sq. inches

Pressure

.43 pounds per
sq. inch

Pressure is defined as force per unit of area.
Now to return to the idea of gas pressure.

A football without much air in it is not expanded;
only a relatively small number of moving gas
particles strike each square inch of the inner
surface. Each gas particle is moving quite
fast but only a few strike the surface. When
more air is added to the football, the number
of particles of gas striking the surface is in-
creased. The increase in number of particles
increases the force acting on each square inch;
this is described as an increase in pressure.
Adding air did not increase the rate of motion
of the particles; the increase in pressure was
the result of more particles striking the surface.
The pressure is equal to the sum of the forces
exerted by the individual gas particles on a
unit of area.

There is a second way of changing gas
pressurechanging temperature. A basketball
may be very firm when inside a warm building
on a cold day, and be soft when outside where
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the temperature is low. A balloon tied over a Super 8 mm film cartridge projector
bottle will become inflated if the air is heated.

These phenomena are explained in terms Transparencies:
of the rate of particle motion rather than num-
ber of particles. Again it is wise to return 27, Diagram of the dynamic model
to individual experiences. For example: It
is easy to catch a ball that is thrown gently. 28, "The push against the surface by a
This is because the force caused by the mass gas depends upon the number and
and rate of motion of the ball is small. If the rate of motion of the particles of
ball is thrown more rapidly, it is more difficult the gas";
to catch and often stings the hands. The force Overlays 1, 2, and 3
exerted by the fast ball is greater.

In our model for matter we have already Films: Pressure
explained temperature in terms of rate of mo-
tion of particles; the higher the temperature The Gaseous State
the more rapidly the particles move. When this
is applied to gases, pressure changes due to Transparent dots
heating are also explained. In a balloon that
is cool there are X number of particles striking Dynamic gas model
the surface with a small force. When the tem-
perature is increased, the balloon becomes in- 500-ml flask
flated due to the same X number of particles
striking the surface, but this time each par- Propane burner
title exerts a greater force. The combined
individual forces cause the balloon to be in- Balloons
flated.

Cold water

Materials Shot

Overhead projector and screen Marbles
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Lesson 16
Pressure and Number of Particles

Teacher Orientation

The natural phenomenon explained is that
of pressure exerted by gases, and the exempli-
fication will be via an inflated balloon. The
desire is to explain how gases exert a force
on the inside of the balloon.

In this case there are no needed modifica-
tions to the theory we havematter in the form
of a gas is made up of particles that are far
apart and moving. The new factor, however,
is that when a moving object strikes a stationary
object a force is exerted. The force is trans-
mitted from the moving object to the second ob-
ject. You may recognize this as the transfer of
kinetic energy from the particles to another
quantity of matter.

You may wish to investigate this idea for
yourself by performing an analogous experi-
ment.

Extend a rubber band between two nails
stuck in a board so the band is taut but not too
tight. Support another board at a slant about
1 foot from the stretched band (see Figure16.1).
Release s steel marble from a marked level on
the slanted board so that it strikes the rubber
band when the ball is allowed to roll down the
board. Note the amount of bend in the band.
Repeat this with three or more steel marbles
of the same size at the same time. In which
case did the band bend more? The three mar-
bles may be thought of as more particles of
gas pushing on a surface.

On occasion a pupil may ask why a basket-
ball is more firm when it is warm than when it
is cold even though no air is added or taken
away. You can answer this using the particle
idea already formulated, remembering that the
rate of motion of the particle increases when
energy is added. (Temperature is increased.)

When air is added the pressure is increased
because more particles strike a unit area. When

Figure 16.1. An analogy for pressure

air is heated the pressure is increased because
the same number of particles strike a unit of
area with a greater force.

It very important that the teacher not
confuse the students by using the terms force
and pressure as equivalents.

Procedure

Display one fully inflated and one partially
inflated toy balloon and have the pupils list ob-
served differences (size, firmness, etc.).

Teacher: If both balloons were the same
before they were blown up, what else can we
say?" (Answer: One has more air blown in it
than the other.) "Why can we say this?" (An-
swer: Because we have blown up balloons be-
fore. 'When you blow in more air, the balloon
gets bigger.) "What must happen to cause the
balloon to stretch?" (Answer: Something has
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to push on the inside.) "What pushes on the
inside of the blown-up balloon?" (Answer:
The air.) "How is the push on the inside of
the balloon with the air explained?" (Answer:
The moving particles that make up the air push
on the inside of the balloon.) [In the event
that the pupils have difficulty, you may wish
to review what we know about gases: particles
particles movemoving particles strike surface
striking surface exerts force on balloon.]

In either instance, show the film, The
Gaseous State. The teacher will narrate the
film, Attention of the pupils may be directed
to the desired observations by asking some
questions. "What happens when one particle

Figure 16.2. Inflating a balloon

strikes another?" (Answer: They bounce.)
[The particles essentially strike each other,
but in the strict sense in the theory they do
not. This is not important for the pupils.]
"What kind of a path do the particles follow
between collisions ?" (Answer: Straight.)
When two particles collide, which one changes

its rate of motion?" (Answer: Both do.) It is
important to note that the force from one par-
ticle is transmitted to another.

If the apparatus to demonstrate the dynamic
model of a gas is available, demonstrate the ef-
fect of particles striking the piston. First place
one piece of shot in the cylinder and run the
motor. Note how high the piston is pushed up.

Teacher: "How can we make the piston
go higher?" (Answer: Increase the number of
particles striking the piston.) Add a few more
shot and observe the result. The piston moves
higher.

Show the film, Pressure.
Call the attention of the pupils to the

analogy. The shot represent the particles of
gas.
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Figure 16.3. A dynamic model for a gas

Teacher: "Where does the force come
from that causes the piston to move up?" (An-
swer: The moving particles.)

Construct a model for the gas and piston
on the projector from the dots and Transparency
No. 27, the diagram of a dynamic model.

Teacher: "What factor is missing in this
model?" (Answer: Motion of the particles.)

Project Transparency No. 28, "The push
against the surface by a gas depends upon the
number and rate of motion of the particles of
the gas," and discuss it to explain the differ-
ence between the two balloons. Add the first
overlay and explain that the gauge indicates
the pressure, the amount of the force the par-
ticles are exerting on each unit area of the
box. Add overlay dots to show a few particles
in the boxes.

Teacher: "What should be added to the
second box to help explain the difference in
pressure in the two boxes?" (Answer: Add
more dots to represent more particles striking
the walls.) Add the third overlay.



Lesson 17
Pressure and Particle Rate of Motion

Teacher Orientation

In the first lesson related to this concept,
the emphasis was on pressure due to more par-
ticles. The second lesson relates to explain-
ing changes in pressure in terms of changing
the rate of motion of the particles present.
The change in rate amounts to changing the
kinetic energy, the capacity of each particle
to do work. It must be accepted as a useful
concept only when the particles remain the
same.

If you wish to set up another simple analo-
gous situation, you may use the stretched rub-
ber band and marble equipment. (See Figure
16.1.) Note that the faster the marble is caused
to move the more the rubber band is stretched.
This will help clarify the idea of speed of par-
ticle and force exerted. It is obvious that a
force is needed to change the rate of motion of
an object. When the marble was caused to
move faster, the force had to be increased.
When the marble struck the rubber band, a
greater force was needed to slow it down; the
rubber band therefore was bent more.

Procedure

Review the explanation for gas pressure
due to increasing the amount of gas in a given
volume. Construct a model on the overhead
using the dots and Transparency No. 28, The
push against the surface by a gas depends upon
the number and rate of motion of the particles
of the gas." Emphasize the idea of number of
particles striking an area. It may be necessary
to review the meaning of the terms area, force,
and pressure.

Demonstration. Stretch a balloon over the
mouth of a 500-m1 flask. Have the pupils note
the degree to which it is inflated. Heat the

flask. Note what happens to the balloon. (The
balloon becomes inflated.) Place the flask in
cold water. Note what happens to the balloon.
(The balloon is deflated.)

Figure 17.1. Inflating a balloon by expansion
of gas through heating

Teacher: "We now want to see if we can
explain what we see." [Begin with some ob-
vious facts.] "Did we add any more air to the
flask?" (Answer: No.) "What was added to
the flask?" (Answer: Heat.) "Is heat matter
or energy?" (Answer: Energy.) "What happens
to the particles if energy is added?" (Answer:
They move faster.) "Is this true when the form
of matter is a gas?" (Answer: Yes.) "If one
particle is moving slowly and another particle
of the same size is moving rapidly, which will
strike a surface with a greater force?" (Answer:
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The faster moving particle.)
Show the film, Pressure. In this narration,

pay special attention to the rate of motion of the
particles and the distance the piston is moved.

Teacher: [Apply this idea, in summary, to
the balloon.] "How is the change in pressure
by heating explained?" (Answer: The particles
are caused to move at a higher rate so they
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strike the balloon harder. This causes an in-
crease in pressure. Because the balloon is
elastic it stretches out and gets bigger.)

You may wish to summarize the lesson
using the dots and Transparency No. 28, "The
push against the surface by a gas depends upon
the number and rate of motion of the particles
of the gas."



Lessons 18-19
Particles Are Made Up of Particles

Concept 13: Some particles of matter (mole-
cules) are made up of simpler particles (atoms).

Background Information

The particle concept of matter developed
thus far relates to single indivisible particles.
If one were to date this level of the concept,
it would probably be about 181 0-1 830, and the
summary of many of the factors it includes
would be credited to Dalton. Dalton was not
the first man to think of matter as made up of
particles; however, he did a great deal in pull-
ing some older ideas together to form some
new ideas.

In the lessons so far, some of the particles
used in explaining certain phenomena have been
atoms and some have been molecules although
no differentiation has been made. The next
step can ultimately lead to a concept of funda-
mental particles. The concept for this level
will be "atoms are fundamental building blocks
of matter." "Atoms are combined to form mole-
cules" is a common idea that is slightly in
error since by definition some molecules are
made up of only one atom. Monatomic mole-
cules will not be treated here.

At this time the idea that some particles
(molecules) are made up of other particles
(atoms) is adequate. Later the idea of the
electrical nature of matter will be developed.

The surprises that appear as the chemical

nature of matter is studied fascinate most pu-
pils. For example: hydrogen is a colorless,
odorless gas that burns in another odorless,
colorless gasoxygento form water. Another
example is the very active metal, sodium, that
reacts with a yellowish-green poisonous gas,
chlorine, to form sodium chloride which is
common table salt. Salt and water are both
necessary for the human body.

Models of molecules of the space-filling
kind are used here because they can be easily
manipulated and taken apart. In this type of
model, the hydrogen can be separated from the
oxygen in water, and carbon and oxygen can be
separated in carbon dioxide.

As the growth of this concept proceeds,
there will be increasing need for use of the
terms molecule, atom, element, and compound
because of their relationship. An element is
made up of one kind of atom. A compound is
made up of two or more kinds of atoms. It is
evident that molecules of elements are made
up of one kind of atom and molecules of com-
pounds are made up of more than one kind of
atom. A molecule of an element is possible,
but there can be no such thing as an atom of
a compound.

Care must be taken so that the pupils
use the examples of atoms and molecules as
ideas; little emphasis should be placed on
properties of selected elements. The need
is for a general concept related only to the
idea that particles are made up of particles.
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Lesson 18

Teacher Orientation

This lesson is to be initiated with a demon-
stration probably never seen before by the pu-
pils. It is also a first for the pupils to witness
the disassociation of a compound, so they may
really not believe what they see. The pupils
may have talked about oxygen but it is probably
considered to be air, and hydrogen is an un-
known. Hydrogen can't be seen or smelled but
it does burn, so the students may think that
what they see is "magic."

The use of the space-filling type of model
is helpful here. One source of confusion may
be the volumes occupied by the two gases be-
cause the space-filling hydrogen atom is
smaller than the oxygen. Remember that these
models are °rill models and are much expanded;
this should not become an issue.

The names "element," "compound," "atom,"
and "molecule" must be introduced slowly and
carefully. They should be used only when the
other terms are ro longer satisfactory.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Super 8 mm film cartridge projector

Wax pencil

Transparencies:

29, Electrolysis apparatus

30, Some particles of matter (molecules)
are made up of simpler particles
(atoms)"

Red transparent dots, 8 -10

Blue transparent dots, 8 -10

Film: Electrolysis of Water

Demonstration:

Electrolysis apparatus

Direct current source

2 test tubes

Wood splinters

Matches

Water

10 drops of sulfuric acid (H2SO4)

2 stoppers to fit the test tubes

Models:

Water molecule, styrofoam

H2

Procedure

Mention that today we are going to see
if our particle idea of matter can be used to
explain another observation.

Demonstration. Add about 10 drops of
sulfuric acid to enough water to fill the elec-
trolysis apparatus. Be sure the two arms with
the electric wires connected to it are filled.
The air can be allowed to escape through the
stopcocks on the top. Connect the source of
electricity to the wires. (Use about four dry
cells connected in series or another source
of direct current.)

Have the pupils note that the tubes con-
tain only water. (The sulfuric acid is added
only to make the water a good conductor of
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electricity.) The observations to be made
relate to what happens at each wire end and
collects in the tubes.

Project Transparency No. 29, the diagram
of electrolysis apparatus, so the pupils can
see the details of the apparatus.

Figure I 8.1 . Diagram of electrolysis
apparatus

WI-dle waiting for the results of the demon-
stration, it is well to review the concept of wa-
ter used so far:

it is made up of particles.

2. The particles are in motion.

3. The particles move past each other.

You may wish to form a dot model for water
on the overhead projector.

As the demonstration proceeds, the pupils
nhould note:

I . Bubbles form at the ends of the wires
in the tube.

2. The gases in the bubbles collect in
the tubes.

3. The gas accumulates twice as fast in
one tube as in the other.

Project film, Electrolysis of Water.
Write the terms oxygen and hydrogen in

the proper places on Transparency No. 29, the
diagram of electrolysis apparatus. The tube
with the greater volume of gas contains hydro-
gen and the one with the smaller volume con-
tains oxygen.

[It is usually necessary to tell the students
that the cases are hydrogen and oxygen.]

If the demonstration is in operation long
enough, each gas may be collected so some of
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the properties of each gas can be demonstrated.
Transfer each gas to a separate test tube by in-
verting one test tube over each stopcock. Open
one stopcock at a time until the gas enters the
test tube. When all of the gas has entered the
tube, close the stopcock and stopper the test
tube.

Figure 1 8.2. Releasing gas from electrolysis
apparatus

To test for hydrogen hold a burning splinter
at the mouth of the test tube after removing the
stopper. If a "pop" is heard, hydrogen is pres-
ent.

To test for oxygen open the tube and insert
a glowinn splinter. If the glowing splinter glows
brighter or begins to burn, oxygen is present.

Teacher: "Where did the two different gases
come from?" The pupils probably will be unable
to answer. It will be necessary to tell them
that the electric current breaks the water apart
into 11:drogen and oxygen. "How can we ex-
plain the fact that when water is broken apart
we get hydrogen and oxygen? Is our idea that
water is made up of particles useful in exoluin-
ing this ?" (Answer: No.) "How can we modify
our model so that we can explain the fact that
water can be broken down into hydrogen and
oxygen? What two facts must we consider in
our model?" (Answer: (a) oxygen and hydrogen
are formed, (b) twice as much hydrogen as oxy-
gen is formed.) List these on the overhead or
chalkboard.

Have the ;alp*: try to make such logical
inferences as: (a) Since we got hydrogen and
oxygen, n-.aybe the electricity changed water
into the two gases; and (b) Water could be
made up of hydrogen and oxygen, and the elec-
tricity only separates them. If the pupils do
not mention (h) , you may suggest that hydrogen
and oxygen are both matter. This means that
they are also made up of particles. Call the



red dots oxygen and the blue dots hydrogen.
Have pupils put the colored dots together to
form a ratio of two hydrogens to one oxygen.
They can put the dots together in many different
ways. No matter what geometric figure they
use, the only requirement is two hydrogens for
one oxygen.

cc°

Figure 18.3. Models for water molecules

Explain that each of these particles has
a name. When there are one oxygen and two
hydrogen particles together, we have a mole-
cule of water. The hydrogen parts are called
atoms and the oxygen part is called an atom.

Display a styrofoam model of water show-
ing what scientists think is a reasonable struc-
ture for water. Use the terms atoms and mole-

GPO 824.145.8

cules and be sure they are modeled as particles.
You may now form some models on the

overhead projector to show how the two gases
were formed. The pupils should participate in
this formulation.

Figure 18.4. Model for decomposition
of water

Our model for forming oxygen and hydrogen
can be reviewed by using styrofoam models.

Use the styrofoam models to define atom
and molecule.

Project Transparency No. 30, Some par-
ticles of matter (molecules) are made up of
simpler particles (atoms)."

Use the electrolysis of water as the frame
of reference for use of the model.
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Lesson 19

Teacher Orientation

In the process of developing knowledge
in science, great care is exercised to make
the outcome as credible as possible. Notice
that the cord credible and not truth or [roof
is used. This is done because there is really
onl; temporary truth in science. If the term
truth is used, it is not considered to say any-
thing is absolute, it is always at this time,
or under these conditions , or some other rela-
tivistic idea.

in this lesson we will check a model and
a chemical formula to see if we can tell what
is in a compound from formula. Some indi-
viduals may mink this is a wrong approach
since formulas for compounds are developed
only when the composition is known. Here
one of our concerns is to help the pupil learn
that these formulas tell us what elements the
compound is made up of. The other concern
is more important; some particles are made up
of particles, i.e., molecules are made up of
atoms.

The demonstration in this case becomes
a means of testing a prediction. If the pre-
diction is proper, the idea is probably a good
one. One criterion of a good theory is its use
in making predictions.

Materials

overhead projector and scr:en

Trannparencies:

30, "Some particles of matter (molecules)
are made Ho of simpler particles (atoms)"

31, A model for a sugar molecule

Demonstration:

b-in.test tube

30 gm sugar

Propane burner

Matches

Test tube holder

1000-m1 flask

Water

Models, styrofoam:

Water

Carbon dioxide

Procedure

Teacher: "What was the model for water
that we developed yesterday?" (Answer: It
is made I.!r Two kinds of particles: hydrogen
and oxygen.) "How many of each kind of par-
ticle did we say there were?" (Answer: 2

hydrogen and 1 oxygen.) "What was the reason
for making our model include these numbers?"
(Answer: Because when water was taken apart,
there was twice as much hydrogen as oxygen
collected.) "What did we call the particle that
was made np of two pieces of hydrogen and one
piece of oxygen?" (Answer: A molecule of wa-
ter.) "What did we call the particles of hydro-
gen and oxygen?" (Answer: Atoms.)

Display the model for water.

Teacher: "There is an easy and precise
way of representing a molecule of water."
Write the formula 1120 on the overhead or
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chalkboard. "The letter II is the short way of
writing one atom of hydrogen. The letter 0
stands for one atom of oxygen. If we wrote
II(), this would tell us that there was one atom
of h:lro,ien and one atom Df ox,.gen present
in water, and this would be incorrect. This
is why we place the little number 2 at the bot-
tom of the hydrogen. The 1170 tells us this is
a molecule of water that is made up of two
atoms of h'.drogen, am.I one atom of oxgen."

19.1. A model t:or a water molecule

Figure I 9. 2. A model for a carbon dioxide
molec!ile

Displa.- the model for carbon dioxide.

Teacher: "This is a model of a carbon
dioxide molecule. Carbon dioxide is one of
the gases we breathe out. The black ball
represents carbon and the white balls repre-
sent oxygen. .liow many atoms of carbon are
present?" (Answer: One.) "How many atoms
of oxygen are present?" (Answer: Two.)
"How can we write the symbols for carbon
dioxide?" (Answer: One C and 02 in the
form of CO7.)

Project Transparency No. 31, a model
for a stigar molec.He.

Teacher: "This is ;1 sketch of a model
for a n,olec,:k., It is Iot a cr:stal
of sugar. It is one of the tiny particles of
sug,ir looked for when you dissoled si;ciar
in water. Lich: shtrie represents a different

irc
.here `C of (I,nswer:

Three: hydrogen, oxygen, carbon.) "Although
you cannot see all of the atoms present, you
can see most. You can see all of the carbon
(black dots) and all the oxygen (gray dots) .
Some of the hydrogen atoms (white dots) are
underneath so you cannot see them. llow
many carbon atoms do you see?" (Answer: 12.)
"flow many oxygen atoms?" (Answer: 11.)
"There are also 22 hydrogen atoms. How can
we write the symbol for a molecule of sugar?"
(Answer: C121122 ( )11 If we could take
sugar apart what would you expect to find?"
(Answer: Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.)
"This is what we can predict from the formula.
We can also see how accurate our predictions
are by performing an experiment."

Demonstration. Add about 20 gms of sugar
to the test tube and hold the tube with a test
tube holder. Add about 750 ml of cold water
to the flask. (If you do not have a flask, use
a shiny aluminum pan or sheet or a mirror. The
purpose of the cold shiny object is to detect
the presence of water vapor. If the surface
becomes clouded when it is held above test
tube, this is evidence that water is being
given off.)

Figure 19.3. Heating sugar in a test tube

Hold the test tube containing the sugar
in the burner flame. When some change takes
place in the test tube, hold the cold flask or
shiny sheet above the mouth of the tube. Note
what changes occur. The pupils should make
observations and report the changes.

Teacher: "What has happened?" (An-
swer: Contents of the tube turn brown and
then black. The cold surface is fogged.)

Teacher: "What do you thin): these mate-
rials are?" (Answer: Black material is carbon
and the st,:ff on the glass is water.) "Is our
prediction correct so tar ?" (Answer: Yes, we
not carbon.) "Did we also net hydrogen 011(1
oxy:e:.?" (Ann.ver: We water
is made !.p of 11'...drogen and oxygen.)



It is important to emphasize to the pupils
that here is another example of a very compli-
cated substance, but it is made up of simpler
substances; the molecule is made up of differ-

ent kinds of atoms.
Project Transparency No. 30, Some par-

ticles of matter (molecules) are made up of sim-
ple particles (atoms)."
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Lesson 20
Elements

Concept 14: Some molecules are made up of
only one kind of atom (elements).

Background Information

All matter may be classified as either a
pure substance or a mixture. Pure substances
may be further divided into two classes, ele-
ments and compounds. The definition of an
element is given as a substance that is made
up of one kind of atom. A compound is defined
as a substance made up of more than one kind
of atom and in which the number of each kind
of atom is definite and specific. The smallest
part of an element is, therefore, an atom and
the smallest part of a compound is a molecule.

The development of classificational schemes
Ls one of the ways developed by scientists that
make it possible to deal. with large numbers of
facts. In forming classifications of facts, de-
finitions must be developed that make each
class mutually inclusive and exclusive. This
means that all factors included in any classifi-
cational scheme must be based upon measurable
quantities. In classifying elements and com-
pounds it is possible to measure the factors
used.

There are a number of ways of classifying
atoms: how easily they become parts of com-
pounds; weight; number of electrons, protons,
and neutrons, etc. At this level the only fac-
tors to be considered are weight (density) and
appearance.

Teacher Orientation

This lesson is essentially an application
to elements of the previous theory of atoms and
molecules. It could also be the application of
the theory to explain the nature of a material

that was made up of only one kind of substance
that could not be broken up by simple physical
or chemical means. The concern is not for the
difference between elements and compounds.
It is somewhat easier if an element is described
as a substance that cannot be separated into
simpler substances by chemical means. It is
thus apparent that atoms are not divisible by
chemical means. This definition includes the
molecules that are made up of one atom (mole-
cule) like mercury, iron, copper, etc.; diatom-
ic molecules like hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine,
etc.; and polyatomic molecules like ozone.

The idea of different structural models of
the same element may cause some concern.
Diamond, soot, and graphite are all made up
of the same element, carbon. However, in
the model for each there is a noted difference
in the arrangement of the atoms. The atoms
are in layers for graphite; this accounts for
its slippery feeling. The atoms are arranged
in the form of pyramids in diamond, accounting
for its hardness. As the study of matter is pur-
sued you will find more attention being directed
to the arrangement of the atoms. The nature of
the arrangement helps us to explain some of
the properties of matter.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency No. 32, "Some molecules
are made up of only one kind of atom.
ELEMENT"

Styrofoam models:

Water

Carbon dioxide
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Oxygen

Hydrogen

Diamond

Graphite

st,-e to include graphite and mention diamond.
(If you have a problem obtaining graphite you
may use pencil lead because it is a mixture
of graphite and clay.) Compare the properties
of graphite and diamond. Emphasize the hard-
ness and rigidity of diamond and the slipperi-
ness of graphite.

Small quantities of a variety of elements
as:

Teacher: "How can we make a model for
graphite that would help us to explain that it
is slippery?" Display the styrofoam model for
graphite and show how the layer arrangement

carbon copper gold of the atoms allows for one atom to slide over
aluminum iron silver another.
lead zinc

mercury
neon Display the styrofoam model for diamond.

Emphasize the pyramid arrangement and the

Procedure

Display several styrofoam models of mole-
culeshydrogen, watery carbon dioxide, etc.
and tell the pupils all are molecules.

Teacher: "How are these molecules differ-
ent?" (Answer: Hydrogen has only hydrogen
atoms, and water and carbon dioxide have two
kinds of atoms.) Identify the atoms in the
molecules and emphasize the difference be-
tween those with one kind of atom and those
with more than one kind. Project Transparency
No. 32, "Some molecules are made up of only
one kind of atom. ELEMENT." Stress the
word element. Display models of molecules
of hydrogen and oxygen. These are elements
because they are made up of only one kind of
atom.

Display several samples of carbon but be
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way the atoms are attached to each other. Note
that both graphite and diamond are made up of
the same kind of atom; the difference is due to
the arrangement of the atoms.

Display samples of as many kinds of ele-
ments as available.

Teacher: "How many kinds of atoms are
known so far?" (Answer: 103 to date.) All
of the substances known in the universe are
made up of one or some combination of these
103 kinds of atoms. The 103 kinds of atoms
are the building blocks of all matter. Some
of the elements are solid, some are liquids,
and some are gases at room temperature: iron,
copper, etc., are solid; mercury is a liquid;
and oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, etc. are
gases.

Write the terms element and atom on the
overhead or chalkboard. Review the ideas of
atom and element using models of molecules
of oxygen and hydrogen.

figure 20.1. Diamond and graphite models



Lesson 21
Compounds

Concept 15: Some molecules are made up of
two or more kinds of atoms (compounds).

Background Information

Atoms combine chemically to form mole-
cules. The atoms of elements lose their gen-
eral identity when they become a part of a
molecule. Hydrogen is a flammable gas and
oxygen is a gas that supports burning. When
two atoms of hydrogen combine with one atom
of oxygen water is formed. The water has
none of the chemical properties of hydrogen
or oxygen. When two or more kinds of atoms
unite chemically a compound is formed. A
compound has chemical and physical properties
that are different from the elements that make
it up.

Compounds are pure substances, because
the composition in terms of kinds of atoms and
number of atoms in a molecule of a given com-
pound is always the same. In a mixture, the
composition may vary but the composition of
a compound never varies. This statement may
be challenged by some, because some com-
pounds are believed to be aggregations of ions.
Ions are atoms with an electric charge. Salt
is an ionic compound; however, it is not espe-
cially serious if the pupils refer to the com-
bination of sodium and chlorine, NaC1, as a
molecule of salt.

Mercuric oxide (HgO) is an ionic com-
pound that we will use. When the HgO is
heated in a test tube, care must be exercised
to prevent the escape of mercury vapor; it is
necessary to insert a cotton plug in the test
tube. Do not allow the pupils to play with
the mercury because this metal is toxic.

The purpose of this lesson is to develop
a low-level concept of a compound. In this,
as in other cases, the concept formed is the
means of Explaining the structure of a type

of matter. A compound can be explained using
the idea of particles if we say that there are
different kinds of particles.

Teacher Orientation

This lesson will involve the formation of
a compound from two elements and the analy-
sis of a compound into its elements. The models
used will essentially be applications of the
particle idea. The particles join together in
forming a compound. The particles are taken
apart in the analysis of the compound.

It is desirable to point out the use of the
particle idea in describing the make-up of
matter. You will do this with woodcarbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen; saltsodium and chlo-
rine; mercuric oxidemercury and oxygen;
rubbercarbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; and
gasolinecarbon and hydrogen; etc.

Materials

Super 8 mm cartridge projector and screen

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency No. 33, Some molecules
are made up of two or more kinds of atoms.
COMPOUNDS"

Colored disks

Film: Decomposition of Mercuric Oxide

3" strip of magnesium ribbon

Forceps

Asbestos pad

Black paper
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Construct << dot model of niagne.sium on the
o!!erhead projector. Have the ptipils participate
in the activity. Re s.:re to note:

There is only one kind of particle.

2. Particles are arranged in a pattern
(solid).

laciure 21 .2. A model for magi:051:1in

Disel.u. three-dimepsional strofoam
model of magnesiim, so pupils can visualize
the collectiop of particles. Note that there is
only one kind of particle present.

Demonstration. (A very bright light will
be prod:iced when the magnesium burns in this
demonstration. Pupils should be warned not
to look at it direct1 !.)

Teacher: "Today we are going to out two
elements together and then see if we can form
a model that can help us explain the result.
The two elements arc magnesium and oxygen.
The ox...tgen will come out of the air. There
will he a bright light. formed. Do not look at
it directly." ma.: hold a piece of colored
plexiglass between the light and the pupils.)
liold a piece of magnesiim; ribbon in the flame
of a propane burner. Allow the ash to be de-
posited on a piece of 'olack paper or in a dish.

21 .3. Pow:ling :J.:lc:pest-.::

i'eac::er: What !.ait 1Jappened? (Answer:
he magnesium burned.) "Does the urodsct



formed look like the ribbon?" (Answer: No.)
"If the magnesium combined with oxygen, what
kinds of particles would we have to include in
any model we make for the white powder?"
(Answer: Magnesium and oxygen.) "If one
atom of magnesium combined with one atom
of oxygen, what would our model for the pow-
der look like?" (Answer: One magnesium dot
and one oxygen dot.)

Construct a molecule of magnesium oxide
(MgO) on the overhead projector. (Use dots
of two colors and two sizes and have pupils
participate.) Add several more molecules to
form a bigger quantity on the projector.

'00

Figure 21.4. A model for magnesium oxide

Display the styrofoam model of MgO so
pupils can see the arrangement of the atoms.

Project Transparency No. 33, "Some mole-
cules are made up of two or more kinds of
atoms. COMPOUNDS."

Display several other models and have the
pupils identify the atoms in the compound.

Demonstration. We are now going to take
a compound apart, see if we can identify the
parts, and construct a model for both the orig-
inal compound and the parts. (If the materials
are not available show the film on mercuric
oxide. If the visibility of the demonstration
is limited, the film is a useful supplement.)

Place a quantity of mercuric oxide (HgO)
about the size of a pea in a test tube. De-
scribe its appearance (red-yellow powder) .
Insert the tube in a clamp.

Teacher: As we go on with this experi-
ment we will want to see what changes occur,
and one of these possible changes will he to
see if oxygen is given off. We also want to
make any other reasonable observation. We
should, therefore, see if the powder gives off
oxygen before it is heated."

Insert a glowing splinter into the test tube.
(Result: Nothing happens.) Heat the powder
by holding the test tube in the flame of a burner.
Periodically insert a glowing splinter into the
tube and observe the results. (Result: After
heating for a short time. the splinter will burst
into flame.) "What do we infer from these ob-
servations?" (Answer: Oxygen is given off.)
"Examine the side of the test tube. What has
happened?" (Answer: Small silver drops have
formed on the side of the test tube.) "Where
do you think they came from?" (Answer: The
material we heated.)

"These drops are mercury. It is the silver
material often used in thermometers. It is a
metal that is liquid at room temperature. What
two elements were present in the compound we
heated?" (Answer: Mercury and oxygen.)
"Was the mercury like the powder we heated?"
(Answer: No.) "How would you classify the
red powder, as an element or a compound?"
(Answer: Compound.) "Why?" (Answer:
Compounds have properties different from the
elements that make them up.)

With the help of the pupils construct a
model for HgO and the elements yielded when
it was heated. Be sure to count the number of
atoms on each side of the arrow; these must be
the same. The number of atoms is conserved
in a chemical change.

-66
Figure 21.5. A model for the decomposition

of mercuric oxide

Project Transparency 33, "Some molecules
are made up of two or more kinds of atoms.
COMPOUNDS," and compare and contrast the
concept of element with the concept of com-
pound.
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Lesson 22
Mixtures

Concept 1 6: Some samples of matter contain
more than one kind of molecule (mixtures).

Background Information

Matter has been classified in terms of its
phase as solid, liquid, or gas. It can also be
classified according to its composition as an
element, compound, or mixture. Elements and
compounds have already been defined and de-
scribed in terms of the number and kinds of
particles present. Elements have a single
kind of atom present per unit particle (mole-
cule). Compounds have more than one kind
of atom present per molecule, and in any type
of molecule the number of individual atoms is
always uniform.

There are some substances that are not
pure, that is, they do not have a constant com-
position. Sugar and water can he mixed together
in an infinite number of proportions. There can
be one grain of sugar in a cup of water or there
can be much more. There can be stones, sand,
and water all together with no specific numbers
of any of the parts required. It is possible to
have pennies and nickels in the same container.
These substances are called mixtures. Mix-
tures are characterized by their composition
what elements or compounds they include. Mix-
tures cannot be described by means of a chemi-
cal formula because theproportions of each
part are not constant.

Another characteristic of mixtures is that
the parts (elements or compounds) retain their
individual identities and do not react chemically
to form a new substance. This means that mix-
tures can be separated by mechanical means.

If a mixture of sugar and sand is to be
separated, the fact that sugar dissolves in
water can be used. The water can be evapo-
rated and the sugar recovered. An alcohol-

water mixture can be separated by distillation
because the boiling points of water and alcohol
are different.

The important concept of a mixture is that
it consists of two or more substances and has
no afinite composition.

Solutions are a type of mixture. Solutions
are defined as particles of solue of molecular
size dispersed uniformly throug:., a solvent.
When dissolving sugar in water, as in the case
above, the sugar is the solute and the water is
the solvent. The special characteristic of a
solution is that some chemical change does
occur since an energy change occurs when
solution takes place. At this level sophistica-
tion this idea of a solution should ni.t be of con-
cern.

The idea that in solutions the solute is of
molecular size in the solvent can be used to
separate some mixtures. If a mixture with one
soluble part is to be separated, the soluble
part and the solvent will pass through a filter.
The part of the mixture that does not dissolve
is separated from that which does in the filter.
The two mechanical methods of separating mix-
tures to be used in this lesson are boiling and
filtering.

Teacher Orientation

Mixtures can be made up of elements, com-
pounds, and mixtures of mixtures, and the pro-
portions of each component can vary. The
amount of each part of a mixture compared to
the total of all present may be referred to as
concentration. If a mixture that weighs 150
grams includes 50 grams of sugar, the concen-
tration of sugar is 33 1/3'4.

Air is a very common mixture. It includes
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor,
and some other gases. Soil is a common mix-
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ture of rock particles, humus, water, and air.
The mechanical separation of both of these
mixtures has been witnessed often. The "sweat"
water on the outside of a glass containing ice
water on a humid day comes from the air. This
causes the composition of the air to vary. Evap-
oration of liquids into the air results in a change
in the composition of air. When soil dries out,
there is also a change in composition of a mix-
ture.

The three substances to be used in this
lesson are salt, sand, and water. The simple
separation of the mixture is the phenomenon to
be explained via the development of a model
for a mixture.

You will find the use of styrofoam balls,
sand, and marbles useful in forming the model.
If possible, you can make a model of the filter
from a piece of window screen. The small par-
ticles pass through and the larger ones. remain
on top. The overhead projector is also helpful
in forming models for mixt,!rec.

In this lesson the pupils should be able
to construct a model for a mixture with little
difficulty.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency No. 34, "Some samples of
matter contain more than one kind of mole-
cule. MIXTURES"

Styrofoam models

Water, H2O

Carbon dioxide, 002

Oxygen, 02

Hydrogen, 112

Silicon dioxide, SiO2

Nitrogen, N2

Plastic bag

Demonstration:

100 ml sand

2 300-m1 beakers

2 tablespoons salt

Water
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Filter paper and funnel

Evaporating dish

Tripod

Source of heat

Model for a mixture:

2 1000-m1 beakers

Marbles

Small glass beads

1313 shot

Wire screen

Procedure

Teacher: "What are the characteristics
of our model for matter so far?" (Answer:
Made up of particles, the particles move,
there are spaces between the particles, when
energy is added the particles move faster,
some particles are made up of particles.)
"What are some of the names for the particles
that are made up of one kind of particle?"
(Answer: Atom, element.) "What are the
names of the particles made up of more than
one kind of particle?" (Answer: Molecule,
compound.)

Display some styrofoam models of water,
carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen, and silicon
dioxide. The class will identify the elements
and compounds.

Place several models of 002, 02, N2,
and H2O in a plastic bag.

Teacher: "What do you think this bag of
molecules would be called?" (Answer: Pupils
may not be able to respond.) "Today we are
going to do something that can make this bag
have some meaning. Now you should know
that this is a model for matter and that it will
be useful."

Demonstration. Add about 100 ml of sand
(SiO2) to a 300-m1 beaker. Identify the com-
pound as sand. Add 2 tablespoons of salt and
stir. Identify the salt. "What have we formed?"
(Answer: The salt and sand are mixed.) "Have
the sand and salt changed or do we still have
sand and salt?" (Answer: They are still the
same.) "How can we separate the two?" (An-
swer: Pick the salt out of the sand.)

Place some of the mixture on the overhead
projector so that the similarity of the pieces
can be observed.



Teacher: Is there an easier way to sep-
arate the two?" (Answer: There may be none
or some may say, pour water in so the salt will
dissolve.) If there is no response, you should
recall, with the pupils, that they have pre-
viously mixed salt and water. Add water to the
salt-sand mixture and mix thoroughly.

We must next separate the sand and salt
water. We will use a very fine sieve called a
filter." Filter the mixture through filter paper
or paper towel and collect the liquid in another
beaker. "How can we determine if the salt is
in the water?" (Answer: Evaporate the water.)
Evaporate some of the liquid in an evaporating
dish. [Heat this very carefully or it will spat-
ter.] Have the pupils identify the salt residue
that remains. "When we mixed the sand and
salt did we change the substances?" (Answer:
No.)

Can we use our model for matter to make
a model of a mixture?" (Answer: Place marbles
and BB shot in a beaker. Add small glass beads
to the beaker. Mix all the parts together [the
marbles representing the sand; the glass beads,
the salt; and the BB shot, the water].)

Place a piece of wire screen with holes
slightly larger than the BB shot and glass beads
over the opening of another beaker. Pour the
contents over the screen. [The screen is the
filter.]

"How could you now separate beads and
BB shot?" (Answer: Pick them out.)

"Is this a good model?" (Answer: Yes.)
"Why?" (Answer: Because we can use it to
explain the separation of the mixture into its
parts. It also shows that the particles in a
mixture do not change to a different kind of
particle.)

"Examine the bag of models. What does

z.e

AV

Figure 22.1. A model for filtering sand from salt water

this represent?" (Answer: A mixture.) This
is a fair model of air. What would it be if we
added more water particles?" (Answer: There
may be no response.) "Where does the water
come from when it rains? Where does water
go when it dries from the streets?" (Answer:
Air.) "If water is added to air and we still
have air, is air a compound?" (Answer: No.)
"Why not?" (Answer: The amount of each
part is not always the same.) "Mixtures are
not elements or compounds. Mixtures are
made up of elements and compounds."

Project Transparency No. 34, "Some sam-
ples of matter contain more than one kind of
molecule. MIXTURES," and review the concept.
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Lesson 23
Number of Atoms in Molecules

Concept 17: Each type of molecule is formed
from definite numbers and kinds of atoms.

Background Information

Thus far the concept of a molecule is that
it has a definite composition which does not
vary. This idea may have created the idea that
whenever elements combine they combine in
only one way; i.e., hydrogen and oxygen, when
combined, always form water. This idea is
basically adequate, yet it is not always cred-
ible. Hydrogen and oxygen can combine to
form water (1120) or hydrogen peroxide (11202).
Experience with peroxide is enough to convince
anyone that water and hydrogen peroxide have
different properties. They are both colorless,
odorless liquids, but one is unstable. 1-1202
will easily break down into H2O and 02 if a
catalyst is used. In the case of H202 the
catalyst to be used is manganese dioxide

1n07). A catalyst is defined as a material
that increases the rate of a chemical reaction
without itself being changed, It is often com-
pared to a minister at a wedding; he is neces-
sary for the marriage to take place but really
is not part of the marriage.

When H202 breaks down, water is one
of the products.

2H20 2 2H20 + 02

Here there are two different kinds of mole-
cules made up of the same kinds of atoms. The
difference is the number of each kind of atom
involved.

There are many molecules made up of car-
bon, hydrogen, and oxygen and each is differ-
ent from the other. The differences are not due
to the kinds of atoms present, but rather the
number of each kind of atom present.

The particle idea of matter includes a
couple of other ideas that are useful.

1. Each kind of molecule is made up of
definite kinds of atoms. .

2. Each kind of molecule is made up of
a definite number of each kind of atom.

If you continue your study of matter, you
will add still another qualification; that is
each molecule has a particular structure in
terms of the arrangement of the atoms in the
molecule.

Teacher Orientation

Concept 17 is an extension or continuation
in depth of the concept of a molecule. You may
wish to review the lessons concerned with Con-
cepts 13, 14, and 15. In addition to the kinds
of atoms in a molecule, the factor of the num-
ber of each kind of atom is included.

The model-forming activity will apply the
idea of a model in explaining the chemical and
physical property differences between two com-
pounds made up of the same kinds of atoms.
The sequence will be from observed phenomena
to model building or theory formation.

The composition of water has already been
discussed and is given as H2O. You will tell
the pupils that the hydrogen peroxide molecule
is made up of hydrogen and oxygen. When the
Mn02 (manganese dioxide) is added and 02 is
given off, the pupils must again be told that
what remains in the test tube is H20. The
logic to be applied by the pupils in developing
a model will approximate the following: Since
the substance in the test tube was made up of
hydrogen and oxygen, and some of the oxygen
was set free leaving water behind, the original
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composition must have included more than one
atom of oxygen per molecule. This coulci be
modeled as 0-11-0-H or H-0-0-11. The ar-
rangement of the atoms in the water and per-
oxide molecules is generally quite specific.

Figure 23.1. Models for water and hydrogen
peroxide

Remember that the new part of the concept
is that a molecule ;.s made up of a specific num-
ber of each kind of atom.

Materials

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency No. 35, "Each type of mole-
cule is formed from definite kinds and num-
bers of atoms"

Demonstration:

28-inch test tubes

100 ml hydrogen peroxide, 3/, (H2u2)

Water

Wood splinter

1 gm manganese dioxide (Iv In02)

Film: Electrolysis of Water

Procedure

Teacher: "Today we are going to return
to our study of molecules. We are going to
try to construct a model of a molecule based
on what we know already and what we can ob-
serve here in class,"

Demonstration. Secure two 8-inch test
tubes. Half fill one with hydrogen peroxide
(H2021 and the other with water (H20).
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Teacher: "These two tubes contain differ-
ent compounds but both are made up of the
same kinds of atoms. Both of these compounds
are made up of hydrogen and oxygen."

Insert a glowing splinter into each of the
test tubes. Note no result in either. Review
the results of the electrolysis experiment.
"What happened when the glowing splinter
was inserted into the tube containing the hy-
drogen?" (Answer: A "pop" was heard.)
"What happened when the glowing splinter
was inserted into the tube containing the
oxygen?" (Answer: The glowing splinter
burst into flame.) "What is this a test for?"
(Answer: Oxygen.)

Add a pinch of manganese dioxide (lVln02
powder) to both test tubes. Insert a glowing
splinter into each tube. Result: Bubbles form
in the 1120.). The splinter bursts into flame
when inserted in the tube of I120

Figure 23.2. Testing for oxygen

Teacher: "What do you think is given off
in this cube ?" (Answer: Oxygen.) "Why?"
(Answer: The glowing splinter burst into flame.
This is one test for oxygen.) "Was oxygen
given off in the water?" (Answer: No.)

Teacher: "The material remaining in the
tube after the bubbles of oxygen escape is
water. What do you remember to he the com-
position of water?" (Answer: Hydrogen and
oxygen. Two atoms of hydrogen and one atom
of oxygen in each molecule.) DI it is deemed
necessary you may project the film, Electrolysis
of Water.]

Teacher: "Our first task is to thin): about
what we have given as our model for water. Let
us build a model on the overhead projector."
[The model will be

(s)
GPO A29.145.7



Label the atoms as oxygen and hydrogen. "What
was given off by the other material when we
caused it to break apart?" (Answer: Oxygen.)
Was there oxygen remaining in the molecules

of water that were left?" (Answer: Yes.) We
started with the molecules in the one test tube
and caused them to break apart. We got sub-
stance H2O and oxygen. What could
the substance be like?" (Answer: It must
have more oxygen than water.) "What will a
model for this substance be like?" (Answer:
Mote than one oxygen atom.)

Construct a model for hydrogen peroxide
on the overhead projector. There are several
varieties that can be structured. The one that
is accepted is

00

The pupils could form

and the difference is not serious. [If you have
a styrofoam model, you may display this. You
may also show that one oxygen atom came out
of the molecule, leaving water behind.]

Teacher: "How can we explain that water
is different from hydrogen peroxide?" (Answer:
It has more oxygen atoms in a molecule than
water does.)

Project Transparency No. 35, "Each type
of molecule is formed from definite kinds and
numbers of atoms." Discuss this statement
with reference to some kinds of sugars, such
as C61-11 206, CI 2H22011, and starch C6111005;
carbon dioxide, CO2; carbon monoxide, CO;
etc.

The number of atoms is a factor used in
describing the different kinds of matter known.
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Lesson 24
Particles Are Real

Concept 18: Particles of matter have mass
and occupy space.

Background Information

Knowledge in science moves ahead as a
series of what may be called temporarily cred-
ible concepts. Every concept is temporary be-
cause to know everything about anything does
not seem to be a possibility. In this study of
matter, some assumptions were madespace
is real, matter is real, and time is real. Mat-
ter was described as anything that occupied
space and had weight. Next, matter was di-
vided into particles with spaces between them;
however, nothing has been said about the
mass of the individual particles.

Your ability to make inferences from your
experience causes you to say that Of course,
it is only the particles that have weight, and
not the space." The implications of this are
many, since we know that all substances do
not have the same densitythe weight of a
cubic foot of lead is greater than a cubic foot
of aluminum. This could be the result of the
distance between particles, if we assume that
all particles have the same weight. This
could also be the result of the weight of the
particles, if we assume that the distance be-
tween particles is the same. Or this could
be the result of both variation in the weight
of the particles and variation in the space
between them.

When the particle concept of matter is
accepted and other measurements are made to
the level of precision possible with present
instruments, it is found that the particles of
matter must be extremely small when compared
to the space between them. It may he said
that matter is mostly space. It is also found
that the particles of different kinds of matter

must have different weights, must be of differ-
ent sizes, and must be different distances
apart. Important here are the ideas of particle
mass and interparticle space.

Teacher Orientation

This lesson is an extension of the intro-
duction to the concept of matter. In the ini-
tial lesson, the concern was for the whole
of a piece of matter, as a rock, or piece of
iron, or quantity of air. This lesson is de-
signed to form the concept that the weight of
a large piece of matter is the sum of the weights
of the individual particles. There is no simple
way of getting to this concept except through
analogy. A matchbox full of lead shot can be
compared to a matchbox full of glass beads
of similar size. The volume occupied by the
two is the same. The weights for the two are
different. Without opening the boxes the pu-
pils may try to explain why these two boxes
that are the same size have different weights.
They can say that one includes more particles.
They can say that the spaces between the par-
ticles in one are greater than in the other. They
can say that the particles in one are heavier
than those in another. To explain this obser-
vation the model for matter must include the
factor of mass (weight) of the particles. Since
the particle is the unit of matter it must there-
fore occupy space.

A comparison of the weights of gases can
also he made by comparing the weight of a
bag of CO2 with the weight of a bag of air.
The bags can be expanded plastic or paper.
You may also substitute any type of container
for a bag.

The weight of the individual particles can
he compared since it may he said that equal
volumes of gases at the same temperature and



pressure contain equal numbers of particles.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Transparencies:

2, "Matter can be weighed on our scale.
Energy cannot be weighed on our scale."

36, "Particles of matter have mass and
occupy space."

Demonstration:

3 small boxes (matchboxes work well)

BB shot

Class beads

Steel marbles or ball bearings

Demonstration:

Meter stick balance

2 paper sacks

Sand

Dry ice

Pail or bucket

Procedure

Project Transparency No. 2, "Matter can
be weighed on our scale. Energy cannot be
weighed on our scale." Review the two proper-
ties of matter: it occupies space and has
weight. Classify examples of the three phases
of matter and describe the physical properties
of each. Be sure to include air as matter.

Teacher: "Since we have defined matter
as the stuff that has weight and occupies space,
how would we classify an atom or molecule?
Do atoms and molecules occupy space and have
weight?" (Answer: Yes. Because they are
what m:ike up matter.) [The pupils may have
difficulty with this answer.] "Do all of the
particlesmolecules and atoms - -weigh the
same?" (Answer: Will vary.)

Demonstration or Exercise. rill one small
box (matchbox) with 99 shot, a second with
glass or aluminum beads of about the same size,
and a third with larger and :ewer steel marbles.
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One box is called a block of lead, the other
a block of aluminum, and the third a block of
iron. The number of particles in the lead and
aluminum boxes should be about the same. The
number of particles in the iron box must be fewer.

Teacher: "How can we explain the differ-
ence between the weight of the aluminum box
and the lead box, and the aluminum box and
iron box?" (Answer: Several comments are
possible. The lead molecules might be heavier
than the aluminum molecules.) "In order for
this answer to be an acceptable one what must
we assume?" (Answer: The molecules are
about the same size.) Is that a fair thing to
assume?" (Answer: We have no reason to be-
lieve that molecules are of different sizes.)
"How could we explain this if we did not think
the molecules are the same size?" (Answer:
Some could be larger and take up the same
space as the small one but they could also
be heavier.)

Open the boxes so pupils can see if their
model agrees with the constructed model.

Teacher: "Is it possible that different
molecules could take up different amounts of
space?" (Answer: Yes.) "Is it possible that
different atoms could have different weights?"
(Answer: Yes.) "So far we have used solids
and those are easy to handle. How about
gases? Could they have different weights?"

We will do an experiment to see if we can
get some information. As we do this we must
remember that in our model of a gas, the gas
particles are very small when compared to the
space between them. We will, therefore, say
that the two containers we use will contain the
same number of gas particles. Our problem is
to see if the gas molecules that make up air
have the same weight as the other gas we use
for comparison. What will we look for if we
use a balance?" (Answer: To see if the two
quantities weigh the same.)

Demonstration. Balance a stick at its
center and fasten one grocery sack open side
up to each end. (If the two sides are not in
balance add grains of sand until they balance.)

Teacher: "The two bags ere now filled
with air." [Prior to this, have the class place
a piece of dry ice about 10 inches square and
1 inch thick in a laundry pail. Allow the dry
ice to sublimate for about 30 minutes or until
the pail is full of 002.1 "Bag A will stay full
of air. Into Bag B we will add the other gas
so that the air will be forced out. It will
then be filled with a gas that is not air." [Pour
the CO2 from the pail into the bag just as you
would pour water.] "What happens?" (Answer:
The new gas is heavier.) "If we say that both
bags contain the same number of particles,
what can we say about the weight of the par-



ticles?-'' (Answer: They arc different.) "What
can we say about the mass of matter?" (An-
swer: It is the total of the mass of the indi-
vidual particles.) Are they all the same
weight?" (Answer: No.) "Are they all the
same size?" (Answer. No .)

Project Transparency No. 36, "Particles
of matter have mass and occupy space."

Teacher: "Why is this a good addition
to our model for matter?" (Answer: It helps
us explain why some things are heavier than
others.) "How would you use this idea to
explain why a full piece of chalk is heavier
than a half a piece of chalk?" (Answer: In
the full piece of chalk, there are more molecules
of whatever chalk is made of.) "How do you ex-
plain that the greater number of particles makes
a bigger piece of chalk?" (Answer: Because
the molecules take up space.)

"How can we use this idea to explain the
difference between the weight of a piece of
chalk and a piece of iron the same size?"
(Answer: The molecules of iron are heavier.) Figure 24.1. A stick balance
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Lesson 25
Atoms and Physical and Chemical Changes

Concept 1 9: The average size and mass of
the atoms of each element do not vary.

Background Information

Recall Concept 6, "Particles of matter
usually move farther apart when the matter is
heated." This lesson left open the specula-
tion that changes in size could be explained
by using the concept that the particles got
bigger when heated. This is going to come
up again for consideration.

The addition of energy to matter, in the
accepted theory, does not influence the size
or the mass of the particle. We will try to
help pupils infer this idea. We will also try
to help them see the function of the idt-a. It
is important that the pupils see the need for
accepting the most reasonable or logical of
many possible inferences. Remember hat
inferences may be made up of the part;; of
many experiences in life put together i.n an
infinite variety of ways. The concept of the
constancy of the mass and size of atons as
a part of the particle scheme is an inf-arence
that is based on very remote and "ipd,rect"
evidence.

The phenomenon of the falling ;) 13 shot
in warm and cold syrup could have variety of
explanations. One bit of confusion could
come from the apparent total reduction in
volume when the syrup is cooled, hence, the
explanation of this reduction is omitted here.
The change is very small.

he expected interpretation is that: (a)
if the molecules got smaller when cooled and
the total volume remained the same, the spaces
between the molecules should be greater and
the shot should fall more rapidly than when the
syrup is warm; and (b) if the molecules go

larger when warmed and the volume remained
the same, the spaces between the molecules
should be smaller and the shot should fall
more slowly.

What happens in each case is just the
opposite; in cold syrup the shot falls slowly,
and it falls rapidly in warm syrup. These ob-
servations must then be compared to the fact
that the matter expands when heated and con-
tracts when cooled. The best logical answer
then becomes: the size of the particle does
not change, whereas the space between the
particles does.

The problem of change of mass of the
particles must be considered (at this level
of sophistication) in a similar manner. The
pupils have had experience with melting ice
and no c-iange in mass. Now the extension
will be to the molecules of ice. If the total
mass did not change, then the mass of the
individual particles should not change, for
no particles were added or removed. Essen-
tially, this lesson is c^ncerned with the prin-
ciples of conservation.

Teacher Or leotation

The introduction of this lesson should have
as its basis the expansion and contraction of
solids, liquids, and gases. These were ob-
served early in the unit.

'['here must be more than an average amount
of teacher leadership here, because of the very
remote kinds o! data used. Have the pupils
make predictio. 3 and point out the conditions
of the situation. Clarity of understanding of
these conditions 1, important. Coldsmall
particles di ;tan.;e between particles large,
nence easy movement through substance.
Warmlarge particlesdistance between par-
ticles small, hence difficulty of movement
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through subst,Ince. The observations deny
these predictions, hence, the assumptions are
judged not to be credible.

Materials

Super 8 mm cartridge projector

Overhead projector and screen

Trans parencies:

37, "There is no change in the mass of
the atoms of an element when the
temperature or phase changes"

38, "The average size and mass of the
atoms of each element do not vary"

Demonstration:

500-m1 flask with water in it

Kitchen scale

Tripod and asbestos screen
Propane burner

Thermometer

Demonstration:

6 steel balls
Aluminum pan

Paraffin wax

501)-ml beaker

Student Activity:

1 vial of syrup for each student

2 lead shot for each student

Film: Ammonia Gas in Water

Procedure

In the previous lesson the idea that atoms
had mass and occupied space was developed.
Rc view these parts of the concept with the
class. Here we are going to look for more
facts tha are useful in supporting the idea
that the mass of and the space occupied by
the individual particles do not change when
energy is added or subtracted.

Teacher: "What happened to the mass of
the matter we used during one of our first les-
sons about matter? Remember that we used a
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beaker orice. We weighed the beaker of ice,
caused it to melt, and weighed it again." [You
may repeat this demonstration for the class.]
"Did the mass of the substance change?"
(Answer: No.) "This seems to give some
hint to an idea about what could be happening
to the particles (molecules) of water. Would
it seem reasonable that the particles always
weigh the same?" (Answer: Variable, but
is yes.) "In this experiment all we found
was that the change in state did not have an
associated change in mass. Is there a change
in mass when energy is added to matter and
the state of matter does not change?"

Demonstration. Place a 500-m1 flask
partly filled with H2O on a kitchen balance
to determine the mass. Record the data. Place
the flask on a tripod, and gently heat it with
a propane burner. (Do not bring it to a boil.)
You may wish to place a thermometer in the
water to indicate the temperature. After the
water is heated, place it on the balance.

Teacher: "Has there been a change?"
(Answer: No.) "Does it appear that the mole-
cules of water increase in mass as a result of
heating?" (Answer: No.) "Do solids change
in mass when heated and cooled?" Place
several steel balls in an aluminum pan and
weigh. Heat by directing the torch on the
balls in the container on the balance. (Result:
No change in mass.)

If you have some paraffin wax that melts
at a low temperature, you may place it in a
beaker and melt it. Have the pupils predict
what will happen to the mass as it changes
state. The beaker can remain on the balance
and the pupils can observe that no change in
mass occurs. It is well to have the pupils
give some predictions based on their past
experience.

Project Transparency No. 37, ."There is
no change in the mass of the atoms of an ele-
ment when the temperature or phase changes."
Discuss this concept with the pupils.

What happens to the size of the particles
as the temperature changes? Explain that a
change in particle size is even more difficult
to support. When we were looking for a model
to use in explaining the expansion w: matter,
we said it was more reasonable to assume that
the distance between the particles changed,
rather than the size of the particles, when
matter was heated and cooled. Now we want
to see if we can support our decision.

Student Activity. Let us begin with a
situation that we will use in making inferences:

Teacher: "Each of you will be given a
small bottle of syrup. It will be cold when
you get it and will warm up with time. We



are going to place one BBshot on the top sur-
face of the syrup when it is cold and another
BB shot on the surface when it is warm. We
are going to try to make some predictions based
on two different ideas.

"Let us begin when the matter is cold.
"If the particles got smaller when cooled

would a shot fall fast or slow through the sy-
rup? We will find out, but what do you think
would happen?" (Answer: Since the particles
would get smaller, the spaces between could
be greater or stay the same. Then the shot
should fall fast in the cold syrup.)

"If the particles get larger when heated,
then what will you guess will happen?" (An-

Figure 25.1. Dropping lead shot in syrup

swer: The shot should fall slowly because
the particles will take up more space.)

Perform the activity. Each pupil will be
supplied with a vial of cold syrup and two
shot. He will place the first shot in the vial
immediately and note how long a time is re-
quired for it to fall. This is repeated after
the syrup is warmed.

Teacher: "What happens?" (Answer: The
shot falls slowly in the cold syrup and rapidly
in the warm syrup.) "Do these results support
the idea we had?" (Answer: No.) "It seems
that the size does not change, or at least not
in the way we guessed."

Project the film, Ammonia Gas in Water.
The first showing could be without much narra-
tive. Repeat the showing. Point out the rate
of movement of the NH3 through the water,
both hot and cold. Discuss the results in
terms of changes in the sizes of the particles
with changes in temperature.

When cold, the particles would be small
and the rate of diffusion would be rapid. When
warm, the particles would be larger and the
rate of diffusion would be slower. In the film
the reverse occurs. The indicator helps us
keep track of the movement of the ammonia
through the water. The results of the NH3
experiment deny the idea of the change in
the size of the molecules with a change in
temperature.

Project Transparency No. 38, "The average
size and mass of the atoms of each element do
not vary." The size and mass of an atom or
molecule are independent of the t nperature.
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Lesson 26
Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons

tonce:o. Atoms are made an of particles:
protons, :.e'itrons, and electrons.

Background Information

This series of lessons beuan with the
concept of a particle of matter as if it were
not do isible. In a later lesson the concept
was modified to "the particles are made up
of particles." The particles were called mole-
cules, and the particles :nekinc: up the mole-
cules were called atoms, This lesson is the
first of several devoted to the concept that
atoms are male up of particles.

Although there are many kinds of atomic
particles referred to, we shall be interested
only in electrons, protons, and neutrons.
)ne model of an atom is that the nucleus is

made up of protons and neutrons and the elec-
trons move around the nucleus. Electrons are

l'ig7,re, 2 6.1 . A model for an atom of helium

characterized as having a very small mass
and a negative electrical charge. The protons

have a relatively large mass and a positive
electrical charge. The neutrons have about
the mass of a proton but no electrical charge.
The neutrons and protons are packed together
and make up the small and dense nucleus.
une difficult part of this atom concept is that
the nucleus is very small. Another is that the
atom is mostly spaco. If it were possible to
expand an atom to the size of a football field,
the outermost electron could he on either goal
line and the nucleus would be near the center.
The nucleus
a 13l3 shot.

As you continue to study this particle
concept of matter, you will find that the differ-
ences between the known elements are ex-
plained in terms of differences in the numbers
of electrons, protons, and neutrons. In the
explanations that include the idea that matter
is electrical in nature, the fundamental part
is that only the electrons move. The flow of
electric charges in a conductor is explained
as the movement of electrons.

A simple electrolytic cell used here is
fascinating and gets lots of attention. You
must be careful not to spill the sulfuric acid.
If you do spill any on your skin, be sure to
flush the area with water. If you spill it on
clothin,li, you may expect a spot or a hole to
appear. Most chemicals are harmless if pro-
perly handled.

When immersed in t1'. acid, the magnesium
ribbon an'c copper form an electrolytic cell. The
ribbon will be consumed in the process of
changing chemical energy to electrical energy.
The challenge is to change our model for matter
to account for these observations. The answer
is that part of the atom moves and the other_
does not. This means that we have to have
parts to the atoms.

The teacher may have to do more instruct-
ing here than in the previous cases because
the facts are so remote. Be sure you accept

would then be about the size of
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Atz-irms. in.only models. They are
acceptable models because they are useful in
making certain explanations.

The history of the atom concept is lona and
very interesting. Do not expect to arrive at

all at once; it will take tine.

Teacher Orientation

Particles are male up of particles. The
problem here is not the idea of particles but
rather the introduction of the idea of particles
with electric charges. Each atom is electri-
cally neutral; it has the saute number of posi-
tive and negative electric charges. Although
atoms arc relatively stable, some atoms can
be caused to release their electrons.

In the structure of the atom we use there
are some rules to follow.

1. The electrons exist at different levels
from the nucleus.

2. At the first level there are never more
than 2 electrons. (There can be 1 or
).)

3. At the second level there are never
more than 8 electrons.

4. At the third level there are never more
than 113 electrons.

The desire is to help the pupils think of
matter as electrical in nature. It is model
forming. lo: should use all possible oppor-
tunities for inferences.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

fransparency No. 39, "Atoms are made
of particles: protons, neutrons, and

electrons."

Deh onstration:

magn.e.,tiurn ribbon

Sheet copper, 1 x inches

2 alligator clamps

llashligItt bulb rttoiited in socket

Wire to connect clamps and bulb

100

500-ml beak 'r

25 ml concentrated sulfuric acid, H2SO4

Water

Procedure

Review Concept 13, "Molecules are made
no of atoms.

'reacher: "Today we are going to see if
we can use this idea in explaining several
other observations. If we cannot use the idea
we have, what must we do?" (Answer: Change
our idea or invert a new one.)

Demonstration. Fold about 6 inches of
magnesium ribbon so there are several layers,
each about 3 inches long. Fasten one end in
an alligator clamp. Place a piece of sheet
copper about 1 inch wide and 3 inches long in
a second alligator clamp. Add about 200 ml
of water to a 500-ml beaker. Add about 25 ml
of sulfuric acid to the water.

[RE SURE TO ADD THE ACID TO THE WATER.
NEVER ADD THE WATER TO THE ACID.]

Figure 26.2. Apparatus for producing
electricity

Connect a wire from the clip with mag-
nesium to one contact of a flashlight bulb and
a second wire from the copper-holding clip to
the other contact of the bulb. Insert the cooper
plate in the water-acid mixture. Insert the
magnesium ribbon in the mixture. (Result: The
light bulb was lighted.) "Where did the elec-
tricity come from?" (Answer: The liquid and
the metals.) "Can we explain this by using
the idea of atoms?" (Answer: No. Where
does the electricity come from?) "We must
now change or expand our idea of an atom.
We will begin by forming a model for electri-
city in a wire. We will imagine that there are
little things called electrons moving along the



wire. They will be something like water flow-
ing in a hose. We need to have some source
of these particle:3 called electrons. Now we
are at the atom again.

"The model of the atom that is ',3eful here
includes three types of particleselectrons,
protons, and neutrons."

Figure 2b 3. A model for an atom of helium

Draw sketches on the overhead projector
or chalkboard.

Most of the mass of the atom of any ele-
ment is concentrated in the nucleus (protons
and neutrons). The protons have a positive
electrical charge, the electrons have a nega-
tive electrical charge, and the neutrons have
no electrical charge.

We can now say that the electrons from
the acid or the magnesium or the copper get
to the wire and to the light. The resistance
of the filament in the light bulb to the flow
of electrons through it results in the heating
up and glowing of the filament and the light
is given off. Now we have changed our model
for matter so that the atom is made up of par-
ticles. [You may wish to relate the analogy
of the football field and the size of the nucleus.]

Distribute diagrams to the class of models
of three atoms: helium, hydrogen, and carbon.
Try to make up models of other atoms. Be
sure the pupils can place the particles in the
proper places.

Project Transparency No. 39, "Atoms are
made up of particles: protons, neutrons, and
electrons."

Review the particles and placement of
each.
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Lesson 27
Electric Charges and Forces

Concept 21: Electric charges are associated
with the particles of matter.

Background Information

The concept of the electrical nature of
matter did not evolve along with the particle
concept in parallel steps. There were many
ideas used to explain how atoms were fastened
together before the idea of electrical charges
was used. One was that there were hooks on
the outside of each atom and the hooks caught
on each other.

You will not be concerned with the forma-
tion of compounds in this lesson. You will
merely be extending Lesson 24 on the electrical
nature of matter. You already know the useful-
ness of the electrical property of matter in ex-
plaining the flow of charge in a conductor.

According to the theory that is now accepted,
all matter is made up of the same fundamental
par icles: electrons, protons, and neutrons.
Chose particles, regardless of the atom of
which they are a part, always have the same
properties. The numbers of electrons and
protons are useful in describing the chemical
properties of the atoms. The numbers of protons
and neutrons determine the mass of the atom.

Remember that the nucleus is made up of
protons and neutrons and always has a positive
charge. The electrons always have a negative
electrical charge and always occupy space
away from the nucleus.

As you proceed you will note that the fact
that opposite electrical charges attract each
other makes it possible for is to explain what
holds an atom together, and also what holds
two or more atoms together to form a molec Ile.
The attraction between t and - charges is a
key in explaining chemical changes as well
as many physical phenomena. Charges and

the fact that like charges repel each other
(+ repel +, and repel -) are also useful
ideas. Since one positive charge can attract
only one negative charge, all atoms are elec-
trically neutral when they are alone. If the
atoms are in the presence of other atoms, it
is possible that some kinds can add or give
up electrons. If an atom adds electrons, the
result is a particle with a negative charge.
If an atom gives up electrons, the result is
a particle with positive charge.

Static electricity is explained by using
the concept, "matter is electrical in nature."
When some materials are rubbed by other
materials, a difference in electrical charge
is generated. The experience of getting a
shock on a dry day after walking on a wool
or nylon rug with leather or plastic soled
shoes is common. The explanation is that
the electrons accumulate on the shoe soles
and since there are so many they spread to
the surface of your body. When you touch
an electrical conductor that does not have a
large number of electrons stored on its surface,
a number will jump from your body to the other
surface. The tendency always is to end up
with two neutral bodies.

Static electricity is generated by rubbing.
It is the mechanical energy of rubbing that
causes the electrons to be moved from one
place to another. The potential energy that
enables them to jump is their stored mechanical
energy.

As you use the idea, you will come to think
of the electrical nature of matter as a very imag-
inative concept.

Teacher Orientation

The electrical nature of matter is to be
extended from use in explaining the flow of
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electric charge in aWi-re to explaining the
accumulation of static electrical charges.
In the explanation for static charges the elec-
trons are believed to come from the surface
of one material and be attracted to the surface
of another. The nature of the charge is diffi-
cult to determine since there are no absolutes
here. The standard or frame of reference that
is used is the nature of the charge that accu-
mulates on glass when it is rubbed with silk.
This charge is defined as positive (4-) and is
always the same. When glass is rubbed with
silk the electrons move from the glass to the
silk. The silk thus has a negative charge
(many electrons) and the glass has a positive
charge (fewer electrons). In this lesson you
will use a plastic ruler and a piece of wool
or flannel. The ruler will have a negative
charge and the wool will have a positive
charge. If you perform the demonstration on
a dry day you will he able to detect the repul-
sion of like charges and the attraction of un-
like charges.

The charges come from the matter of the
ruler and the cloth. The terms we usegenerate
a chargedo not refer to creating an electrical
charge from nothing. They mean that some form
of energy is used to bring about the accumula-
tion of electrons (particles) in one place and
a deficiency of electrons in another. When
the charges flow from where there are many
to where there are few, work is done. This
is as valid for the spark from your finger as
it is for the turning of an electric motor.

As you present this lesson keep in mind
that the structure of the atom is developed so
that natural phenomena can he explained.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Transparencies:

39, "Atoms are made up of particles:
protons, neutrons, and electrons"

40, A model for a lithium atom

41, "Exercise Sheet"

42, "Electric charges are associated
with the particles of matter"

Demonstration:

Rubber stopper

3 feet of string
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Expetimerit (for each 2 studehts):

2 plastic 6-inch rulers

Piece of wool or felt

Piece of thread

Transparent colored dots with + and - on
them

Transparency marking pencil

Exercise sheets (one for each student)

Procedure

Project Transparencies No. 39, "Atoms
are made up of particles: protons, neutrons,
and electrons," and No. 40, a model for a
lithium atom, so pupils can review the theo-
retical structure of atoms. They should be
able to use the terms electron, proton, and
neutron in describing the structure.

Teacher: If the electrons move around
the nucleus very rapidly, what would you ex-
pect to happen?" (Answer: The electrons
would fly away from the nucleus.) [If this
answer does not appear, you may tie an ob-
ject like a rubber stopper or rubber ball on
the end of a string. Slowly whirl the object
on the string and then release the string. Be
careful not to strike one of the pupils. Note
what happens to the ball.]

Teacher: "Today we are going to perform
an experiment that may help us to explain why
the electrons do not fly away from the nucleus."

Experiment. Provide each two pupils with
two plastic rulers, a piece of wool or felt,
and a piece of thread. The pupils or the
teacher will tie the thread in order to suspend
one ruler.

Figure 21.1. Testing the plastic rulers for
electrical charge

One pupil will hold the end of the string
to support one ruler. The second pupil will
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urine, of ntaron end
of the suspended ruler, :;Dt that nothing
happens. [If they do repel edcl. other, touch
the rulers to a steam radiator other metal

v,.21:1: both rulers t) he neutral t)
hen in. this will usuall, be the case. If the
pupil :._;s the ruler, a charge may be formed.]
Rub the suspended ruler four or five times with
the cloth. Do not touch it with the fingers.
Rub the second ruler with the cloth. Bring one
end of the second rider near one end of the sus
pended ruler. (Result: The two rulers should
repel each other.) Firing the cloth near the
suspended ruler. (Result: the ruler and cloth
should attract each other.)

Fin re . Showing attraction

Teacher: Can we use our model for an
atom in explaining what we see here? First
le: us try to tell what we saw." (Answer:
When the two rulers were not rubbed, they
did not affect each other. When they were
rubbed, they repelled each other. After rubbing,
the cloth attracted the suspended, ruler.) "Our
first task is to explain this pushing apart and

together. We can easily see that the
rubbing could have had some connection with
the results. If we accept the idea that oni
the electrons move easily from the atom, can
we make a model of what happened?" (Answer:
When the rulers were rubbed, electrons could
be rubbed from the cloth to the ruler.) If this
occurs, then how can you explain that the
rulers moved away from each other?" (Answer:
We must say that electrons repel electrons.)
"What evidence is there to support this idea?"
(Answer: The cloth attracted the ruler. This
could mean that the cloth gave away electrons
and the ruler received them.)

Construct a model on the overhead pro-
jector with some dots to represent 4- and -
charges.

"The model slioevs what could happen, but
we cannot see the electrons. there is one
more thing we must accept at this point or the
model is not useful. We must accept the ideas
that electrons influence other electrons at a
distance, and that electrons and protons in 11.i
ence each other at a distance.

Now it may be stated that since we have
used the idea of electrical particles success-
fully in explaining what we saw with the rulers,
matter may be electrical in nature. Also, we
rumm say that thereare forces associated with
the electric charges.

Distribute the exercise sheet so pupils
can complete the sketches. Protect Transparen-"
cies No. 41, "Exercise SITaet," and No. 42,
"Electric charges are associated with the par-
ticles of matter."

Teacher: "How can we now explain what
keeps the electrons around the nucleus?" (An-
swer: The two unlike electric charges attract
each other.)

+- + - + -+-
1E'.4.7"Ta"4:T11

- + - + - + -+

Figure 27.3. A model for showing neutral
objects

- +- - + -
47-1717-77+77

+ - - + -+

Figure 27.4. A model for showing attraction
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Lesson 28
Electrical Forces

Concept 22: The particles of matter attract
each other.

Background Information

A glass can be filled over the full mark,
and a drop of water is nearly spherical when
placed on the surface of waxed paper. A

needle or razor blade may float on the surface
of water. A duck will easily float on the water
when its feathers are covered with a natural
oil formed by certain glands of the animal.
The same duck will sink in the water if there
is enough detergent to cut the oil film on the
feathers, Whee o corner of a blotter or a
soft . :sod in water the water
se- to climl; and up the material.

Some of these phenomena appear to be
supernatural. In science, supernatural expla-
nations are not accepted. The desire is to
explain what can be observed in a reasonable
way. This is why the model for matter we
have been developing has been modified so
many times. The model must fit what we see.

There are forces between atoms and forces
between molecules. Some of these may be
electrical and some gravitational in nature.
Gravitational force depends upon the masses
of the particles involved and the distance
between them. The greater the particle mass,
the greater is the force between them. Further-
more, the smaller the distance between par-
ticles, the greater is the force between them.
Your weight, for example, is a measure of the
gravitational force between you and the earth.
It is a function of your mass, the earth's mass,
and the distance between the two.

Although both gravitational and electrical
forces exist, forces between molecules are
best explained on the basis of electrical attrac-
tion. This is because attractive forces in
matter are much greater than gravitational

forces. Like gravitational force, electrical
force varies with distance; here the distance
is between unlike charges. The closer together
the charges become, the greater becomes the
force of molecular attraction. Scientists have
classified matter, in part, on the basis of
the attractive forces between particles. (lb-
loots having a fixed form with the particles
vibrating yet packed close together are called
solids. In.liquids the particles move about
more rapidly so they move past each other.
In gases the particles move even more rapidly,
and hence the distances between them are
greater than those in liquids. Thus, gases
are free to bounce and fly about.

Adhesion and cohesion are terms applied
to the kinds of attractive forces existing be-
tween charged particles. If the two or more
particles of matter that attract each other are
of the same substance, the attractive force is
called cohesive. If, however, the attractive
force is between two different kinds of sub-
stances, the attractive force is called adhesive.
You can remember this by thinking of the use of
adhesive tape. l-lere there are two kinds of sub-
stances that attract each other, cloth and glue
particles.

The term used to describe the over-filled
water glass is surface tension. Surface tension
is also used in describing the nearly spherical
water drop placed on the surface of waxed paper
and the skin-like surface of water on which a
needle floats. This is a reasonable term be-
cause it acts like a tight membrane over the
surface and a force is necessary to puncture
it. Yet, to name a phenomenon or a force does
not help much in explainina the cause.

Surface tension in liquids like water can
he explained by using the idea that in a water
molecule there are concentrations of different
electrical charges positioned at different places
about the molecule. This means that the elec-
trical properties have been noted and that the
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Figure 28.1. A model for a water molecule

best explanation is to say that the water mole-
cule has these charge concentrations.

Figure 28.1 represents a water molecule.
Note that the hydrogen atoms are placed in a
definite way. This placement is not accidental
but is a function of the charge configurations
of the molecular parts, the hydrogens and
oxygen. We can see from Figure 28.1 that
each molecule of water has a negative and
positive end. When the positive end of one
molecule of water attracts the negative end
of another water molecule, they hang together.
The attraction of one water molecule for another
forms the skin-like surface of water and the
cohesive force is great enough to support a
needle. In order for the needle to enter the
water, the force of electrical attraction must
be overcome.

Adhesive forces, such as those existing
between water and glass particles, can also
be explained by electrical forces in much the
same way as cohesive forces. The difference
is due only to the nature of the particles attracted.

Teacher Orientation

In the previous lesson the idea of the
electrical nature of matter was expanded.
The pupils should now think of many forces
between particles as being electrical in origin.
This lesson is an application of these electrical
forces in explaining some rather interesting
phenomena. You may use the terms cohesion
and adhesion, but this is not necessary. Mere-
ly say like molecules and unlike molecules.

If you think it is necessary, you may start
the lesson by blowing some soap bubbles. The
film of soap can be used as the introduction.
What holds this thin layer together? It is de-
scribed as the result of the unequal distribu-
tion of electrical charges on the molecules.

Materials

Overhead pro)ector and screen
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Trans parencies:

43, "Exercise SheetCohesion and
Adhesion"

44, "Particles of matter attract each
other"

Demonstrations:

Medicine dropper
Large crystal
Tumbler
Water
Dish
Sewing needle
Metal-edged ruler

Experiments:

Waxed paper
Water
Dropper
Paper towel
Petri dish
Glass microscope slide

Procedure

Review the particle model for an atom
noting the following:

1. Atoms are made up of protons, elec-
trons, and neutrons.

2. A negative electrical charge is asso-
ciated with an electron.

3. A positive electrical charge is asso-
ciated with a proton.

4. Opposite electrical charges attract
each other and like electrical charges
repel each other.

5. Electric charges are helpful in explain-
ing how solids are held together, static
electricity, conduction of electricity,
etc.

6. Some negative charges (electrons) can
be removed from atoms and caused to
accumulate in certain places.



Disp lay a solid iike a iaipe crystal or sui.;-
port a weight on a wire.

Teacher: "What holds the molecules to-
gether in these solids? Xotc how the
cm.ustal is :ormed." (Answer: n..st
be holding the particles together.) "%Altai is
the force we know about so far that holds par-
ticles together?" (Answer: Electricity.) "het
us move alonc; to look at some other things and
then see if we can make up a model to heft us
explain what we see."

Demonstration. Fill a tumbler with water
as full as possible. After it appears to be full
add more water to the glass with a dropper or
syringe. Have the pupils note that the surface
is curved. You may even take a ruler with a
metal edne and scrape the extra water off.

Figure 28.2. A glass of water filled beyond
the rim

teacher: "What was observed?" (Answer:
The water extended above the top of the glass.)

Demonstration. Add water to a petri dish
until it is about 1 inch deep. Pass a sewing
needle through your hair to give it a coating
of oil. Carefully place the needle on the water
surface. It will float if you are careful not
to break the surface. ( Result: The water sur-
face was bent clown, but the needle floated.)
[This activity may be performed as a pupil
experiment with the older children.)

Figure 28.3. Floating a needle on water

- Experiment.- Provi-de each pupil with-a
piece of waxed paper, a small container of
water, and a dropper. The pupils will place
a drop of water on the waxed °ewer. (Result:
the drops form into little round lumps like
balls of water.) Place two drops close together.
By using the dropper push one drop close to
the other. (Result: The two drops combine
to form one drop. It is still somewhat rounded
on the surface.)

Figure 28.4. Drops of water on wax paper

Experiment. Provide each pupil with a
small container of water and a piece of caper
towel. The corner of one end of a strip of the
towel is dipped into the water. (Result: The
water moves up the towel.)

Figure 28.5. Water being absorbed by
a paper towel

Experiment. Provide each pupil with a
petri dish, a microscope slide, and a dropper
of water. Place the slide in the petri dish.
Place several drops of water some distance
from the slide. (The water may form a drop
or may spread out. Try to have it form a drop.)
Move the slide along the bottom of the dish
until it touches the water. (Result: The water
creeps between the microscope slide and the
dish.)

Teacher: We now have a number of ob-
servations we want to explain." List the ob-
servations with the pupils:

I. Solids hang together.
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2. Water seems to have a skin -like layer
over the surfacewe over-filled a wa-
ter tumbler and we floated a needle on
the surface of water.

3. Water forms little balls when °laced
on waxed paper. Two drops can be-
come one and form a new unbroken
layer.

4. Water seems to crawl into small places,
lifting other drops as it moves.

Figure 28.6. Glass slide and water drop

Teacher: "Is there a factor that exists
in observations 1, 2, 3, and 4 that is the
same?" (Answer: Solids are held together
by a force. Water in liquid form has a
skin-like surface caused by a force. Drops
of water are held in that form by a force.
Water is caused to move up the towel and
between the slide and the dish by a force.
The common factor is force.)

Teacher: "What part of our model helps
us find the origin of this force?" (Answer:

10

Unlike electric charges attract each other.)
"ii we are to have these charges attract each
other, then the particles of matter must have
more electrons than protons or more protons
than electrons. Is this really the only way?"
(Answer: No. The charges could be unevenly
distributed over the particle. On some parts
of a molecule there could be more electrons
than protons and on other parts of the same
molecule there could be more protons than
electrons.)

"Form a model of a particle with the charges
unevenly distributed on the surface. How will
this help?" (Answer: Other particles could
also have an unequal distribution, and thus
pull the particles together.) "This can help us
with like materials. Can it be used with unlike
materials like the towel?" (Answer: Yes. The
other material could also have an unequal dis-
tribution of charges.)

Project Transparency No. 43, "Exercise
SheetCohesion and Adhesion." Have the
pupils draw lines to show the forces pulling
on the particles.

Project Transparency No. 44, "Particles
of matter attract each other." Be sure to end
with the electrical attraction of particles.

Figure 28.7. A model for particles with
uneven charge distribution



Lesson 29
Particle Mass

Concept 23: The mass of an atom is determined
by the number and kinds of particles that it con-
tains.

Background Information

The weight per unit of volume of any sub-
stance is usually defined as density. The idea
of different densities for different materials is
known to most adults, although the term may
not be used; a cubic foot of lead is much heavier
than a cubic foot of aluminum. The difference
in density can be accounted for in two different
ways: there could be more molecules present
per cubic foot of lead than per cubic foot of
aluminum, or the individual molecules of lead
could be heavier than the individual molecules
of aluminum.

The idea that there are more molecules per
unit of volume of lead has been rejected as the
result of carrying out some weight measurements.
A more useful explanation is that individual atoms
of different Elements have different weights.

As a result of careful study, it is now pos-
sible to arrange the known 103 different ele-
ments in a table based upon the numbers of
protons in the nucleus. It is also possible
to arrange the elements in a table based upon
their individual atomic weights. The fact that
the arrangement by number of protons in the
nucleus is very similar to the arrangement by
atomic weight is easily explained using the
theory that matter is made up of particles.
This is because the weight (mass) of an indi-
vidual atom is explained in terms of the num-
ber of particles, mainly protons and neutrons,
that make it up. Let us examine a few examples
in the table which follows. Note that the number
of protons in the nucleus is always a whole
number and it extends from 1 to 103. The
atomic mass also increases in a generally

Element

Number of Number of
Approximate Protons in Neutrons in
Atomic Mass Nucleus Nucleus

Hydrogen 1 1 0

Helium 4 2 2

Lithium 7 3 4

Beryllium 9 4 5

Boron 11 5 6

Carbon 12 6 6

Lawrencium 257 103 154

regular manner. The mass of a given atom may
be described in terms of the sum of the number
of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. How-
ever, this would be slightly in error, because
the mass of the electrons is not included. The
mass of an electron is only 1/1837 that of one
proton, so the error would not be great.

The important part of the particle concept
here is that the differences in atomic mass
can be explained in terms of the mass of sep-
arate particles.

In science there are no absolutes, hence
there are no absolute units of mass to begin
with. In addition, the desire of the scientist
is to be as consistent and precise as possible.
The scientist, therefore, accepts a unit of
measure that he feels is as constant as pos-
sible and that is also usable; here he has
chosen the atomic mass of carbon-12. In his
study of the other atoms he compares the mass
of other elements to carbon-12 and says that
carbon weighs 12 atomic mass units. With
this standard all scientists can use the same
measuring unit.

Two ideas will be pointed out in this lesson:
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1. The atoms of different elements have
different masses.

2. The mass of an atom is described in
terms of the number of electrons, pro-
tons, and neutrons that make it up.

Teacher Orientation

The lesson is initiated by having the pu-
pils experience the same volumes of two differ-
ent elements. You may use a small volume of
mercury and an equal volume of magnesium
powder, or a cube of iron and a cube of alu-
minum, or a cube of lead and a cube of iron.
The important factor is that the volumes are
equal.

The move may then be: if we keep dividing
these blocks what would be the smallest par-
ticle we could get? This would be an atom.
Would the atom of aluminum (total of 27 protons
and neutrons) have the same mass as the atom .

of lead (total of 207 protons and neutrons)?
How can we explain the difference in mass?

You may wish to use a sensitive balance or two
and some other apparatus in the lesson.

The following directions for constructing
a model for an atom will prove useful in this
lesson. Cut two pieces of clear plastic the
same size, about 1 1/2 feet square. Form a
circle about 3 inches in diameter and place
it at the center of the plastic sheet. Place
each plastic sheet on a separate kitchen bal-
ance. Secure about one dozen steel marbles
of the same size and one dozen colored plastic
dots. Paint one half of the steel marbles a
different color. (The steel marbles are to be
protons and neutronsthe plain ones protons,
and the colored ones neutrons. The plastic
dots will represent the electrons.)

Figure 29.1. A model for showing the differ-
ence in mass between two atoms
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The hydrogen atom can be formed first
it is light and it has only one proton and one
electron. Pupils can note the reading on the
balance. Helium is nexttwo electrons, two
protons, and two neutrons. Notice the two
protons and the mass of four. This can be
continued. (You may wish to calibrate the
balance in units of one nuclear particle. This
would make It possible to develop the concept
of an atomic mass unit.)

This lesson is concerned with explaining
differences in atomic mass in terms of atomic
particleselectrons, neutrons, and protons.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Transparencies:

45, Models for magnesium and mercury
atoms

46, The mass of an atom is determined
by the number and kinds of particles
that it contains"

Demonstrations:

2 metal blocks with the same volume
but different mass; i.e., aluminum and
steel, or lead and steel, etc.

OR

2 identical small bottles with mercury
in one and magnesium powder in the
other.

2 balances or kitchen scales

2 sheets of plastic about 1 1/2 feet
square

2 paper circles-4 inches in diameter

1 2 steel marbles, half of them painted
a different color

12 plastic circles, about 1 inch in
diameter

Procedure

Review the level of development of the
concept of the atom to date:



1. Atoms are different.

2. Atoms are made up of electrons, pro-
tons, and neutrons.

Demonstration. [If you use blocks of iron
and aluminum, several of these pairs may be
passed around the class. If you use bottles
of mercury and magnesium, the samples should
be carried by the teacher and the bottles should
be in another container (like a plastic pail).]
Pupils will lift each sample or the samples may
be weighed on a balance.

Teacher: "What difference is noted?" (An-
swer: One is heavier than the other.) Are
the amounts (volume) the same?" (Answer: Yes.)

Figure 29.2. Showing the difference in mass
between two elements

Teacher: "How can we explain the differ-
ence in weight?" (Answer: The atoms of lead
are heavier than the atoms of aluminum; or,
the atoms of lead are nearer together than the
atoms of aluminum, so there are more atoms
of lead than aluminum in the block.) [Write
the two ideas on the overhead pi->jector or
chalkboard.] If we decide that the number
of atoms in both blocks are the same, which
of these decisions do we accept?" (Answer:
The atoms of lead are heavier.) "Measure-
ments of the mass of particles indicates that
a mass of 207 can be assigned to lead and a
mass of 27 to aluminum. We can say that
the mass of an atom of lead is 207 and the
mass of an atom of aluminum is 27. Our prob-
lem is to explain this difference in mass.
What can we say? Can we build a model from

what we say about an atom so far?" (Answer:
We now say that the nucleus is made of pro-
tons and neutrons, and that these are heavy.
We also say that there are different numbers
of particles in atoms.) "How does this know-
ledge help?" (Answer: Some atoms may have
more particles than others.)

Demonstration. Place a plastic sheet on
each of two balances. Place a cardboard or
paper circle in the center of the sheet. (This
center will be the nucleus.) Start by forming
a model for hydrogen. Place one shiny steel
marble in the center (Proton). Place a plastic
dot somewhere outside the circle (Electron).
On the second balance place two shiny steel
marbles and two painted marbles in the center.
Place two dots outside the circle. This second
model is helium. The models will look like
Figure 29.3.

77712 (8)/
Figure 29.3. Models for hydrogen and helium

Note the balance reading for each of the model
atoms. The mass of hydrogen is 1 and helium
is 4. Form other atoms like those listed in
the teacher orientation. In each case note the
increase in mass.

Teacher: "Is this a good model to explain
the difference in weight of the different atoms?"
(Answer: Yes. It shows us that the difference
in mass can be explained in terms of the num-
ber of nuclear particles.)

Project Transparency No. 45, the models
for magnesium and mercury atoms, and note
the number of nuclear particles in each.

Project Transparency No. 46, "The mass
of an atom is determined by the number and
kinds of particles it contains," as the sum-
mary.
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Lesson 30
Isotopes

e
Concept 24: All atoms of a given element are
made up of the same numbers of electrons and
protons.

Background Information

As the study of matter progressed, it was
found that all phenomena could not be explained
using the idea that the nucleus of an atom al-
ways had the same number of nuclear particles.
It was found that some hydrogen would act like
hydrogencombine with oxygen and form water
but was heavier than other hydrogen. It was
called heavy hydrogen. This same observation
was found naturally or made to occur with all
elements. Gold was found to have an atomic
mass from 188 to 2u1. In spite of this differ-
ence, all the gold had the same chemical proper-
ties. Atoms of any element that have atomic
masses different from the most common form
are called isotopes of the element. The only
difference is the mass. How can we explain
this?

We have said that the numbers of protons
and electrons determine the chemica, proper-
ties of an atom. Because of this part of our
model, all hydrogen atoms must have one pro-
ton and one electron. The number of neutrons
in an atom contributes to its mass but not to
its chemical properties.

The number of neutrons in a nucleus is
used in explaining radioactivity. When the
number of neutrons becomes too large or too
small in relation to the number of protons, the
nucleus tends to break up. When this occurs,
it is said to undergo radioactive decay. Many
radioactive isotopes are used in medicine and
industry.

In this lesson the important ideas are:
(a) The number of electrons and protons in a
given type of atom is always the same. The

number of neutrons can be different! and (b)
The number of electrons always equals the
number of protons when the atom exists alone.

Teacher Orientation

This lesson adds to the preceding one but
is concerned with the equivalence of the num-
ber of protons acid electrons and with differ-
ences in atomic mass. Constant attention
should be given to the concepts of electrical
neutrality when the element is in the form of
an atom and that all atoms are made of the
same kinds of particles. The differences be-
tween atoms are explained by using different
numbers of the three types of particles.

The problem in this lesson is: Some atoms
of a given element have different atomic masses.
How can this be explained?

Since our model is "atoms are made up of
electrons, protons, and neutrons," we must
try to explain the mass difference in these
terms. We have also said that the number of
protons must equal the number of electrons.
The chemical nature of an element is determined
by the number of electrons and protons. The only
factor in our model that gives us an opportunity
to explain the difference is the neutrons. This
is adequate, so we explain isotopes in terms
of nuclear stability and number of neutrons.
[Neutrons and protons have the same mass.]

The following table lists some common
elements and the mass numbers of their known
isotopes. The underlined ones are stable and
occur naturally. The others are radioactive
and are produced artificially.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen
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Element Mass Number of Isotopes

Hydrogen 1 2 3

Carbon 10 11 12 13 14 15

Nitrogen 12 13 14 15 16 17

Oxygen 14 15 16 17 18 19

Neon 19 20 21 -22 23

Aluminum 25 26 27 28 29

Trans parencies:

40, Model for lithium atom

42, "Electric charges are associated
with the particles of matter"

46, "The mass of an atom Ls determined
by the number and kinds of particles
that it contains"

47, "All atoms of a given element are
made up of equal numbers of elvc-
trons and protons"

Demonstration:

Kitchen balance

Sheet of plastic, 1.5 x 1.5 feet

Paper circle, 4-inch diameter

4 steel balls, 3 painted a different color

1 plastic circle, 1-inch diameter

Procedure

Project Transparencies No. 40, a model
for a lithium atom, and No. :2: "Electric
charges are associated with the particles of
matter." From these the pupils should review:

1. The atom is made up of electrons, pro-
tons, and neutrons.

2. The atom has as many electrons as
protons.

3. The chemical propertiesdifference
between lead and goldof an element
are explained in terms of numbers of
electrons and protons.
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4. The protons and neutrons are.in the
nucleus.

5. The electrons are nearly weightless.

6. The electrons and protons attract each
other due to electric& forces.

Teacher: "Today I am going to tell you
about something that was a sort of mystery
in about 1931. Dr. Harold Urey was studying
hydrogen and he found some hydrogen that
acted like ordinary hydrogen, that is, it would
combine with oxygen to form water and react
in other ways just like hydrogen is expected
to react. There was, however, one property
of this sample of hydrogen that was different;
it weighed twice as much. Here we had an
element that was hydrogen but its atomic
weight was 2 rather than 1. Later, after this
hydrogen-2 was reported, a hydrogen with an
atomic mass of 3 was found. Can we explain
this difference in mass with our present model?"
(Answer: Yes.) "Let us construct a model that
satisfies our requirements; these are:" (An-
swer:

I. The atom must remain the same kind
of element.

2. The atoms have different masses.)

"How do we satisfy these requirements?"
(Answer: Change the number of neutrons in
the nucleus.)

Demonstration. Place the plastic sheet
on the sensitive kitchen balance. The circle
in the center is to be the nucleus.

Teacher: "If the element is hydrogen,
how many protons do we have?" (Answer:
One.) "Where is it placed?" (Answer: Nucleus.)
"How many electrons are there?" (Answer: One.)
"Where is it placed?" (Answer: Outside the
nucleus.) "What is the mass of this atom?"
(Answer: One.) "Why?" (Answer: It has one

Apo lezi)
Figure 30.1. Two isotopes of hydrogen



nuclear particle.) "What would we change to
make hydrogen with a mass of 2?" (Answer:
The nucleus.) "How would it be changed?"
(Answer: Add one neutron.) Add one steel
marble and note the change in mass. "Is this
a good model?" (Answer: Yes.) "Why?"
(Answer: It meets our requirements. We still
have hydrogen and the weight is twice as much.)
"How can you make a model for hydrogen 3?"
(Answer: Add anotheP steel marble.) Note the
reading of the balance.

"These atoms with different weights from
the ordinary are called isotopes."

Sketch a model of an atom of carbon and
its many isotopes.

14-1

6+
5N

C-10 C-11 C-12 C-13 C-14 C-15

Figure 30.2. Isotopes of carbon

Note the following:

1. All have the same number of protons
and electrons. (This means they are
all carbon.)

2. Each has a different number of neu-
trons. (This means each has a differ-
ent mass.)

Repeat this with sketches of gold.

1-

tie:\
/I-21N

Au 191

/7.:\

Au 197

1-

Au 201

Figure 30.3. Isotopes of gold

Project Transparencies No. 46, "The mass
of an atom is determined by the number and
kinds of particles that it contains," and No.
47, "All atoms of a given element are made
up of equal numbers of electrons and protons."
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Lesson 31
Molecules

Conceal 25: Molecules are made up of atoms
that are held together by electrical forces.

Background Information

A molecule may be defined as an electri-
cally neutral combination of atoms that acts
as a single unit. This means that a molecule
of water is not merely hydrogen and oxygen
side by side, but rather a new unit that is
made up of hydrogen and oxygen. A molecule
is not a mixture with the parts easily noted
and separated. The atoms are said to be bonded
together. The question asked for many years
was "What kind of a bond is this that exists
between atoms as a result of a chemical change?"
Now we have a model that satisfies this question:
The bond between atoms is an electrical force."

To explain this electrical force requires some
invention because metals are different from
metallic compounds and these are different
from nonmetallic compounds. There is no reason
to go into metallic, ionic, or covalent bonding
at this level, since the desire is to develop the
idea that a bonding force is explained in terms
of the ide'of electricity.

The electrical Conductivity of some solu-
tions sets up the idea of electrical bonds.
There is no reason to go beyond the idea that
the attraction is due to the sharing of electrical
forces.

Recall the electrolysis of water experiment
to support the idea of an electrical attraction.
There are some materials that cannot be broken
down electrically and also that do not conduct
electricity. It is difficult to establish the elec-
trical nature of the bond here. At this level,
it may be necessary to take it on faith.

The theoretical base, though not of concern
for the pupils, is that an outer shell of eight
electrons is the ideal stable state for all atoms
except hydrogen and helium; for these it is two.

Teacher Orientation

This concept follows the many concepts
presented so far because it is quite sophis-
ticated. It is based upon many previous con-
cepts.

1. Matter is made up of atoms.

2. Atoms are made up of electrically-
charged particles.

3. Electrical charges (-) can be caused
to move, resulting in particles that
are negatively charged and positively
charged.

4. Like charges repel and unlike charges
attract each other.

In this lesson you will use these ideas,
but not stress how the particles get the charge.
You are merely concerned with the explanation
of molecules being held together.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Trans parencies:

48, "Mo(lel for a water molecule"

49, "Molecules are made up of atoms
that are held together by electrical
forces"

50, Listing of Concepts 1-6

51 , Listing of Concepts 7-11

52, Listing of Concepts 12-16



53, Listing of Concepts 17-21

54, Listing of Concepts 22-25

Procedure

Review the ideas listed in the teacher
orientation statement. Place these on the
overhead projector or chalkboard.

Teacher: We have come a long way in
forming our model for matter. Now we want
to go one step farther. How can we explain
what holds the atoms together in molecules?"
Pupils are asked to speculate some. [Pos-
sible ideas are: Electrons move from one atom
to another causing the atoms to have different
electrical charges and, thus, attract each
other. In some way the atoms share electrons
so both are attracted to the electron.)

Project Transparency No. 98, "Model
for a water molecule." Note the sharing of
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electrons. The electron from each hydrogen
atom got into the orbit of the oxygen electrons,
so this holds them together...

There are many ways these electrical
forces can be developed.

Project Transparency No. 49, "Molecules
are made up of atoms that are held together
by electrical forces."

Teacher: "Let us review the ideas we
have developed so far. We have constructed
each of these models for matter for a reason.
What is that reason?" (Answer: To help us
explain what we see happen.) "When is a
model a good one?" (Answer: When the model
includes what we know and helps us to explain
what we want explained.)

Project Transparencies No. 50, 51, 52,
53, and 54 that list all the concepts.

The teacher will point out why we used
each model and, as often as possible, why
and, to what extent it was changed. The re-
view should be the history of an idea about
matter.

GPO P.4 4,0
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Transparency No. 1
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Transparency No . 41

EXERCISE SHEET
In each case, if the felt cloth were rubbed on the plastic ruler indicate the

electrical charge on "A" and "B" and indicate if they would attract or repel by

circling the answer you think is correct.

2.

3.

A

I I I oll I I I I

Attract

Repel

Attract

Repel
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Transparency No. 43

EXERCISE SHEET

Cohesion of Water

0000a }
Glass

0 0
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Water

0 0
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Adhesion of Water and Glass
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1
.

A
l
l
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a
t
t
e
r
 
i
s
 
m
a
d
e
 
u
p
 
o
f
 
p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
.

P
a
r
t
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l
e
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o
f
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a
t
t
e
r
 
h
a
v
e
 
s
p
a
c
e
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b
e
t
w
e
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n
 
t
h
e
m
.

3
.

P
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
 
o
f
 
m
a
t
t
e
r
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r
e
 
v
e
r
y
 
s
m
a
l
l
.

4
.

P
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r
t
i
c
l
e
s
 
o
f
 
m
a
t
t
e
r
 
a
r
e
 
i
n
 
m
o
t
i
o
n
.

5
.

P
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i
c
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f
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r
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v
e
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h
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d
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7
.

I
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t
h
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s
o
l
i
d
 
s
t
a
t
e
,
 
t
h
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p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
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o
f
 
m
a
t
t
e
r
 
a
r
e
 
p
a
c
k
e
d
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o
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e
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h
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n
 
a
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e
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d
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c
e
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8
.

I
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h
e
 
l
i
q
u
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s
t
a
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e
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p
a
r
t
i
c
l
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f
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e
r
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e
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o
o
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h
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.
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IV
Tests

The evaluation instruments are in the
form of motion picture films with each test
item identified in terms of the associated con-
cept. The administration and assessment of
the results of the test are simple in that the
number answered in an acceptable manner per
concept is the important indicator. The key
and concept identification are included for
your reference.

The orientation of the concepts and the
teaching strategy employed in this unit placed
very little emphasis on reading as a tool for
learning. Consistent with this idea, the de-
velopment of the evaluation procedures em-
ployed also minimized reading. Basic to the
plan to minimize reading in this unit was the
belief that the conceptual background develop-
ment possibilities of an individual are not
limited to the reading level of the individual;
the conceptual level of the individual may
exceed his technical reading vocabulary.
The evaluation instruments developed for this
unit of siudy,therefore, had to meet the cri-
terion of "demanding minimal reading skills
and vocabulary."

Item Criteria

All items used in the tests were expected
to satisfy at least six of the eight criteria that
follow:

1. The item is concerned with the se-
lected concept. (Each item must be
specific to a given concept.)

2. The proportion of the population se-
lecting the accepted response when
the instrument was administered fol-
lowing instruction is greater than
0.50, the level attributable to random
guessing.

3. The proportion of the population se-
lecting the accepted response to
each item is greater when the instru-
ment is administered as a posttest
than when it is administered as a
pretest.

4. The proportion of the instructed popu-
lation is greater than the proportion
of the noninstructed population choos-
ing the accepted response to each
item when the instrument is admin-
istered as a posttest.

5. The proportion of the instructed popu-
lation at each class level selecting
the accepted response to each item
increases progressively with grade
level when the instrument is admin-
istered as a posttest.

6. The items are not of extreme difficulty
when included as a posttest for the
instructed population (-2a S X50 + 2a).

7. The items are positive discriminators
when included as a posttest for the
instructed population ( 6 <_ + 0.30).

8. The items are usable with groups in
a classroom.

In addition to minimal reading the follow-
ing characterize the evaluation instruments:

1. The items are stated in an objective
form.

2. There are five individual items related
to each concept.

3. Each test item involves a natural phe-
nomenon and the theoretical concept
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useful in explaining the phenomenon. 9. The pupils indicate their responses
on separate answer sheets.

4. All items are in the media of colored
still or motion pictures and sketches.

5. Written captions are included so the
teacher may read them to the pupils.

6. The five items related to an individual
concept in a given test are sequenced
at random.

7. Sample items are included to serve
in giving directions to the pupils.

8. The total evaluation instrument con-
sists of five parts and five items per
concept: 1. Conce.;:,+; 1-6, 2. Con-
cepts 7-11, 3. Concepts 12-16,
4. Concepts 17-21, and 5. Concepts
22-25.

184

The Test

The items included in each of the five
test parts are indicated for your information.
It is impossible to show the several colors
used to avoid the development of student clues
and for you to observe the motion; however,
each sketch includes shading and an indica-
tion that the sketch is dynamic or static.

The five items related to each concept
and the position of each item relative to other
items are indicated. For example, Test Part C
includes Concepts 1-6 and item C-5 is the
fifth item on the test, Test Part M includes
Concepts 7-11 and M-15 is the 15th item on
the test, Test Part S includes Concepts 12-16,
Test Part U includes Concepts 17-21, and
Test Part X includes Concepts 22-25.

GPO 82130 45-13



CONCEPT NO, 1: All matter is made up of particles.

C-1

C -1 2

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining the
make-up of air?

A B

0 0
0000

0

n=ss

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining the
make-up of water?

A B

C-26

C-4

C-20

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining the
make-up of iron?

A B

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining the
make-up of oil?

A

000 0 0 0
O 00000

000 0O 0 00
000 o0 0-

B

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining the
make-up of the blackboard?

A B
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CONCEPT NO. 2: Particles of matter have spaces between them.

C-2

C-11

186

Which model of water is
more useful in explaining
that water can dissolve
sugar?

A

1 1 I FICIC
nri

non
Which model of water is
more useful in explaining
that water can dissolve
ink?

A

C-27

C-7

C-16

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of water?

A

Qt

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of iron?

A B

ODD
DOD
E1170
DOD

Which model of water is
more useful in explaining
that water can dissolve
salt?



Which model of perfume is
more useful for explaining
the fact that you can smell
perfume in the air but you
cannot see it?

Which model is more useful
for explaining the fact that
you cannot see the particles of
water even with the aid of a
microscope?

A

00
00

CONCEPT NO. 3: Particles of matter are very small.

c-s

0-19

0 -30

G-17

C-23

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of water?

O00

Sugar that is dissolved
cannot be seen, Which
model of sugar is more use-
ful in explaining this?

A

0000
000

0 0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of air?

=r
0 0
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CONCEPT No. 4: Particles of matter are in motion.

G-9

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining how an
odor spreads throughout
an entire room?

B

O 0 0

00 000.
0 0 000 0 0

0 0 0 'c:
static ,__clynami c

Which model of water is
more useful for explaining
how sugar seems to disappear
when placed in water?

C-14

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of air?

A

o
O

0
O

O

O

0

0
static

B

O
O

o

O

0
0
dynamic.

O

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining that
dry ice seems to disappear?

A

C-21 A B C-25 0000
000C
0 0 0C
000C
000C

U0 0 0
O

000 C

0 ° dynamic
dynamic

C-29

188

Which model of water is
more useful for explaining
how ink spreads out in
water?

0 00 C

O
0 0

0
dynamic static



CONCEPT NO. 5: Particles of matter move faster when the matter is heated.

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining matter
at a higher temperature?

C-8
A B

C-I5

00 00
000 0

0000

000

000

00 00

7000 0
0000 0
)000 rs,
D000 O
30000
D000 0

C-18

fast slow

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens to matter when
it is heated?

A

before
.29.23=C
00,0 00

after

B

0 0
0 0°
e ore

0 0
00. .

after

C-24

C-22

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens to matter when
it is heated?

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens to matter when it
is heated?

A

after

B

O 0 0
0 00o 0

efore

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining matter
at a lower temperature?

A

0

0
0

O

00
0

slow

B

O 0
0

o o
fast
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CONCEPT NO, 6: Particles of matter usually move farther apart when the matter is heated.

C-3

C-10

190

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining matter
at a higher temperature?

A B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining matter
at a lower temperature?

A

00
°

00

B

0
0

0
0

0
0

C-28

C-6

C-13

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens to matter when
it is heated?

A

272==re
O 0o 0
o o 0 0
before

Z2227122=2O 000
Do 0 0
before

0 0
0

0 o o
O 0
after

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens to matter when
it is heated?

A

before
2=2:=CC

after

B

before

00 0

after

Which model is more useful
in explaining what happens
to matter when it is heated?

A

000 00

O 00 0
before
O 0 0
o 0

O o 0
after

B

o 0 °
0000000

before
000
0000
after



CONCEPT NO, 7: In the solid state, the particles of matter are packed together in a pattern
and move within a small space,

M-1

M-10

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of solids?

A

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
solids keep their shape?

A

0 000
0
0 0 0
0 ° 0

B

O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0

M-17

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
solids keep their shape?

Iv1-6

0000
0000
0000
00 0 0
0000

00
00
Li

000
0

M-12

Which model is more ,:se-
ful in explaining the
make-up of solids?

A

-0 0
0000 0 0

00 000 °o
00 0
0 000 000
0

0 0 :0
00°

0
o o

B

O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

dynamic

0

0
0

n
dynamic

Which model is more use-
ful for explaining that
solids keep their shape?

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
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CONCEPT NO. 8: In the liquid state, the particles of matter are loosely clustered together
and move about.

M-2

M-13

192

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of liquids?

A

0
0 0 0000

0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of liquids?

A

0°0
00000 000 0
O
static

O 00
000
O 00
O 00
O 00
dynamic

M-22

M -8

M-19

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
liquids flow?

A

booc
O 00c
O 0oc
00 0C
O 0oC

1
dynamic

B

dynamic

Which model of liquids
is more useful in explain-
ing that liquids have no
definite shape?

A B

000
000
000
000

Which model of a liquid
is more useful in explain-
ing that liquids take the
shape of their container?

B

0 00 0
0 o

O 0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

O 0 0



CONCEPT NO. 9: In the gas state, the particles of matter are far apart and move freely.

M-4

Which model is more useful
in explaining that gases
expand and fill any con-
tainer?

A

00 0 00
0

0 0
O 0

0 00
0 0

B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
gases have no definite
shape?

M-15 A B

00000 4000000000000000
0
0

0
0

0

0
000 0000000 000 000000000000 d 0 0 0
dynamic dynamic

M-24

M-7

M-21

Which model is more useful
in explaining the make-up
of gases?

A

0
0

0
0 0

00 0
OC0 0

000 0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
gases can he compressed?

A

000
000
0
0

0
0

dynamic

B

O

0
0

dynami c

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
gases mix easily with each
other?

A

000
000
000
000
000

dynamic

0

0

0

O
00

O

0

static
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CONCEPT NO. 10: The state of matter can be changed from solid to liquid and from liquid
to solid.

M-5

M-16

194

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining
melting?

A

0 o o,,o00
-no 0

0 0 O
0

0 0000

B

00000000
000000000000
00 0 0000

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what happens
when a liquid is cooled
until it freezes?

V1-14

Which model is more useful
in explaining melting?

A

r17:1=2.
oOo 00 0 00 0

sol liq

B

0 0
o Oo

O

O 0
liq gas

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining
freezing?

A

ECZZ

Imi
B

M-230 (-)
0 .00 C
° 000) 00 (Op0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
000 0 0 0

liq sol.
sol - liq

A

0000000001
0000,
000C

liq - sol

M-25

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens when matter changes
from a solid to a liquid?

A

0 oc
)000C
)0 Oc

osol -+ liq

B

00
O 00
O 00
O 00
O 00
iq sol.

liq 4 gas



CONCEPT NO. 11: The state of matter can be changed from liquid to gas and from gas to liquid.

M-3

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining
boiling?

B

O
00

00 0
0 0o0

O

')
O 0

0 o
0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining a gas
changing to a liquid?

M -11

A B

rramla0 0
0 °

0 0

0 0 0

=II=00 0
000 00°

liq gas gas liq

M-9

M-18

Which model is more useful
in explaining what happens
when a gas is cooled until
it becomes a liquid?

M-20
A

=EEG
0 0

0071
0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0

gas lig lig 4 gas

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining a liquid
changing to a gas?

A 0

0 0
0

0 0 °0 0 00 00 00 00
0 r,

o 0000,

B

00000
000

0000
00 00 000

O 000
0O 0 0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining wl- It
happens after a liquid is
heated until it becomes a gas?

A B

liq

=MEE
0 00
0 0
0 00 0

0 000
° 00 00

sol lig 4 gas
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CONCEPT NO, 1 2: The push against the surface by a gas depends upon the number and rate
of motion of particles of the gas.

S-1

S-10

196

Which model is more useful
in explaining how a gas
pushes on its container?

A

O
O

O
O
dynamic

B

In which model is the gas
pushing the hardest on the
inside of the container?

A

0 0 0
0 0

00 0
slow

B

0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0
fast

S-22

S-6

S-20

In which model is the gas
pushing the hardest on the
inside of the container?

B

slow fast

Which model is more useful
in explaining how a gas
pushes on its container?

A

00 0
00 O 0

dynamic

B

rouncual

0
0 0 0
0 0
static

In which model is the gas
pushing the hardest on the
inside of the container?

A B

0 00 0
0 0

0

0 0

0

GPO 528.145-14



CONCEPT NO. 13: Some particles of matter (molecules) are made up of simpler particles (atoms).

S -5

S-12

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
difference between a
hydrogen molecule and
hydrocl cit,3ms?

00
molecule

0 0
atoms

B

00
molecule

0
o 0 0
o °

atoms

Which model is more useful
in explaining the differences
between the atoms that make
up the water molecules and
the water molecules?

A

PC)

molecule

(1.3 b
atoms

B

9°
molecule

?NO
atoms

S-23

S-8

S-19

Which model is more useful
in explaining the differences
between the atoms that make
up carbon monoxide molecules
and the carbon monoxide
molecules?

00 00
molecule molecule

00 0
atoms atoms

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
differences between a
nitrogen molecule and
nitrogen atoms?

A

00
molecule

atoms

00
molecule

00
atoms

Which model is more useful
in explaining the differences
between the atoms that make
up ammonia molecules and
the ammonia molecules?

A

CiCf
molecule

0

0
aPms

B

4,43
molecule

atoms
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CONCEPT NO. 14: Some molecules are made up of only one kind of atom (element).

S-2

S -14

198

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of the element
mercury?

A

000 o
0 0

0
0 0 O
00 0

0 0°

B

O 000

O
00c

00 0
O 000
00 01

Which model is the more
useful in explaining the
make-up of the element
silver?

A B

S-25

S-9

S-17

Neon is an element.
Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of the neon
molecules?

A

0
0

0
0

static

o °0
0600

0 O
00 0
dynamic

Oxygen is an element.
Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of oxygen molecules?

co)

Cb

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of the element
gold?

A B

000d
0000
000 0
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

dynamic dynamic



CONCEPT NO. 15: Some molecules are made up of two or more kinds of atoms (compounds).

S-3

S -1 3

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of table salt?
(NaC1)

000
O (;)

000
000

B

0
00O

0°C
r) 0n
dynamic

Which model is more useful
in explaining the make-up
of carbon monoxide?
(CO)

cP

6)(6
8 ,c

0 000
.Q

0

S-18

S-7

S-15

Which model is more useful
in explaining the make-up
of carbon dioxide? (CO2)

A

0
0

0

0

dynamic

B

dynamic

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of water? (H20)

A

9'

B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of hydrogen
chloride molecules? (HC1)

'B
p

9
p

(?)
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CONCEPT NO. 16: Some samples of matter contain more than one kind of molecule (mixtures).

5-4

5-16

200

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of a mixture of
water and air?

A

V AI

B
0

o 0000 0
O 0 0
0 ° °0 O00 0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of a mixture of
salt and water?

dynamic static

S-24

S-11

S-21

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of ink in water?

00
00

O 0 0
O 00
00 0

00°
0 00 0
o0 00

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of a mixture of
sugar and tea?

A

000 :00
00 o

1/4jo 00 0

° 0°
O f" 0° °
000 0 0°

B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of a mixture of
perfume and air?

A

0 0

00
° 00°

. °00 o
static

B

dynamic



CONCEPT NO. 17: Each type of molecule is formed from definite numbers and kinds of atoms.

U-3

U-13

Salt is a compound.
Which model better describes
the scientist's idea of the
nature of salt?

A

00.0
0 o 0
0 0 0 .. 0 . 0

B

Water is a compound.
Which model better describes
the scientist's idea of the
nature of water molecules?

A

b

Q Q?

U-24

U-S

U-19

Mercury is an element.
Which model better describes
the scientist's idea of the
nature of mercury molecules?

A

000 00 0
000 00
0 0 0
00 0 0

Oxygen is an element.
Which model better describes
the scientist's idea of the
nature of oxygen molecules?

A

Carbon dioxide is a compound.
Which model better describes
the scientist's idea of the
nature of carbon dioxide
molecules?

A
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CONCEPT NO. 18: Particles of matter have mass and occupy space.

U-4

U-10

202

A sample of gas is com-
pressed by adding weights
to the piston. Which model
is more useful in explain-
ing what happens?

A B

before

after

Which is more useful in
explaining the difference
in mass between the balloons?

B

U-23

U -8

U-21

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
difference in mass?

A

0

static t--1

''
0 00

static

B
----

oo

dynamic

0' o
0

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens when a glass full
of air is lowered open end
down into the water?

FT-1

I °:1

10 01

0000 0 0 0 0
o 0,0 000 0
o 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

before before

eflo
8" 000 0 0000
0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 c, 0
after after

When a steel ball is dropped
into a glass of water, the
level of the water rises.
Which model is more useful
in explaining what happens?

00
00
00
o o

0
0

0



CONCEPT NO. 19: The average size and mass of the atoms of each element do not vary.

1' -2

U-14

Dry ice changes from a
solid to a gas. Which
model is more useful in
explaining this increase
in volume?

A block of iron is larger
in size and mass than
another block of iron. Which
model is more useful in explain-
ing how this is possible?

A B

10to

U-18

U-12

U-16

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the change
in volume without a
change in mass?

888

A

eilA,

before A after

B

0 0 0
0 0 0

before after

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining how a
substance occupies different
volumes when in the gas or
liquid states?

gas 0 liquid

L.-
-001

B

gas

10 0
0 01 ,

liquid

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining that
two samples of the same
gas can have the same mass,
yet different volumes?

B
0

000

203



CONCEPT NO. 20: Atoms are made up of particles: protons, neutrons, and electrons.

U-9

20-1

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of atoms?

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of atoms?

U-20

U-6

U-15

Which model is more useful
in explaining the make-
up of atoms?

A B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of atoms?

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
make-up of atoms?



CONCEPT NO. 21: Electric charges are associated with the particles of matter.

C -7

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining why some
liquids conduct electricity?

A IB

O 00
000 000

0000 000
0O 0 00

0 000 oO 0 0 00

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining why
some solids conduct
electricity?

U-17
A B

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 o 0 0000
0
0

0 0
0 0

0 3
0 0

0
0 0-0_0_0

static dynamic

C-25

-L I

U-22

Which model is more useful
in explaining why some
gases conduct electricity?

Which model helps us more
to explain this?

B

%5D

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining what
happens?
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CONCEPT NO, 22: The particles of matter attract each other.

X-2

N -I 2

206

Crystals have regular
shapes. Which model is
more useful in explaining
the make-up of crystals?

A

A slim copper wire can
hold a weight of many pounds.
Which model is more useful
in explaining the strength
of the wire?

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
0

X-19

X-6

X-17

Which model of water is
more useful in explaining
how water takes the shape
of the glass?

A

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining how a
glass of water may be
made to be "heaping full"?

A

O 0
0 0

0O 0 0

Which model is more useful
in explaining how the
steel ball keeps its
shape?



cox= No. 23: The mass of an atom is determined by the number and kinds of particles
that it contains.

X-1

X-9

Which model represents the
atom with the smaller
mass?

A

Which model represents the
atom with the smaller
mass?

A B

X-18

X-7

X-14

Which model represents
the atom with the greater
mass?

Which model represents
the atom with the
greater mass?

A B

Which model represents
the atom with the
greater mass?
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CONCEPT NO. 24: All atoms of a given element are made up of the same number of electrons
and protons.

X-4

X-11

208

1

Which of the models
represents atoms of
the same element?

Which of the models
represents atoms of
the same element?

B

X-20

Which of the models
represents atoms of
the same element?

X-8

X-16

A

L............

nn+

Which of the models
represents atoms of
the same element?

Which of the models
represents atoms of
the same element?

A B



CONCEPT NO, 25: Molecules are made up of atoms that are held together by electrical forces.

X-3

X-10

GPO B26.145.15

Which model is more useful
in explaining the formation
of a water molecule?

AOO
O

B

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the forma-
tion of a carbon dioxide
molecule?

X-15

X-5

X-13

Which model is more useful
in explaining the formation
of a hydrogen molecule?

A

Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
formation of a carbon mon-
oxide molecule?

A

Bop

0
Which model is more use-
ful in explaining the
formation of a methane
molecule?

ci>

0
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